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AIBSTRACT
The Second World War created a shortage of labour in Canada, and by 1942
mothers were encouraged by the National Selective Service to accept opportunities for
paid employment. The federal govemment responded to the need for child care by
initiating a cost-shared program with intemsted provinces. The Dominion-Provincial
Day Nursery Agreement was enacted in Ontario and Quebec cities, but despite significant
need for quality child care, Winnipeg did not take advantage of the day nursery program.
What factors lead to this uneven acceptance of social patnarchy?
Many levels of Winnipeg society were uneasy about the rapid increase of women
and mothers in the workforce. Evidence suggests that many citizens shared paternalistic

views of women in society, and were reluctant to sacrifice traditional ideals of farnily
even during the wartime labour emergency. As well, professional social workers in
Winnipeg's Council of Social Agencies compromised their cornmitment to modem
methodology and instead relied on conservative assumptions of mothers' responsibility to
the home. The Council's decision whether to implement the day nursery scheme
coincided with a period ofjitters Winnipeg had over a perceived nse in delinquency by
adotescents- Since delinquency was considered a sign of social instability, this moral
panic did little to ease concems that the absence of mothers fiom the home would cause
problems. In all, these factors created little enthusiasm to fünd and create a day nursery
that would entice more mothers away fkom their farnily duty.
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PREFACE
A mother of two teenage daughters in East Kildonan responded to the National
Selective Senice's (NSS) wartime cal1 for female labour by accepting work on the
"graveyard shift" at a Winnipeg cannery two miles fkom her home. Her husband, a
veteran of the Great War's Vimy Ridge reacted to the news that his wife had a job by

digging out his old uniform fiom the cellar and parading around the kitchen with a broom
on his shoulder. He announced that if his wife was needed for the war effort, he might as
well re-enlist, too. The wife, reputed to have had a "rnind of her own," persisted and
worked for a couple of years until the war ended. The husband remained concerned,
especially since his wife had to trudge nightly across the open prairie fiom her home to
the cannery downtown. For reasons of reputation, her daughters hated that their mother
worked. The girls were certain some boys they knew at the cannery would recognïze her,

and they were ashamed that their mother would be seen there.'
The NSS campaigned hard to attract this East Kildonan cannery worker, but also
offered the provision of government sponsored Day Nurseries so that mothers of young
children could take up jobs more easily. The NSS promoted the advantages of the
proposed nurseries in a radio play that katured 3 1/2 year-old "Aeroplane Johnny."

Johnny slipped away kom a neighbour's home where the boy's mother had left him to be
minded while she went to work. The mother blamed herself for her boy's disappearance,
exclaiming, "if I hadn't taken this old job.. .If anything's happened.. -1thought I'd help out
by working. With Ed overseas and them needing air-plane parts. I'11 never forgive
rnyself?" Jobnny was later found on a roof, and was brought home by police. His

1

Mrs. MoIly Hiil, telephone interview by author, April 17, 2000.

homecorning was rnarked by a battle to get him to eat his vegetables. Later, Johnny's
aunt showed his mother an adverthement for a nursery school for war-workers' children.
When the mother balked at the idea because of Johnny's age, the aunt suggested she give
up her job. The mother retunied that, "They need me at the plant, Millie, and.. .we need

the money." Once the mother was assured of the presence of the nursery's trained staff,
nurse and dietician, she was willing to give it a try. In the end, Johnny hated to miss a
day of nursery, and the staffcured him of his tantnuns when faced with a plate of cmots.
Aunt Millie noted that Johnny had learned much at that school, to which the mother

replied, "They've taught Johnny's mother a lot too, Millie. I'd like to give them the
Womed Mother's awardeU2
Stones like those of the cannery worker and Johnny's rnother Millie, r e d and
fictitious, reveal the tensions working women and mothers lived with during the Second
World War. In the case of the cannery worker, f e l y respecïability was at stake when
women and mothers stepped out of the house to work. Husbands and children needed to
accept, often to their chagrin, that their wives and mothers were willing to push
traditional expectations of gender aside. The radio play addressed al1 the misconceptions
and concerns the NSS-recruited mothers might have had about institutionalized care. The

play also affirmed a mother's sense of patriotism and desire to do her utmost for the war
effort, while at the same time it acknowledged the underlying reality of financial need.
Finally, as s h o w by the nursery's cure of Johnny's unhealthy eating habits, it
underscored the belief that institutionalized child care ernployed scientific chiId rearing
practices that mothers often could not or refused to administer.

- -

'Radio script for "Aeroplane Johnny and the Nursery School,"NAC, RG 27, MI.

61 1, file 6-52-9, 1-8.

In Winnipeg, the decision to impiement the Day Nursery pro-

was left in the

hmds of the city's Council of Social Agencies. At fis&it seemed that government
fimded day nurseries and &er school prograrns wodd be an ideal way to release mothers

in Winnipeg to work. However, by 1943, national and local concern for young people,
typified by the plight of a fifieen-year-old named Betty, jeopardized any program in
Winnipeg that allowed mothers to leave their domestic responsibilities easily. Maclean's
Maeazine recounted that Betty's father was overseas, and that her mother found it
difficult to manage the household hances. Betty left school after Grade Eight to Iook
after the home. She liked the unsupervised i?eedom, but not the housework. In time, the
health authority condemned her as a source of gonorrheal infection. She confessed that
she had had contact with soldiers since she was fourteen. It was assumed that a trained
psychologist wouid have seen the danger signs before her work weary mother could, and
her S

~ ~ O U
problem
S

could have been a ~ o i d e d . ~

The magazine article revealed the potential hazards that might befdl families
where mothers worked outside the home. Readers in Winnipeg woufd in time question
whether the labour women and mothers did in the city was worth an increase in
undesirable adolescent behaviour- The concern over such an increase was enough to help
scuttle a child care program that ironically was based on modem principles that woutd
have helped diminish aberrant behaviour of children and youths. This study of wartime
Winnipeg will illustrate that the city's civic and social work decision-makers had not füliy
accepted new practices intended to fashion a contemporary society, but instead shared
traditional values not unlike the broom wielding veteran lefi to march alone in his
kitchen.
M. Brechin, "Danger:Child Growing Up," Maclean's Masazine, August 15, 1943,4849.

CEtAPTER 1
WOMEN, WORK, AND WAR: HISTORIOGRAPHY AND SOURCES
The Second World War, according to Ruth Roach Pierson, offered women
fleeting opportunities for emancipation.' Jeffery Keshen suggests that while inequalities
were not overtumed, sufficient progress did occur to initiate later transitions in gender
roles.' Much of this fkeedorn carne as women took the jobs abandoned by enlisted men
and created by the demands of war production. At the same time, Canada continued to
evolve towards a modem welfare state with the development of prograrns such as Farnily
Allowance. Wages and monthly "baby bonus" cheques gave women greater social
equality when these new sources of incorne weakened the authonty of malebreadwinners.
Equality and independence for women were not fully realised by the war's end,
however. A study of the conditions and attitudes wornen faced in wartime Winnipeg
reveals that while the war on the surface rnay have dismpted regular patterns at home and
at work, patriarchal influences of society and the state ensured that traditional gender
roles would not be a wartime casualty. Contradictions were at work here. Women and
mothers were encouraged to work outside the home at the same time as their liberation
fkom the home came under suspicion. State assistance, ironicaliy while ostensibly freeing
women fiom domestic responsibilities, simultaneously reidorced and extended
patrïarchy.
[ Ruth Roach Pierson, "Thev're Still Women After All": The Second World War and Canadian
Womanhood (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, l986), 9.

'leffery Keshen, "Revisiting Canada's Civilian Women Dunng World War II," Social Historv 30, no. 6 0
(1997): 266.

First, despite an official carnpaign that encouraged women, and later, rnothers, to
enter the paid labour force to secure victory, the public discourse evident in Winnipeg at
the time indicates less than full acceptance of greater female participation in the work
force. Even though the public outwardly supported the war effort, rnany citizens also
shared ideals of stability and normality that were grourided in a conservative tradition,
where a married woman's place was in the home as a wife and mother. Female labour
needs during the war cnsis were balanced by fears that women would lose or disregard
their supposed inherent disposition tu care for th& families. Consequently, their
children, lacking proper parental guidance, where at risk of becoming delinquents. Their
paid labour directly threatened the control which patriarchal households and institutions
needed to retain fernale subservience at home and in society.
Second, regardless of the emerging belief that the state had an increasing
obligation to provide services to improve society, full irnplernentation of programs
intended to Eee women fiom inequity were harnpered by the state's reluctance to change
too quickly. The federal nature of the Canadian state also slowed the introduction ofnew
policies. The Dominion government with its national perspective and direct
responsibilities for rnobilizing labour for the war effort at times moved in advance of
provincial govemments with narrower perspectives and concems to preserve existing
constitutional responsibilities. New social poIicy and increased state intervention in
family matters needed to contend with traditional patriarchal concepts of gender roles,
both within and outside the home. As well, Jane Ursel suggests that when uromen
accepted what the welfare state offered them, the benevolent face of social patriarchy

greeted thema3 Once introduced, social programs were often conducted with a great
degree of reservation, and not without some degree of invasive intervention. Now,
bureaucrats and social workers exercised a patriarchai surveillance over women partaking
of govenunent policies. As Dominique Jean expIains, govemment harboured ideals of
family Life that shaped social policy towards the war's end.4 Mothers found that they
would have to endure scrutiny and goverment supervision as the state widened its
jurisdiction to the home.
Third, despite the desire of social workers to create an ordered society through a
rational scientific approach, the central philosophy of their profession and their social and
econornic background as social work staff, worked against this aspiration. Social
workers who staf5ed social agencies comrnonly accepted utilitarianism, a beliefthat a
well-ordered society was the achievement of social efficiency. They proposed state
intervention as a way to ensure proper ordering of social relations. Ironically, this
scientific rational approach to social work included old-fashioned scrutiny of homes to
ensure this social science was being used. Gale Wills indicts this utilitarian view for the
perpetuation of oppression of women and the working class. She notes that the emphasis
on central authority and supremacy of expertise are "intrinsic to patriarchy and support of
male dominance that characterire industrial s~cieties."~
The predominantly middle-class
social work profession imposed upon its clients utiritarian values that were, according to
Jane Ursel, Private Lives. Public Policv: 100 Years of State Intervention in the Familv (Toronto:
Wornen's Press, 1992), 2.
4

Dominique Jean, "Farnily Allowances and Farnily Autonomy: Quebec Families Encounter the Welfare
State, 1945-1955," in Bettina Bradbury, ed., Canadian Familv History: Selected Readings (Toronto: Copp
Clark Pimien, 1995), 405.

Gale Wille, A Marriase of Convenience: Business and Social Work in Toronto. 1918- 1957 (Toronto,
Universisr of Toronto Press, 1995), 24.

Wills, "the strongest and paradoxically the least consistent with the humanistic and social
justice goals of the profession."6
This study will examine the conditions working women and mothers in Winnipeg
faced as they attempted to work for wages arnidst the misgivings and apprehensions of
citizens, school boards, social agencies and government. Despite the extraordinary
demands of the wartime labour crisis, women were expected to adhere to traditional
charactenstics of fernininity and working mothers had to continue to assume full
responsibility for their families. These patnarchal expectations of women and rnothers
by society and state can be further measured by following the level of coneoversy that

surrounded the decision of whether or not to implement the Dominion-Provincial
Wartirne Day Nursery Agreement in Winnipeg that was to help release mothers for warrelated work. The Day Nursery decision was influenced by a coinciding panic over a
perceived rise in Winnipeg's juvenile delinquency rate. Youth crimes became comected
with the absence of mothers who were drawn away from their families to the workplace.

The Manitoba government and the Winnipeg Councii of Social Agencies, who were
responsible for the day nursery decision, were not prepared to expedite mothers' exit ftom
the home.
The failure to provide wartime day nurseries in Winnipeg demonstrates that civic
officials and social workers did not digress from the patriarchal attitudes and traditional
ideais of the family. The paternalistic decisions made in Winnipeg during the war belied
the notion that modem social science needed to discard old values and replace thern with
methods that ensured the well being of its citizens. By denying working wornen state-nin

care for their children, decision-makers made apparent their reluctance to let go of
patriarchd values. This thesis contends that the assumptions and biases held by civic
officials and much of the general public in Winnipeg made it difficult for women, wives
and mothers to work, regardless their desires or needs, Ultirnately, because of the
tenacity of patriarchal influences and attitudes in Winnipeg, the presence of women in the
workplace would challenge gender expectations but not appreciably change them.
Most Canadians were committed to supporting the war effort, but many women
had motives beyond a sense of duty when they entered the paid labour force. For some, it
was an adventure that raised possibilities for independence and escape from domestic

drudgery. For most, oppominities were likely exploited for economic reasons. Their pay
packets augmented family incornes, which had not Fully recovered f?om the depression
years. A 1939 report for Manitoba's Econornic Survey Board recognised that "subsidiary
incorne" by working women was the "last line of defence in rnany

Others saw

jobs as a chance to afford material extras that were not possible in a single wage earning
family. Whatever the reason, the officia1 cal1 to war veiled circumstances responsible for
women taking paid labour, a situation which left closely guarded family respectability
intact.
At first glance, entry to the paid labour force couId be interpreted as a liberating

event for women. Early work by Arnerican historians suggests involvement in the
working world helped change societal attitudes towards women and in time contributed
to both social and economic equality; a "full American egalitarianism (was created) by

'Mary Kinnear, A Female Economv: Women's Work in a Prairie Province.
Queen's University Press, 1998), 38.

1870-1 970 (Montreal: McGilI-

democratising labour."* Later work by Susan M. Hartmann qualifies claims that women
had made great strides during the war, noting that traditional sex roles were maintained.
However, Hartmann concludes that the Second World War "modified women's position
both in the home and in the world outside."'

in contrast, Ruth Roach Pierson questions

the idea that the war advanced women's labour and social status. She emphasises
Canadian wartime "jitters" over fernininity, post-war mass dismissals of ferriale
employees and dismantled government-funded day care as proof. SimpIy, patriarchy was
served by "the claim of the family on women's labour and time remained unshaken by
the war.""

Keshen since suggests that while progress was lirnited and then curtailed

after the war, but that too much had happened in too many iives for women to completely
r e m to square one."
A social history of wartirne rnothers working for wages during the Second World
War needs to be constnicted with an acknowled~ernentof the prevalence and persistence

of patriarchy. Academics grapple with the extsnt to which patriarchy subordinates
women and controls women's labour power, but the paternalistic nature it represents is
evident in every facet of this study. Patriarchal influences ernanating Eom family,
workplace and state have had a sipificant impact on women's status, and are widely
discussed in secondary material that addresses familial relations, gender differences in

Chester Gregory, Women in Defense Work Durinp World War II; An Analvsis of the Labour ProbIems and
Women's Riehts, (Philadelphia, 1972), quoted in Ellen Scheinberg, 'The Tale of Tessie the Textile Worker:
Female Textile Workers in Cornwall During World War II," LabouriLe Travail 33(Spnng 1994), 153.
Susan M. Hartmann, American Women in the 1940s: The Home Front and Bevond (Boston: Twayne
Publishers, 1982), 16.
10

Pierson, 19.

'' Keshen, 266,

labour, state regdations, and the application of social welfare. Considering the
prevailing conventions of the time, patriarchal decisions were considered to be "just good
cormnon sense." However, this hegemony facilitated and reinforced gender inequality
durhg the war years.
Jane Ursel makes a distinction between "familial patriarchy," where power and
authority over women and children were exercised in the home, and "social patriarchy,"
where the support and control over women and children carne from laws, institutions and
the state.I2 To understand the form and fùnction of patriarchy, Ursel focuses on what she
contends were the most fundamental processes al1 societies must organise: reproduction
of its population through procreation, socialisation and daily maintenance, and
production, which secures the resources to provide for that population. Whereas
patriarchy is a form of organising reproduction, it needs labour and incorne resources to
function. Here, Ursel sees the organisation of production around the wage-labour system
conflicting with the organisation of reproduction within the patriarchal ~ ~ s t e r n . ' ~

Familial patriarchy was threatened when wives worked for pay. Paid labour
intemipted idealised motherhood to become an important social concem in industrialising
Canada. There was also the possibility that by receiving a wage, a wornan might foster

an element of independence from her husband who otherwise had been able to control her
body and domestic labour. When women did enter the workplace, sirnilar tensions
effectively relegated them to diminished status by determining the type of work that they
could do outside the home, and what rate of pay they would receive. Joan Sangster

suggests that wornen's earliest understanding of wage work, adopted and mediated by the
family, facilitated sexud divisions in laboursL4Heidi Hartmann ctairns that male workers
preferred job segregation by gender at the expense of class unity. She notes that "job
segregation is not only part of the capitalist mode of production, but also a product of a
separate, coexisting system of male domination, patriarchy, that preceded capitalism and
is theoretically irreducible to it."'j Ursel, too, accepts that patriarchy's most evident
service to production has been the creation of circurnstances that offer women as cheap
laboud6
Gender-based pay differentiation resulted fiom the designation of work as
inherentIy "male " or "fernale." Familial patriarchal convention, shared by employers
and husbands, and often accepted by women themselves, reinforced the gender division
of labour and largely supported the idealised importance of the male breadwimer. Joan
Sangster records the management of the gender division of labour in her study of working
women in small-town Ontario. Employers accepted that men were the pnmary wage
earners of households, and though a living wage was not always given, that men should
be paid more than women. SupeMsors hired women for less skilled and lower-paid jobs
because of the "physical, psychologkal, and 'innate' charactenstics of wornen, and
because of the reality of male breadwimers and temporary female workers.""

So-called

womanly characteristics confined females to repetitious assembly line work, whereas
14

Joan Sangster, Earninc Respect: The Lives of W o r k i n ~Women in Smail-Town Ontario. 1920-1960 (Toronto:
University o f Toronto Press, 1995), 25.
1s

Heidi H a m m , "The Unhappy Mamage o f Maxism and Feminism: Towards a More Progressive Union,"
Capital and Class 8 (Surnmer 1979) 1-33, quoted in Ruth Milkman, Gender at Work: The Dvnamics o f Job
Semeeation bv Sex Durine Worid War II (Chicago: University o f Iilinois Press, 1987), 6.

17

Sangster, 67.

men operated heavier equipment for a higher rate of pay. S u p e ~ s o r rarely
s
considered
training wornen for jobs that were more highly paid because, they believed, they would

most certainly rnarry and leave the plant. Even if they returned to the labour force,
management felt these mothers were prone to absenteeism because of unpredictable
family needs. l8
The workplace offered the husband a venue to exhibit rnanliness, and by virtue of
earning the sole pay cbeque, it allowed him as the breadwinner to own the family. Mark

Rosenfeld observed family rhythms in Canadian railway towns and reco,onised
that work itself is made palatable oniy through the kinds of
compensation rnasculinity can provide. When work is
unpalatable, it is ofien only his masculinity (his
identification with the wage, 'providing for the wife and
kids') that keeps him at work day after day.I9
Work was less an econornic necessity than a means of underpinning the patriarchai
control of family the male worker desired." Joy Parr's study of two Ontario industrial
centres notes that mascuhity was measured by a husband's ability to meet the
household's needs; men compared thernselves in this marner ~ l t their
h
fathers, and their
wives with their mothers. Women believed the cash they could earn would give them
leeway in what they could buy fiom the market and what they had to produce at home,
but their husbands placed a prernium on their wives' housework, mothering, frugal

1s

Ibid., 83.

19

Mark Rosenfeld, "It Was a Hard Life: Class and Gender in the Work and Family Rhythm of a Railway Town,
1920-1950," in Chad GaffieId, ed-, C o n m c t i n ~Modem Canada: Readines in Post-Confederation Historv
(Toronto: Copp Clark Longrnan, 1994), 342.
'O

Ibid.. 342.

shopping and production of household

The man of the house oflen precluded his

spouse's desire for paid labour, especially if his respectability was tied soIely to his
ability to provide for the family,
Patriarchy persisted partially because women largely accepted and reinforced
their customary role. As with their husbands, respectability within comrnunity was of
paramount concem. For most wornen, according to Suzanne Morton, fiilfilment was only
possible in the home, and their ability to care for children, husband and household with
the financid r e s o w e s £kom husbands' pay packets gave them their identity. Perfect
femlliinity was a ski11 that women apprenticed for, and respectability was upheld by
adhering to specific codes in dress, public conduct, spending habits and sexuality."
Young women who worked were naturdly expected to conform to the traditional ideal of

fernininity. Joy Parr, in her study of Hanover, a one-industry Ontario tovm where rnost
workers were men, finds that women workers were not wives and rnothers, but unmarried
daughters. Sociew expected that "womanliness" tvould be learned Iater in marriage
rather than through their work behind a machine."

Sangster recognises that women

embraced the ideal of femde domesticity and the male breadwinner because they looked
fonvard to leaving the workforce to undertake domestic labour that would give them
familial and social respect. Once they were married and still had to work outside the
home they excused it as a need, rather than fülfilling the role as breadwimer."

2I

Joy Parr, The Gender o f Breadwinners: Women. Men, and Change in Two Industrial Towns. 1880-1 950
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1990), 199-

= Suzanne Morton, Ideal Surroundines: Domestic Life in a W o r k i n ~-Class
University of Toronto Press, 1995),38.
3

Parr, 17.

3

Sangster, 76.

Svburb in the 1920s (Toronto:

Rosenfeld also argues that patriarchal practices were not wholly imposed, but were
"perpetuated in the main by consent, by identification with the status quo and a belief in
common interests of inevitability.""

Sangster contends that labour divisions along

gender lines were not solely the creation of male management and workers, but were
accepted and rationalised by women themselves. Wornen's explanations for their
placement in low paying, repetitive jobs with no expectation of promotion to supervisor
roles did not result fiom passivity. Rather, women aclmowledged what Sangster
identifies as their "realisation of existing power stmctures, their daily experience of
'female' work, and their participation in an ideology of sexuaI difference and female
domesticity, which in turn becarne an integral part of their subjective identities as wornen
~ o r k e r s . "There
~ ~ were few cultural or familial reasons to challenge job hierarchy or
occupation changes. Parents of younger female workers urged acceptance over rebellion
to maintain their dau@tersYcontribution to the family income. The meagre pay eamed
by women tied them to dependence on farnily or household arrangements, and left no
room for risks that might cost them their jobs. Their subservience to male authority and
workplace hierarchy diminished possibilities to gain overall knowledge of the plant's
production that in tuni limited advancement. Women were quite realistic about the
dangers in challenging rigid gender divisions, and recognised that resistance was of little
use. Some women suspected that if pay disparities were eliminated between men and
women, they would be laid off as the empIoyers would lose the incentive and advantase
of ernploying cheaper female labour. Ultimately, Sangster concludes, wornen often

2s

Rosenfeld, 343.

26

Sangster, 76.

accepted male superiority in the workplace because of the perceived physical attributes
and technical laiowledge, affirming the "comrnon sense" notions about work and
womanhood with which they were raised."

The assumption that wornen's work was

unskilled work remained firmly entrenched-

The evaluation of what constituted skiil in work, according to feminists and
socialist feminists, goes beyond relations between men and women. Steven Maynard's
critique of the social construction of masculinity in working class history suggests that
labour categorised as unskilled women's work was more of a social-political construct
than a .objective decision. Maynard cites the work of Anne Phillips and Barbara Taylor
who argue that "ski11 is more often an ideological category imposed on certain types of
work by virtue of the sex and power of the workers who perform it."28 Recent analyses
include considerations of gender differential in access to training,and of the comection
of ski11 and technology, to gender identity. Maynard accepts Cynthia Cockbum's

assertion that men ascribe high value to technical work, identiSing their masculinity with
their skills and careers, whereas femininity is incompatible with technological
cornpetence, ultimately Leading to gendered occupations.zg

Ruth Milkman's studies of job segregation by sex during World War II in
Arnerica concludes that even during the war's labour shortages, job segregation persisted.
Rosie the Riveter did a "man's job," but did so in a female department or job
classification, as the "boundaries between women's and men's cvork shifted their
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location, but were not e k ~ i n a t e d . "At
~ ~tirnes, an analogy to housework was made in an
effort to rationalise women's participation in the paid workforce, Some industrial war
work once considered masculine suddedy was thought to resemble housework when the
responsibilities were handed over to women. Burring and filing sheet metal were now
considered in recniitment pamphlets as easy as peeling potatoes.3' When equal pay was
given, it was intended to protect the wages of "men's jobs" until the female substitutes
could be let go. It was assumed that women could do men's work, but were only
expected to do it temporarily, with the expIicit provision that they would gracefirlly
withdraw from their "men's jobs" when the wa.r endeda3'
Unions, too, made distinctions of gender in addition to class. Ellen Scheinberg's
study of female textile workers in Cornwall, Ontario, during the Second World War
revealed union reluctance to accept a temporary waiver of job barriers to "men's" jobs,
prompted by men's desires to "preserve their dominant position in the rnill~.'"~The

influx of women in the Canadian auto plants during the war created, according to Pamela
Sugiman, "labour's dilemma." Industrial unionisrn normally placed great importance on
worker solidarity, but there was reluctance by United Auto Worker leaders to challenge
unequal pay for equal work among the sexes, Male unionists adopted a family wage
strategy, guided by the assumption that male breadwimers deserved and required higher
3
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wages and better jobs than women workers. The union defended women's concerns only
if they had "distinct implications for men's positions in the labour market."34
The increased demand for women's labour followed by the immediate purge of
fernale workers at the end of the war has served as a good example of the synonymous
relationship between capitalism and patriarchy. Marxist feminists refer to the "Reserve

h

y of Labour" theory, according to which women's status as wageworkers fluctuated

with labour demands. Married women in particular, according to Veronica Beechey,

were the preferred source of reserve labour because of their flexibility. They were paid
less and were easily dismissed because they had their husbands' incornes to fall back on,

and therefore the women did not hlly bear the costs of the reproduction of their labour
c ~ s t s However,
.~~
Ellen Scheinberg cautions that patriarchal influences need also to be
considered:
Capitalists may have been responsible for creating a
segrnented labour force through the erection of
occupational barriers, but one cannot ignore the role that
patriarchal actors such as Company managers, male union
members, and the state played in supporting this
discriminatory structure.36

Hamy Braverman offers a contrary understanding of reserve labour. He sees
women enter the reserve arrny when they enter paid employment, rather than when they
leave k3' Braverman's a r m e n t suggests that capitalism iiormally assumes women
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should be at home and be- concernedjust with reproduction. Sylvia Walby, though, also
suggests that Braverman has neglected the impact of patriarchal relations on the labour
market, the state, and the family. As an exarnple, she notes that skilled men often resisted
de-skilling and the entry of women in their ~ e a . ' ~
Human-capital theorist Jacob Mincer also sees women's participation in paid
labour as flexible, and asserts that man-ied women would choose the best tirne to
participate in the econorny when work was most avaiIable and employment conditions
most favourable. Mincer shows that women worked at times of economic expansion, but
also during economic recesçion when the husband had diminished in~orne.'~
An understanding of both capitalism and patriarchy are necessary to comprehend
fiilly the role of women as a reserve labour force- Capital benefited fiom the

subordination of women b y men and men utilised capitalkt relations in the subordination

of women. Women were kept on the periphery of the labour market since temporary
work would not undermime gender inequality in the family. Walby tempers these
assumptions, though, and warned that this position underestimates the conflicts between
patriarchy and capitaL40
One such conflict is the absence of a "living wage." Capital's employment and
remuneration of labour historically jeopardised the traditional and patriarchal nature of
family life. The wage-labour system made family subsistence difficult, since the cost of
37
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resources made reproduction expensive. Bettina Bradbury's study of industrialising
Montreal stresses that the most Iogical solution to the single breadwinner's inadequate
wage was to rely on resources w i t h one's household. Apart ftom a few strategies that
could raise incorne fiom home, this solution meant reIiance on the paid labour of wives

and ~ h i l d r e n , ~ '
By the 1880s and into the tuni of the century, it became apparent that mothers had

to leave the home to work for wages, and this raised concerns over an expected decline in
birth rates. Fears were exacerbated when unsupervised daughters lefi home and sought
work. Carolyn Strange noted these single women becarne a " girl problem" when they
flocked to Toronto before the Depression. How they would spend their spare time
became a moral concem. If these women rernained childless, this moral concem became
one of race and nati~nhood."~
Groups and individuals involved in Canada's social reforrn movement were
fearful of the erosion of family stability. Canada would be in petil if married couples
were having fewer children, while the rate o f illegitimate children seemed to be on the
rise. The movement's largely Protestant and Anglo-saxon cadre of educators, doctors,
social workers, and churches directed carnpaips to raise the moral torie of Canadian
society. Mariana Valverde claims this moral reforrn at the turn ofthe century was based
on social pwity, which required illuminating society by casting light into "dark corners",
puriQing or cleaning socieîy with liberal use of soap and water, both literal and
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figurative.43 The reformers' pro-family, pro-natalist and pro-patrïarchal beliefs made
these social reformers the "'architects of social p a t r i a r ~ h ~ - ' ~
Govemments often placed citizens with this reforrn philosophy on commissions
and uivited them to offer testimony at inquiries that looked into social and family issues.
Iane Ursel views this governrnental concem as the advent of the destruction of patriarchal
authority over household production and deregdation of reproductive relations that led
the state to assume more of the supportive responsibilities that used to belong to the
family. The state served as mediator between the wage-labour system and the
reproductive system. The state, through the systern of social patrîarchy, atternpted to
relliforce familial patrïarchy.45
The social reforrn attitude spawned many charities, often financed by

businessmen. By the end of the Great War, the plethora of agencies created a concern

-

over duplication, especially as some civic leaders considered that chanty fostered, rather
than abated poverty and the associated 'Gices" of the poor. Toronto and Winnipeg

answered this problem with financial federations. Each city had comrnunity chests that
funded councils of social agencies that h c t i o n e d as umbrella groups for various
charities and organisations. Gale Wills called this arrangement between business that
demanded fiscal responsibility and agencies that sought autonomy to work on social
~ ~ alliance also marked the beginning of the
problems, a "marriage of c o n ~ e n i e n c e . ' The
well-meaning volunteers' replacement by the emerging profession of social workers. The
43
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caseworkers and the businessmen who funded them shared similar views that
"'strengthened the liberal, and largely Angle-Saxon, Protestant power structures of
Western s ~ c i e t y For
' ~ ~both groups, these views included a traditionai perception of the
nuclear family.
By the 1920s, provinces such as Manitoba and Ontario moved away fkom charity
organisations that dispensed welfare services by expanding govemment involvement.
Both provinces had eariier allowed Child-Welfare Acts to be adrninistered by volunteers
of the ChiIdren's Aid Society, but attempts to centralise operations caused the Society to
be integrated into the respective provincial welfare bureaucracy.
Manitoba and Ontario also introduced Mothers' Allowances in 1920. The
Allowance appeared a positive step in achieving a welfare state, s h c e families received a
salary and not charity. However, UrseI daims that patriarchal assumptions by the state
were stil present. Support also meant the nght to control, and since legislators and social
workers shared similar views on women's roles, the ideal of the male breadwimer
remained entrenched. This situation supported sex divisions of labour that crippled a
mother's ability to support her fimily in the absence of a husband. The state now
allocated resources to reproduction by paying a group of mothers to stay home.
However, the state precluded support Tom many in great need, as unwed mothers
forfeited state support because of their obvious unsuitability, and deserted mothers were
deerned the responsibility of their husbands." Margaret Little's study of the Ontario
Mothers' Allowance notes that the intrusive moral scrutiny applicants and recipients had
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to endure did not wither away with the welfare state, and the "gender, race and sexual
definitions of morality predominated the everyday administration of this poli~y.'dg
The Labour needs of the Second World War changed the state7smediating role
between production and reproduction. First, by campaigning to attract wornen to the
workplace, restraints on the use of women in labour were diminished. Second, the state's
evolution from social patnarchy towards a welfare state continued by reallocating income
to the reproductive sphere, the f d l y . 5 0 The rnost significant example ofstate rnediation
during wartime was the Family Allowance Act, which resulted from the stalemate
behveen business and labour over wages. The Act signailed the arrïval of a new welfare
ideology. In contrast to the social reform movement's desire to "protect" female labour,
the state now provided incorne and social services to the family.jl
The Family Allowance Act was inaugurated in 1944, but the debate that led to the
passing of the Act provides another example of the new welfare ideo l o g ' s revelation of
the state's persistent paternalistic nature and influence. Dominique Jean points to a

inclination of politicians to favour individual over state responsibility. Concems were
raised over the wisdom of providing cash payments to farnilies even though the
govemment could not be assured that the money would be used for the welfare of the
children. Though most MPs believed that education was the best way to ensure the
proper allocation of h d s , the law in the end specified that parents had to spend the
money exclusively for their children or risk a stop payrnent if money was misused,
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Suspected misuse of funds led to investigation. Accordhg to Jean, the "government's

mistrust was the product of many biases, which quickly compromised the initial message
of ~ n ï v e r s a l i t ~ .A" ~contradiction
~
is evident between the federal government's attempt to
respond to "the family problems posed by dependence on ~ a ~ e sand
, "the
~ state's
~
inability to shed traditional assumptions when programs were developed and
administered. The patriarchal state would continue to intervene in matters of family
economy and autonomy.
Social patriarchy was dso evident when government social security policy
continued to presenre traditional gender roles within the labour market during the war.

Ann Porter argues that the federal government, through the 1940 Unemployment
Insurance Act, reinforced "women's maraoinal economic position by channelling women
into low-wage sectors and by limiting women's access to income security benefits.""
Despite the varied and extensive Iabour services women had provided during the war, the
government continued to consider women's places to be predominately in domestic
pursuits- Leonard Marsh's Report on Social Secw-itv for Canada (19431 assurned that
women workers would return to resume household cbores when the war ended. Marsh
concluded that social security would apply to women most ofien as h o u ~ e w i v e s . ~ ~
Pierson added the UT contribution and benefit structure reproduced sexually unequal
wage hierarchies. FernaIe empIoyment patterns and traditional childcare responsibilities
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limited opportunities to qualiQ for benefits. As well, the ideology of a "family wage"
provided by a male head of the household led to the inclusion of dependants' allowances
in the LJI benefit structure. This meant, "women's principle access to benefits was to be

indirectly through dependants' a l l o ~ a n c e s . " ~ ~
The development of the welfare state did not corne without criticism ftom
influential social welfare practitioners. Charlotte Whitton, executive secretary of the
Canadian Council on Child Welfare (CCCW), was adamant that the best way to uriprove
the lot of disadvantaged children was to lirnit al1 existing welfare programs by offenng
assistance in emergencies rather than for continual care. Programs such as Mothers'
Allowance would encourage people to be dependent, lazy and immoral.57 In 1943,
Whitton produced a comprehensive statement on social security which admirers and
critics dubbed the "Whitton Plan." Many experts favoured cash benefits and allowances
for needy families, but Whitton rejected the distribution of cash intended for children
since there was no parantee that the allowances would directly benefit ~hildren.'~
Whitton's opinions were significant, as her biographers, Rooke and Schnell note that she
was committed to a conscious and aggressive program to raise standards of child care to a

uniforrn level, Her CCCW served as a quasi-public federally fünded agency which
concerned itself with child hygiene, child labour, education, and care of dependent and
deviant, including delinquent, children. The Council assumed the mandate of moral
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watchdog, and placed social workers who shared Whitton's and the Council's
philosophies in key govemment and social agencies throughout

Idluence in

Manitoba was assured, as the province's Minister for Health and Public Welfare
"'retained her services and heeded her a d ~ i c e . "Her
~ ~ counsel usually included
admonishrnent of any authority unwilling to spend money on modem childcare programs

and who would not change outmoded practices.
Whitton's belief in modem methods included cornmitment to the developrnent of
professional social workers through creation of a scientifically based body of professional
knowledge. Social workers would look to experts for support and guidance, and many
relied for advice on Dr. Wiliam E. Blatz, Canada's world-renowned child expert, for
advice. Blatz stressed education to avert problems, followed by removing children from
troublesome homes if prevention was too late.
Blatz also advised parents about their child-rearing practices from the rnid-1920s.
JoceIyn Raymond's work on Blatz's techniques reveals approaches that were considered
revolutionary for that time. Blatz advocated that the long held principle of unbending
parental authonty now had to yield to the idea that children could think for themselves.
Blatz confirmed that a proper environment could accornrnodate children of al1 ranges of
intelligence. To this end, maintaining schedules becarne a recornmended and important
part of farnily regime, though it was advised that daily routines were to be set after
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observation of the baby's needs. Parents were encouraged to think through situations
rather than to foilow instructions b ~ i n d l ~ . ~ ~
Mothers were targets for practitioners eager to dispel the "myths" passed from
earlier generations or concemed neighbours. Cynthia Comacchio identifies a rnovement
of "scientific motherhood" which swept Canada d e r the Great War. The movement's
ongins initially lay in the attempt to stem Canada's high infant mortality rate. Experts
concluded %at Canadian mothers were handicapped in their chiId rearing duties by an
ignorance that could be remedied only through expert tutoring and supervision."62
Comacchio argues doctors became family advisors who made parents feel inadequate.
The home carne under scrutiny and regulation of the state, especially since a "saved"
child would repay society by becoming a productive and worthy citizen.63 Katherine
Arnup also r e c o g ~ s e the
s patriarchal assumptions medical leaders and the state had about
parenting. She suggests that the twentieth century in Canada rnarked a penod of new
standards of mothering, based largely on an Anglo-Saxon, middle class farnily mode1
which atternpted to dictate a way of life for modem mothers and their ~ h i l d r e n . ~ ~
Social agencies, and later the medical comrnunity, extended their scrutiny of the
family to the dinner tabIe and into lunch sacks, by placing the responsibility for good
nutrition on the mother. Wills describes Toronto agencies' attempts to determine the

nature and cost of minimum nutrition. Prevention of poverty rested on the health of the
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male breadwinner, and on the women who bore and cared for children. But many
working-class housewives were assumed to be incapable of following the scientific
procedures deemed necessary to purchase and prepare good food?

Toronto and

Winnipeg civic leaders employed visiting housekeepers to shepherd "inadequate"
mothers towards modem homemaking. Nutrition issues became an even greater concem
when more mothers entered the work force during the Second World War, as social
agencies wondered if mothers were abrogating their responsibility to provide proper
lunches and suppers daily for their families.
The concem for nutrition was only one dimension of wartime fears about farnily
well being. Owen Cardigan argues that fathers sent overseas and mothers in the
workplace contributed to a weakening of traditional farnily life. Noting the historical
correlation between child neglect and juvenile delinquency, he concludes that the
increase in delinquency was "real and not merely a reporting a n ~ r n a l ~ .Five
" ~ ~major
cities, ùicluding Winnipeg, undertook studies that hinted that the problem might have
been even larger than the statistics suggested. Reports of gang achvity that led to petty
theft, vandalism, immorality and gambling offered more evidence of the social impact of

the ~ a r . ~ '
Traditional expectation of gender roles meant that young females were subjected
to the greatest scmtiny. This was consistent with the findings of Mary Louise Adams,
who cited the example of a pamphlet, "Teen Trouble," distibuted by the Canadian Youth
Commission during the war. Adams asserted that the pamphlet gave the message that
65
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"delinquency meant girls on the streets and in taverns, girls capturing soldiers or going to
juke joints. It was also truancy and vandalism, but these behaviour received scant
attention compared to those more obviously connected to

se^."^^ SociaI stability was at

risk, especially because when the agîrls "kept late hours," it suggested that the girls were
outside parental control, and once "outside that control girls would express their sexudity

in a manner dangerous to themselves and to their comrnunitie~."~~
Standards were
different for boys who were not necessady assumed to be "in trouble" when they were
outside parental contr01.~~
The rise in juvenile arrest rates corresponded with an increase in attention to
rooting out the causes of the actions of so many idle and disaffected youth. Jefiey
Keshin's work on Canada's wartime delinquency "scare" recounts the many conditions

the media and social agencies believed contrÎbuted to the cnsis. Children were
surrounded by reports of death and destruction that were believed to foster a "devil rnay
care" attitude, coupled with a need to indulge themselves while they still had the chance.
Commentators also pointed to the family challenges created when they tried to respond to
wartime economic opporhmïties that often incIuded relocation. New jobs in cities
sparked housing shortages, which concerned the likes of Charlotte Whitton.
Overcrowding caused depressed living conditions, and a poisoned atrnosphere resulted
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Eom congestion and family bickering. Working parents seeking some relaxation and
quiet were prone to push children out on the street without proper guidance.71
Concern was also raised over the number of hours some youths worked in jobs
afler school hours. Parents who sought work permits were criticised for exploiting their
o f f s p ~ gand
, other parents were chastised for their loose supervision when their children
cut classes. Many work opportunities were in what were considered sleazy
establishments such as pool halls and bowling alleys, and therefore the young workers
were more likely to be exposed to unsavoury i n f l ~ e n c e s . ~ ~
While better housing and tightly enforced curfews and school attendance laws
would help correct the behaviour of youth, most Canadians believed that these steps were
ineffectual unless the farnily structure was solid. They believed that stability would never
be regained if high paid mothers would "pemanently discard their farnily
re~~onsibilities."~~
Newspapers and magazines reported stories of latchkey kids corning
home to cold meals, with only strangers in the community to look after them. It was
assumed that children of indifferent or ovenvorked parents would inevitably find
Company in a gang.7i
The imperative of mothers' familial responsibility is best exhîbited by the limited
govemment action to provide day-care to wartime working rnothers. England's day
nursery program was dogged by delays over concerns for "standards," which Walby
interpreted as an exarnple of rival dernands on the use of women's labour between
71
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interest of the waged economy and the "patriarchal interest in the maintenance of the
pnvatised organisation of domestic labour in the ho~sehold."'~In Canada, government
day-care was not developed sufficiently to meet the demand, or, as this study in
Winnipeg will determine, was considered unnecessary. Even when day nurseries were
provided, it was clear that they would operate on a temporary basis during the crisis, and
would be dismantled when the traditional farnily would no longer need them. Keshen
suggests this move to traditionalism
drew strength ETom the consequences of the government's
parsimonious approach to state-supported childcare - a
growing nurnber of youngsters who, Canadians were
constantly rerninded, were too often k f t without adequate
supervision.76
Patriarchal influences and attitudes were not limited to the workplace, social
agencies or government rninistries. Women and society were exposed to a variety of
media that subtly or blatantly tried to shape the public's opinion of wornen during the
war. Messages which trumpeted government programmes or pitched soap products
manipdated images of women which satisfied traditional expectations required of wives
and mothers. Maureen Honey examines what she defines as home-fiont propaganda in
Arnerica. The Office of War Znfomation directed magazines, advertisers, novelists and
rnovie producers to try to unite and mobilise the home front into efficient economic
production, often depicting wornen workers as a 'paragon[s] of virtue, capable of
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shouldering any burden and meeting any challenge.''77 Honey tracks the transformations
of female images as the need for labour waxed and waned. Magazine articles were
written to present child care centres in a favourable light when mothers were needed in
factories, and a few years later, articles pondered the link between busy working mothers

and juvenile delinquency.78

In Canada, Prime Minister MacKenzie King needed to have Canada's war effort
made better laown, John Grierson assumed this task by rnanaging the government's
Wartime Information Board while also serving as film commissioner of the National Film
Board. Gary Evans considered Grierson to be a "propaganda maestro" who orchestrated
numerous national carnpaigns. Evans asserts that Grierson saw no distinction between
propaganda and education, and used fih to promote a mass suggestion. This mass
suggestion appealed to wartime Canada, as it offered a unifymg elernent that helped ease
the individual's fear of having to cope with crisis alone. Grierson hoped to inspire and

. ~ ~ that
promote hope rather than to question and raise cynicism and d e ~ p i r Films
addressed women reflected a positive view towards the changes in traditional attitudes
that were brought on by the war. Films such as "The Home Front," which tried to
underscore the importance woman played in the total war effort, were considered to be
progressive without preaching. One film, "Proudly She Marches," even suggested
womenls changes in status might be permanent, since "women had realised in their day-
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to-day work both personal fulfilment and development and a füller sense of participation
and pride in the very Life and destiny of

anad da."^^

The apparent progressivism the National Film Board exhibited towards women's

wartime roles was not cornrnon in other elements of Canadian media. Susan Bland
studies of Canadian magazine advertising in Maclean 's Magazine during w d m e found
that advertisers changed the roles women portrayed in advertisements to reflect the
reaiities of war, and at the same t h e exploited feelings of patriohsm. Tirne-saving
household products were crucial purchases for wives who had other wartime activities to
deai with. Yet, an underlying message always catered to "traditionally ferninine
aspirations," where, "whatever their role during wartime, they were women first and
f o r e r n o ~ t . ~Other
~ ' advertisernents also chastised rnothers who ignored the move to
modern parenting. Products featured the paternalist advice of doctors, dieticians and
scientists to remind mothers that when it came to the care and health of their children,
they did not know b e ~ t . * ~
The plethora of patriarchal influences and expectations borne by women
catalogued in the secondary literature here were certainly al1 relevant in Winnipeg during
the Second World War. Evidence o r the effect of patriarchal control can be detemined
by a study of the wartime war work expenences wornen had in the city. An account of
the economic and social pressures which beset typical Winnipeg families during wartime
will also reveal the paternalistic attitudes held by govements, social agencies, school
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boards and society when large numbers of women entered the work force. General
concern rnounted when it became evident that mauy of these working women were
mothers who had to juggIe the demands of labour with traditional expectations of caxing
for children.

The following chapter wiU outline the wartime mobilisation of female labour and
the reaction to it. In particular, this thesis contends that wornen in Winnipeg needed to
conform to specific gender roles in those war years, and cultural expectations of
femininity would transcend every facet of the city's social and civic structure. Regardless

of the economic strain families faced, unattached women, wives and mothers endured
both subtle and overt messages, most cornmonly in the national and local media, that
were intended to shape their actions during a national crisis. Mothers were to filfil the
paradoxical role o f nurturing their children in a modem and scientific manner within a
traditional 6amework of compassion and care with which mothers were to have been
inherently blessed. Echildren were believed to be neglected or il1 cared for, various
social agencies in Winnipeg were expected to step in to eniighten mothers on new
methods to raise the child. It was evident that the paternalistic actions and attitudes of
these local social agencies which espoused a cornmitment to foster a new age in social
welfare also believed that mothers, especially those who worked outside the home, were
often incapable o f meeting their familial responsibilities.
With the traditional conservative conditions in Winnipeg established, the next
chapter will partially explain why Winnipeg refused day nurseries under the DominionProvincial Wartime Day Nursery Agreement. Nurseries were set up in large urban
centres in Ontario and Quebec, though not without some controversy and caution.

Despite some concerns, central Canadian cities took advantage of the Agreement and
established the day nurseries. Similar controversy existed in Winnipeg, but mothers there
did not have the same oppomuiity to place their children in government run day
nurseries. It was oEcially determined, largely fiom the interpretation of a Winnipeg
Council of Social Agencies survey m e a s m g child-care needs of working mothers, that
there were insufficient levels of war industry activity in Winnipeg to warrant day care
facilities. This s w e y , however, clearly revealed many women were workïng in sectors
other than war industry, and many of these mothers needed more suitable care for their
children. As weil, employment statistics show that the rate of increase of women entering
the work force, and the likelihood of family disruption, was greatest in prairie cities like
Winnipeg. Authorities responsible for the Day Care decision were influenced by
traditional ideals of motherhood, and in anticipation of social instability, ignored
contemporary social scientists who advocated institutional child-care. hstead, social
workers and officids with the Council of Social Agencies were not cornfortable with so

many mothers working, and they were not eager to supply the means to rnake the
employment of mothers convenient by advocating the establishment of govemment
h d e d day nurseries,
This conservative view of women and family, though, was not enough to deny
women access to day care. The final chapter examines the concem Winnipeg citizens
had with the perceived rise in the rate of juvenile delinquency, and concludes that the
timing of this unease over delinquency contributed to the decision not to take advantage
of the Day Nursery Agreement. Youth crime seemed an inevitable nation-wide
consequence of a home fiont involved in a total war effort. However, the rnantle of

blame was in part placed on the shoulders of mothers, who were believed either incapzble

of handling their children with their husbands absent, or too busy working to provide care
and adequate s u p e ~ s i o n .On the heels of a sensational murder of a Winnipeg juvenile
detention centre guard by three youîhs, a study was conducted by the Council of Social
Agencies to h d the cause and develop solutions for troubled youth who were believed to
have been left adrift- Invariably, traditional and patrïarchai perceptions of family held by
the CounciI led them to believe that inadequate parental s u p e ~ s i o nwas Iargely
responsible for juvenile delinquency. In response, social workers in Winnipeg chose to
spum the contemporary measure of providing quality child care that would have

supervised the city's swelling ranks of idle or neglected children.

The primary sources for this last chapter are varied. The following chapters al1
draw upon local and national media sources of the era that offer insisht to the city's

mood, and on occasion, angst that working women created in Winnipeg. The city's bvo
dailies, the Free Press and the Tribune, reported uromen's response to the national cal1 to
work. Letters to the editor and advice columns served as lightening rods to express fears
about women abandoning their traditional responsibilities. Editorials, in contrast, tended
to voice more enlightened aspects of the female labour phenomena. A review of articles

and advertisements in the national newsmagazine, Libertv, deterniined that this weekly
journal availabIe in Winnipeg did not offer anything but traditional interpretations of
gender roles to its readers. Two interesthg sources of wartime information and messages
directed to the nation came by radio and film. By examining abstracts of films shown in
Winnipeg, and transcnpts ofbroadcasts of the Director of Public information's "As a
Matter of Fact," aired nightly during the war, it is obvious that The National Film Board

and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation served as conduits of national propaganda
that applauded the contributions of patriotic womenfolk. A locally produced radio spot
on behalf of Winnipeg's Health Department, "Your City's Health," also reinforced what
good mothers needed to do for their children. Professional journals fkom the war years,
Canadian WeIfare, and its American counterpart, Survev Mid-Monthlv, offer valuab le
testirnonies of social caseworkers, and o f what was considered cutting edge social work
theory for the t h e .
m holdings of Winnipeg's
A large body of primary material was gathered ~ o the
Council of Social Agencies at the Provincial Archives of Manitoba. Minutes of the
Board of Directors of the Family Bureau of Winnipeg and Annual Reports reveal much

about the conditions and attitudes towards families in dire need during the war years,
The collection also contains surveys gathered by the Winnipeg School Board, which
questioned children of working mothers about the lunchtirne and afier-schaol care they
received. The s w e y s were intended to determine the necessity of day-care for families
with working mothers. A most important document to this thesis, a copy of a report on

juvenile delinquency prepared by the Council of Social Agencies, was found in the
Manitoba Provincial Library.
Further to the day care issue, the National Archives of Canada holds files that
address negotiations for and developrnent of childcare facilities under the FederalProvincial Wartime Nursery Program. Letters, rnernorandm, surveys and published
reports by the federal government's National Selective S e ~ c and
e the National Welfare
Council help outline the circurnstances authonties considered when nurseries were

proposed and planned. These circumstances are relevant for the discussions and
decisions surroundhg Winnipeg's candidacy for simi1a.r child care.
The City of Winnipeg Archives contains special and annual reports £kom the
Department of Public Welfare and the Cornmittee on Health, including reports on the
city 's wartime housing conditions and surveys on working youth. The youth labour
survey had direct relevance to measures the City of Winnipeg implemented to eliminate
potential sources of delinquency. Minutes of the Winnipeg School Board reflect that
fernale employrnent and youth concerns were d s o comrnon discussion topics at Board
and cornmittee meetings.
s
wartime working mothers and
Finally, the author conducted a few i n t e ~ e w with
theu children. Caution Is needed, however, tvhen evaluating such sources. Joan Sangster
reminds historians that narratives do reflect experiences, but they are "always mediated
by cultural codes, which may in isun corne to shape their interpretations of experience in
a dialectical ~ e n s e . "In
~ ~all, the sources studied suggest that Winnipeg wornen
responded to extraordinary challenges during crisis, though they remained al1 the while
bound in the traditional patriarchal attitudes and assumptions long ascribed to their
gender.
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CHAPTER 2
ANSWRING 'L'ELE NATION'S CALL TO WAR WORK
Ewomen during the war needed an inspirational role model, they had only to flip
through a wartime newspaper or magazine. It became acceptable for commercial interests
to use the war to sell products, and they often used srniling paragons of womanhood to
pitch them. In a 1941 advertisement, for example, Westinghouse featured a handsome
wornan who proudly announced, "Now 1Have Four Jobs." Her picture was surrounded
by banner insets of her duties: Wife, Mother, Hostess and War Worker. Westinghouse
refigerators, automatic irons and elecaic washers were now available to allow women to
cope with this myriad of responsibilities. As the advertisement noted: "No wonder
Canadian women seek by every rneans to Save time and money and energy for these
surpassing services."'
Such Mages did not just se11 appliances. The consummate wife and mother
theme also reassured the public that the home front effort need not diminish the ferninine
qualities and responsibili ties required to tend home and hearth. These overt messages
were congruent with traditional social expectations, and it was clear to women that
despite their seemingly independent status as wage eamers, they must continue to fulfil
their familial duties as wives and mothers.
Women's extraordinary involvement in the wartime labour force would no t secure
them a new and lastïng status in the minds of govemment officials and social welfare
agents. The need to encourage the wartime employment ofmarried women and mothers
I
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contradicted the patnarchal and natalist values that the state had iraditionally reinforced
in Canadian society. Where wartime working wornen provided the state and society an
opportunity to afford them greater equality, their involvement was seen as a temporary
novelty that, if continued for any length of tirne, would create long term consequences.
Rather than discounting old values, the state advanced a synthesis of old and new that
proclaimed the serious threats that married womenls work presented to the family at the
same time as it defined for itself and for social work professionds a new role, based in
social science, as guardians of family life.
This chapter examines the level of involvement of Winnipeg women as they
responded to wartirne labour needs. It dernonstrates how their participation in the labour
force chalIenged their respectability as women, wives and mothers, as viewed through the
sceptical, scruGnising and patriarchal eyes of citizenry, government, school boards and
social welfare agencies. Primary sources for the initial portion of the chapter rely greatly
on articles, letters and editorials found in Winnipeg's Free Press and Tribune. Since 1
have been unable to find or have access to the records of companies that did war work in

Winnipeg, the dailies were used to gather sufficient descriptions of work that women
carried out. The newspapers were also usehl in gauging the cityls reaction to increased
female employment. Most significantly, the newspapers chronicled a shift in public
r n ~ o d .Initial
~
excitement and appreciation of women registering for work with the
National Selective Service would later give way to criticism and doubt when it appeared
that too many wives and mothers were out of the home too ofien and too long. The

Newspapers that served a major cenee dduring the war are considered indicaton of social change. The
power of the media to shape and reflect reality mounted during the war years. Keshen, "Canada's Civilian
Women," 240-24 1.

newsrnagazine Libertv, available in Winnipeg, and transcripts of the radio prograrns "As
a Matter of Fact" and "YourCity's Health," aired in the city, offered working women
mixed messages. Articles and broadcasts raised guilt if women chose not to work and
support the war effort, and paradoxîcally, if wornen did choose to work guilt was ascribed
over the possibility that household and farnily responsibilities may be neglected.

The chapter then examines the response made by social agencies that had long
been established to help families bridge crises in times of stress. T f i l e less critical of
mothers than the general public, the social welfare system operated with traditional
expectations of motherhood that in the end governed their responses to the needs of
working mothers. Minutes and annual reports of the Winnipeg Council of Social
Agencies, particularly the Family Bureau of Winnipeg, exhibit a largely patriarchal
attitude towards its clientele. The phiIosophies and actions of the Council of Social
Agencies and the Family Bureau as recorded in the minutes and reports also need to be
put in a wider Canadian context. The Winnipeg Council of Social Agencies was a
member of the Canadian Welfare Council, and its workers undoubtedly subscribed to the
journal that the Canadian Welfate Council published. Canadian Welfare served to shape
and guide social workers and many of the articles pertained to the negative impact on the
farnily and the home when wives and mothers worked outside the home. These sources
suggest that even though many social workers knew poverty to be the most cornrnon root
of familial disharrnony and suffering, the advantages of increased farnily income did not
outweigh the perceived disadvantages of a mother away fkom the home.
Many Canadians lefi unemployed by the Depression found new opportunities for
work when Canada prepared for the Second World War. Economic mobilisation began

slowly, but the nine per cent unemployrnent level in 1940 fell dramatically to two per
cent by 1941-42, and less than two percent through 1943-M.-' Women experienced only
moderate expansion in employment during the first two years of the war, as unemployed
men were first to be absorbed into new opportunities. This soon changed. Men lefi to
serve in the armed forces, and the April 1942 plebiscite on conscription showed that
Canadians believed that even n o r e soldiers were needed to fight, War labour needs,
fuelled by increased wartime industrial development, becarne almost entirely dependent
upon wornen workers to staff the converted and newly constructed war plants- The
federal Deparûnent of Labour estimated that in 1939 one out of every six persons who
worked in industries other than agriculture was a wornan. In 1942 increased need for
fernale labour sparked a successful nation-wide recruiting campaign. Additional 200,000
women entered the paid labour force, with one out of every three workers being female.

By October 1943 the peak in fernale employrnent in war industry was reached with an
estimated 261,000 women employed in either direct or indirect war production." For

many families, husband, wife and eldest daughter now had al1 the work and overtime they
wanted?

The nurnber of women participating in the labour force in Manitoba rose
dramatically during the wartime labour cnsis as well. The 1931 Census of Canada
reported 17 per cent of the worlang age female population in the labour force, and this
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rose to only 18 per cent in 1941.6 Participation increased significantly as the war lagged
on when Winnipeg secured war orders for aircraft parts, gun components, and other steel
parts.7 The Dominion Bureau of Statistics reported in 1942 that 2 1 per cent of working
age women in Manitoba had entered the work force, 27 per cent in 1943 and almost 28
per cent by 1944.' The percentage increase in female labour compared to men in

Winnipeg proved even more dramatic.(Table 2.1). By October 1943, one year after the
goveniment's recruitment campaign began, 32 per cent more women were recorded to be
working. When the ratio of men to women employed in Winnipeg is compared to other
Canadian cities, only Toronto and Ottawa boasted higher percentages of female
involvement in the work force.

Tabie 2.l: Women's Employment, 1942-44, Selected Cities
1942
City

Number

1944

1943
% of

% of

Labour
Force
3 6.6
37.2
NIA
28.2
28.9

Ntttnber

% of

Labour
Force
Toronto
92,932
109,157
40.8
107,903
39.2
Ottawa
9,280
10,172
10,308
Edmonton
N/A
NIA
6,474
37.5
36.0
23,239
Winnipeg
16,915
22,13 2
32.9
Hamilton
18,339
19,829
19,06 1
5,265
30.0
NIA
N/A
WWY
N/A
14.9
7,374
7,299
18.6
Windsor
6,394
Source: Labour Gazette, January 1944,90; and Labour Gazette, January 1945,86.

Labour
Force
40.4
39.1
N/A
35-0
31-5
hT/
A
18.0

Nimber

Labour for the war effort was the responsibility of the NSS that was mandated to
CO-ordinateand direct the full mobilisation of the Canadian labour force- Recruitrnent of
women was the most important component of the program, and in May 1942 a division of

' Bothwell, Drummond, English, 355.

the NSS was created to deal with employment of women and related s e ~ c e s Mrs.
. ~ Rex
Eaton, Assistant Director of the NSS in charge o f the Women's Division, set out to create

an inventory of available labour, with women between the ages of twenty and twentyfour required to regïster. This registration had a two-fold purpose: to mobilise single
wornen, and to make employment of women with chîldren u n n e c e s ~ a r ~With
. ' ~ the help
of an aggressive publicity campaign, enough single women were attracted to fill labour
needs. By 1942 greater Iabour needs drew married women tc the shop floors, largely on

the strength of an economic incentive- M e r July 1942 a revision of the incorne tax law
allowed a husband to keep his married status exemption regardless of the amount his wife

''

made-

By 1943 war related factory jobs siphoned many single, and later, married but

n traditional female Iabour
childless women from senice jobs to create labour shortages i
sectors. Essential services wiîhin hospitals, restaurants, hotels and laundries saw their
employees drawn elsewhere. It becarne apparent that the NSS would have to wade
deeper into the reserve labour pool. Mothers with children would be called to fill the
breach.

8
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Table 2.2: Woments Employment, 1942-44, Selected Provinces

1942

1943

% of
% of
Labour
Number
Labour
Force
Force
Ontario
208,200
26.7
238,48 1
30.2
161,3 10
26.2
Quebec
147,213
25.1
25,727
21.2
26.9
Manitoba
19,782
14,265
19.9
Alberta
10,956
17.0
Source: Labour Gazette, January 1944,90; January 1945,86.

1944

Pro vince

Number

N~trnber

245,127
159,413
27,150
16,139

% of
Labour
Force
30.8
26.9
27.7
22.1

Winnipeg women were able to monitor changes in Canada's labour situation
through the public medium of radio, newspapers and magazines. The govemmek often
supplied news releases and features. The Dircctor of Public Information aired "As a
Matter of Fact," a nightly radio program during the week, that answered questions fiom
listeners by mail, phone and telegram. The program highlighted important issues directed
at shonng up the home &ont effort, and on occasion the show's host would chastise
listeners for their lassitude in face of the ultimate test. A February 1942 program
comrnended the public for its interest in the women's war effort, and declared that this
important issue "should be stressed on al1 occasions, until the job is a c c ~ r n ~ l i s h e d .It" ~ ~
was announced that female university graduates and undergraduates were needed for

inspection work on essential war necessities such as gun barrels, explosives and radio
parts. The lnspector General of the Inspection Board of the United Kingdom and Canada
was quoted as saying that while the girls would not Wear dazzling uniforrns, get their
pictures in the paper, nor "march behind brass bands," they would do essential work to
win the war,13

"
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At this time, however, the labour needs had not yet warranted an open cd1 for

women to enter factories. While women were lauded for their ability to operate a 15 ton
Crane, the radio host noted that there were only 75,000 women in munitions work and
over two million listed as homemakers. These homemakers were called "guardians of the
morale fkont," women who followed a usual routine which "in a world gone mad takes
more than a bit of doing." Many, it was noted, carried on with loved ones in danger
zones. Others, who did not have to "march behind a brass band" to feel important, kept
house for husbands who did war work. These industrial warriors were in need of
sight of attractive-looking, cheerful, even tempered wives and a home that is a haven of
cornfort after the exhaustion of offices and factories."'"or

the time being, the need for

women in the workforce did not supplant the ideal of home and hearth.
By late August 1942 labour shortages were sharply apparent, and the tone and
message of "As a Matter of Fact" changed. The governrnent's rationale for cornpulsory
registration of unemployed women was the subject of one evening's broadcast, and that
program clearly wished to soothe any concerns that registration signalled. The broadcast
acknowledged that in normal hmes there were a few women who kept working "for one
reason or another," but most gave up their jobs for homernaking once they got married."
However, the war had drained men fi-om factories to overseas and to other labour
opportunïties mithin the country. It was now reported that the labour supply in industrial
centres had been quickly used up. Listeners were told that women in these centres would
work only if they knew they were needed, and women in less industrialised areas would

ibid., 3.
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move ifthey were sure they could get jobs. Therefore, registration was necessary so the

NSS could get a complete picture of the available labour supply and employrnent offices
could have a list of narnes to cal1 when workers were needed?
Registration began for women between ages twenty and twenty-four years
followed by women of all other age groups. Marrïed women were assured that they
would not be asked to work until aU the single women were called, Hovvever, the radio
host cautioned, 'Wit cornes to a choice between calling out the married women and
losing the war the married women will be ~ a l l e d . " ' ~
If the women were called, they were
to appear for an interview, but taking a job was not compulsory. The program ended by
chiding wornen for complaining about the "sacrifices" they might have to make: to give
up some of their leisure, to leave their homes, or to do the type of work which they might

not prefer as a career. Women were reminded that the men going overseas and offering
their Iives for their country were really the o d y ones who were entitled to use the word
"sacrifice." They were also reminded that Canadian women always shouldered their
responsibilities, and they would do it again.18
Winnipeg's daily papers also alerted women to the d o l d i n g labour crisis. Data
gathered by registration was promptly published so women could see for themselves that
their labour was needed. It was reported that only 22.6 per cent registered for full time
work, which would fil1 only two months' requirements for industry and military service.
Many women who were already fiilly employed were unwilling to change their present
occupation to more essential work. Since the registration showed fewer numbers of
l6
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women available for war work than was expected, many of the single and rnarried women
who had registered for part time work, but who admitted no home responsibilities, were
encouraged to consider full time ~ o r k . ' ~ ( ~ a 2.3)
b l e Again, no action would be taken if
women chose not to accept work. Mrs. Eaton, did not believe it would corne to that since
the "spirit of the regisîration showed that they will take work ~ i l l i n ~ lEaton
~ . " partially
~ ~ ~
relied on public pressure to encourage this willingness. She had warned that the time was
not far off "when any able-bodied Canadian woman who is not tied to her home by
responsibility, who can work and does not work, uill be conspicuous -and perhaps not in
a way she would like to be.""

Table 2.3. Work Preferences of Women, 20-24 years old, Toronto NSS, 1942
Work Preferen ce

Single

Married

Unwillhg to change
Will work part tirne (with children)
Work part time (home duties)
Work part time (no responsibilities)
Work full time (with children)
Work full time (home duties)
Work full time (no responsibilities)
Subtotals

72,6 18
41 1

103,850
7,629

694
4,90 1
967

1,366
36,937
117,894
Total

581
12,440
140,689

258,583

C'redit.. "Ottawa Sidelines," Winnipee Free Press, October 28, 1942, 15.

At this stage of the war, the W i m i ~ e eFree Press clearly supported the cal1 to
women for paid labour positions. An editorial commended the NSS for registration, as it
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would help reach a target of 25,000 women a month for the war industry during the next
three months. Reference was also made to Eaton's promise of equal pay for equal work

and the establishment of nurseries for the children of marrïed women accepting
employment.2'
Single prairie women were especidly receptive to registration. Nearly every
second single woman, and one out of eighteen married women, filled out cards. By
cornparison, Ontario had one out of three single wornen, and one out of twelve married
women register. In Quebec, one out of eight single women, and one out of twenty-five
married women chose to do so.13
Women who were undecided about entenng the paid labour force faced no dearth
of messages designed to persuade them. The National F i h Board produced and
distributed "Women are Wan+ors," which depicted women, who by the "thousands
~ ''Wonzen Don Slacks
labour day and night in factories turning out the tools of ~ a r , " ?and

and Hair Nets" which urged wornen to do their part by working in facto~ies.~'
Winnipeg's dailies also projected positive images of female labour with occasional
articles that featured women in war work. The Winnipeg Free Press reported that
Manitoba women were doing well in eastern Canadian munition plants.'6 The next day,
the newspaper devoted a EuIl page to a pictorial essay that depicted a female worker's day
"Women for War Industries", Winniaee Free Press, 12 October 1942, 15.

" "Ottawa Sidelines."
''The NFB Film Guide: The Production of the NationaI Film Board of Canada From 1939 to 1989, Donald
W. Bidà, ed., The National Film Board of Canada, 1991,544,

"Munition Plants: Personnel Manager in Faciory Praises Work of Manitoba GirIs," Winni~ee:Free Press,
25 September 1942,6.
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in a munitions plant.27 By early November 1942, enough married Winnipeg women

found themselves in unconventional occupations to warrant an article in the women's
section featmïng a photo of two housewives and mothers t m e d mechanic, with one
leaning over an engine and the other hoisting a large can of l ~ b r i c a n t . ~ ~
The novelty of the female labour situation was accentuated by the attention given
to the dress of fernale workers. The Free Press noted "Once upon a tirne befurred and
beveiled ladies about town used to t u .up îheir aristocratie noses at the sight of a fellow
member of their sex striding d o m Portage Avenue in slacks and a ~indbreaker."'~
Glamour had been replaced by masculine apparel to complement masculine occupations.
The article trumpeted the wives' responsibilities, where the city could boast "a fullfledged ferninine truck driver" alongside a female cadre of tire vulcanizers, milk
deliverers, aircraft fabricators and mechanics who were "proud to combine their
housewifely endeavours- mending, looking after the children, cooking- with service to

their country."30 Each description of duties included the combination of slacks, sweaters,
smocks and kerchiefs the women chose or were expected to Wear on the job, If the
examples of these plucky married women were not enough, the article urged women to
"'unpack the slacks, forget about glarnour and go to itVw3'

""Canadian Women From every Walk of Life Flocking to Munition Jobs," W i n n i ~ e sFree Press, 26
September l942,3.

''Winniueg Free Press, 7 November 1942,3.
"* "Fripperies
30
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and Frills Are Out as Cornmon Sense is Queen," Winnipes Free Press, 7 November 1942, 3.

Patronising articles were stiil evident in the Free Press a year later. Titles such as
"Pampered Sex Delivers on Production's Front" were common when home front labour
conditions were updated.'* Much attention was given when wornen began taking over
men's jobs in the Winnipeg EIectric Company. It was still news to report that women
were ready to drive streetcars."

A subsequent issue covered three housewives, who

cleaned buses, but liked it--"no softie's job." The men expressed their admiration stating,
'They're al1 right," and the story ended with another comment on working apparel, where
the new workers did not Wear coveralls--just shirts and s ~ a c k s . ~ ~
By late August 1943 the Free Press acknowledged that the wartime labour
shortage had corne to Winnipeg. The NSS prompted employers to continue "trying out
women in tasks where only men were ernployed before.'"'

In department stores, women

no longer filled just traditional fernale jobs, but were assigned manual labour jobs in the
store's shipping department. McDonald Aircraft, Midwest Aircraft, Pacific Airlines and
Leaders Ltd. used women on the assembly line and on instrument and fabric work.
Manitoba Bridge and Iron Works and Western Steel used women in the core department,
and to grind bolts, rivet, and operate drill presses and work as welders. Service
industries such as laundries, bakeries and breweries began to use women in heavier jobs
nomally done by men. The article affirmed employers' general satisfaction with the
women's work and noted that many fims were making a labour survey with the intention
of substituting women wherever possible. It was cautioned, though, that this survey
3'
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would be conducted "'only where there is a manpower ~ h o r t a ~ e .The
"~~
public had to be
assured that cavalier and unnecessary use of female labour would be avoided, especially
if the flood of women in the workplace would jeopardise the status and demand for the

male breadwîmer.
The Winnipeg newspaper articles reflect a general, and at times a bemused,
acceptance of large numbers of women and mothers in the workplace. However, it is
clear that only the exigency of war made this female employment situation possible, and
that the NSS and some elements of the national media were not completely cornfortable
with this state of &airs.

Concem was rooted in the widely held notion that the "fairer

sex" would not be up to the task, and questions about the suitability of exposing the
nation's wornenfolk to the home fiont's wartime hazards were raised.
Women workers were considered less hardy and reliable than male employees.
The NSS files contained a British study that tried to determine trends and reasons for
femaie absenteeism in factories. While the study admitted that very few women were in
the habit of losing one or two shifts each week, the "reasons were as varied as individual
needs and desires." Man-ied women, in particular, lost more time that was spread over
more weeks, than single women did. Female absenteeism was higher for the rnorning
shifl, and on Saturdays. The absentee rate was lower on pay-day.37 On al1 shifis,
absenteeism was higher for rnarried than for single women, and marrïed women tended to
miss Saturday shifts more often than single women did.
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Married women probably were absent because of the needs of their families.
Most often it w o d d be mothers rather than fathers that stayed home when their children
were ill, or if child-care arrangements fell through. However, a factory management that
consisted rnostly of men may have readily assumed that absenteeism of the 'Weaker sex"
must be attributed to "debilitating" menstruation. The mes sage ferninine hygene
companies used to sel1 their products in magazines read by the general public contirm

thîs suspicion. Commercial interests used advertisements to validate this naturd
occurrence as a reason for absenteeism, and offered strategies to help women buck up and
get on with it. One advertisement depicted a bedridden woman who knew how much her

country depended on her, lamenting "How can we keep going, at times when we feel like
this?" The advertisement quoted a war piant nurse who reported that 'Yheir p-eatest
number of absentees are women who miss 1 to 3 days every month, frequently on those

'trying days7." The Company who sponsored the advertisement referred to itself as Sie
"problem day" specialists, also offered a pamphlet, "Don't Lose Another Minute!" to aid
these workers and the war effok3'
The shop floor, pushed to meet war productiorr quotas, gained a reputation in the
popuIar media as being a dangerous home fiont battleground that was no place for a
woman. An article in Liberty reported that carelessness was the major culpnt that caused

injury and death to both men and women on the shop floor. Women were believed to be
inherently more carehl than men in dangerous occupations, but their vanity made them
equalIy prone to accidents. Elsie doffed her safety cap while operating her punch press
because it was hot and gave her a headache, and she "thought it ruined her looks." Her
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hair was drawn by static electricity and became tangled in a generator belt. Elsie was

scalped and subsequently died. Her forernan had fainted upon witnessing the tragedy and
fell against his machine where he was blinded by a protruding steel rod. Other fernale
workers reportedly courted disaster because, "though forbidden to do so, many a darnsel
wears hi& heels around the plant, then trips on something and nose-dives to
destr~ction."~~
Even if women showed that they could endure the rigours of the workplace
despite their perceived physiological and psychological deficiencies, apprehension
persisted. Would it be possible to shepherd wornen back into the fold when hostilities
ended? The NSS had not argued that women had the equal right to work, but stressed
that women would only replace men temporarily.40 However, by early fa11 1943 some
wondered if these women would ever go home again. Liberty posed the issue for its
readers in a candid article, "But when the golden goose gives its h a 1 quack there'il be a
long female wailing for a day that has passed. ~nless-'"' The author observed a restless
spirit among the single and married women working in eastern munitions industries. He
also predicted that the increased knowledge and skill of Canadian workers, rnany of them
women, would be matched by the increased demand for Canadian products at war's end.
The article suggested that if the women of Canada wanted to work, the work would be
there. However, the author hinted that women were fickle, and cautioned that "the boom

-
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can go on for quite a long indefinite period--if the girls don? get tired of it and go back
home and have babie~.'*~
Many readers would have been surprised by such articles that described

Canadian women workers as self-serving. A research agency, Elliot-Haynes Limited,
published a survey of public attitudes in 1943 that found fifty-seven percent of
Anglophone Canadian respondents felt that women took jobs in war industry solely for
patriotic r e a ~ o n s .Govemment
~~
was less idedistic. In March 1943, the Women's
Division of the NSS in Toronto questioned their marrïed fernale applicants over age 35
and found that only ten percent had a husband in Active Service. The Ontario Regional
Superintendent of the Unemployment insurance Commission hoped to highlight for Mrs.
~ a t o that
n ~ only nine percent identified patriotic reasons for securing employment,
whereas fi@-nine sought work to supplement the family income and thirty-hvo percent
cited persona1 r ~ e e d s . ~ ~
Government was never naïve about women's motives to work, and since labour
needs were being filled, there was no desire to offer fernale labourers concessions beyond
what was necessary. By late winter 1944, fewer articles lauding women's labour
contributions were published in Winnipeg newspapers, though labour issues involving
women did garner sorne attention. The manager of the women's section, Mrs. E. W.
Gerry O F the NS S, Manitoba division, warned women that if they expected pay and
Ibid., 38.
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treatment equal to that of the men, they would have to accept equal conditions. She cited
women's reticence to do shift work as an example, and cautioned that women would have
to "revise their ideas of what they want, what salaries they will accept, what work they
' ~ ~
added that women still had the idea
will do and what hours they will ~ o r k . 46s.Gen-y
that there were plenty of jobs available, but in reality, there were more applicants than
jobs. The only serious problem Iay in tbe sewing trade, largely because workers were
leaving it because they did not want to work at it anyrnore. Women were urged to change
their outlook toward employment and no longer refuse positions for which they were

suited, but which paid less than they expected."
Mrs. Gerry's adrnonishment must have perplexed women who hoped to offer their
services but who were denied the opportunity because of longstanding conventions to
leave their jobs when they becarne wives.

Winnipeg's education system during the war

offers a good case study where paûiarchal attitudes and a desire to mode1 a stable social
order overrode national need- in Winnipeg schools, women traditionally lost their
teaching positions upon marnage, and this policy did not change when the war began. By
early 1942 some interest in changing this policy surfaced when the Winnipeg School
Board's Superintendent, Dr. J. C. Pincock, raised the possibility to the management
comrnittee of securing temporary replacement assistance when necessary from competent
but married female teachers. It was stressed that only competent substitutes would be
sought and that they would be "in receipt of only moderate in corne^.'^^ The suggestion
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to employ mamied women for classroom work met with resistance among elected
Winnipeg school officiais. Board member, Mrs. M. E. Jenkins, urged the committee to
s w e y the field and try to get young teachers first, as "there is no use for any married
woman to be teaching when she has some other means of supporty"
The need for teaching staffwas still apparent a year later. Board member Dr.

Mindel Sheps felt it necessary to permit married teachers to work, and she presented the
Winnipeg School Board with a motion. She reasoned that appointment to staff sho uld be
based on merit only. Member Adam Beck spoke against the motion, and suggested that
employment of married women deprived young girls and returning men of jobs.50 He
also refiected a pro-natalist position when he pointed to an annual cirop in Winnipeg's
school population, which he attrïbuted to wornen who were "going out to work instead of
taking their place in the homes."51 Member loe Zuken countered married women should
not be discriminated against if they could make a substantial contribution to the city's
education system. Dr. Sheps suggested that working married women actually created
jobs, for they would hire dornestic help, eat in restaurants and spend money." The
motion was defeated nine to six, with the labour block of councillors voting in favour of
the motion. The defeat of the motion was greeted by Zuken shouting, "Hitler would just
love you guys!" After calls for his removal f?om the meeting, he later revised his
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statement to, "these anti-democratic practices are best exemplified by the actions of ML
~itler."'~
The editonal page of the Winnipeg Tribune cailed the School Board decision
"antediluvian," and chastised the Board because married women were good enough for

war jobs and branches of the armed forces, but not for the Winnipeg School Board. The
editorial suggested that the Board had not yet heard of the Second World War, and chided

them for barring highly qualified teachers who had "comrnitted the sin of holy
matrimony, which, in the School Board's eyes, appears to be a S

~ ~ O UfaIl
S

fiorn

The same School Board meeting ako had to consider a motion for an elimination

of salary differentials between men and women. Dr. Sheps questioned the argument that
men should be paid more than wornen because they have greater family revonsibility,
for if this were indeed tnie, "the schedule would have been arranged to allow for
appropriate ùicreases according to the number of dependants of male t e a c h e r ~ . "Sheps
~~
also rationalised the potential impact pay schedules based on gender would have for men.
There would be a danger of boards retaining Iess expensive fernale teachers when men
were once again able to r e m to the classroom, and there might also be a tendency to
draw the male schedule down to the level cf the fernale schedule. Immediately after
speaking, W. S. McEwen suggested that the motion should be laid over until the
following year, and moved that the matter "lay on the table."56 This passed nine to six,
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which the Tribune was quick to identify as "the tirne-worn device of the politician for
getting rid of a hot potato."n The Winnipee Free Press editorial staff also acknowledged
the ment of equity. One editorial warned "such conversations would sit more gracefully

upon us when we had cleared away the injustices on our o w n doorstep, injustices to
wtiich every last one of us is a
The question of married female teachers was partially resolved a few weeks later.
The Board now pondered whether it was acceptable to hire female teachers who had
married a member of the arrned forces. Member Mr. Petursson stated that Winnipeg was
the o d y place where there was any discrimination in the employment of married women
teachers. After much discussion, Petursson moved that teachers married to members of
'
motion passed.
the armed forces b e retained on the staff without change of s t a t ~ s . ~This
Superintendent Pincock also noted that if a teacher got married and lost her position, but
could prove financial need, she could then be re-employed o n the substitute rate or would
be assigned at the minimum

The W i m i ~ e oTribune was quick to point out the

consequence for some teachers: a precipitous drop in annual salary from S 1,500 to

$1,000.~'
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The editorial reaction to the School Board decisions suggested that the Winnipeg
dailies supported progressive wornen' s issues.6z However, both newspapers reflected
sirnilar contradictions in their attitude to female employment. Where the challenges of
modem times begged for the acceptance of new ideas and attitudes, the Free Press and
Tribune were unable to shed traditional thuiking. It was not uncornmon for a g v e n issue
that carried an article or editorial that supported female paid labour and equity in the
workplace to also contain features, letters and advertisements which were subtly or
blatantiy wary of women's attention being diverted fiom the home and family- When
wornen in the workplace became cornmon, newspapers, magazines and radio, offered
advice, caution and techniques to balance factory and workshop responsibilities with
domestic household duties. If the rnixed messages printed in daily papers were any
indication, it would be clear to any woman who wished or needed to work that she must
do so without manimous societal support.
The issue of wornen and mothers performing paid labour warranted Iively
discussion through letters and advice c o l u m s found in the daily papers. Debate was
polarised. Support for working wornen was grounded in the need to end war by al1 means
possible, or in a tiberalised acceptance of gender equality. Detractors feared that large
nurnbers of wornen working outside the home could open a Pandora's box of social
concerns. The public and journalists seemed aware that women were the cenh-e of the
contradiction that had emerged during this wartime emergency, and were eager to argue
the issue in the press.
The Winnipeg School Board was sensitive to press criticism, and held a special meeting of the Board to
consider the articles that dirait with the Board's decision on the two motions that were defeated at the
March 9" meeting. "Minutes of Special Meeting of Winnipeg School Board," March 19, 1943, Board
Minute Book No. 14, School District of Winnipeg No. 1, Winnipeg School Division Archives, 17.
6'

One reader wrote, "It is time a law was passed against improper dress as women

are gradually losing their fernininity and becoming too rnannish. Nations are showing
signs of waning as too many women are neglecting their duty of becoming rnother~.'"~
Another worried that natural order was being ignored when wives worked, as he believed
"man was intended by the Creator to be the burden-bearer of the family." This author
believed that wornen who mamy and follow a career "are not the best of partners in holy
rnatrimony," and their place should be at home "as rnothers of the human race." His
letter predicted there would be trouble when the war ended and these women would
decide to continue working. It was the man's proper place at the head of the house,
''working by the sweat of his brow to purchase for his family al1 they needed, until they
get to the age of helping themselves." Ultirnately, he did not believe that "the
emancipation of women has proved such a blessing as was hoped for."64
These patrïarchal opinions did not go unanswered. One reader responded to an
earlier letter submitted by "C. E." who feared "the dire results of entrusting to women the
job of running street cars and buses." Citing the world's state of aff&s because of males
such as Hitler and MussoIini, the female author suggested 2943 was not a good year for a

man to nui down the accomplishments of women. She had heard of no cornplaints about
the women who &ove taxis and delivery trucks in Winnipeg, and felt it was also a
"significant fact that women drivers of cars seldom figure in car smash-ups; the villain of
the place usually seerns to be a man who has not been drinking l e m ~ n a d e . " ~ ~
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While biting responses that defended less traditional femaie activities were rare, it
was not uncornmon to read articles that continued to shape and reinforce the notion of
women's subservience. Belittling articles appeared in the women's section of the
Winni~epFree Press, clearly intended to put wives in their place. One weekiy feature,
'Boy Tells Girl," by George Antheil lectured young wives to stop grumbling about
loneliness because their husbands were overseas. They were instructed to use their tirne
leaming about the care of babies and "delve into some of the womanly arts you will need
when HE cornes home." The same c o l m printed a letter from a wife who was slapped
by her husband when she tried to leave with her baby afier a quarrel. Antheil stemly
outlined her responsibility: "You have just one duty now and that is not to upset your
husband while he is in the service." Domestic violence was not a sufficient barrier to the
fulfilment of the national imperative. The "spoiled brat" was instnicted to, "take care of
your baby yourself, help with the war effort, write often to your husband-- no cornplaints
in those letters either, and learn to stand on your own f e e t ? '
Some columns and articles did offer strategies to run the house in the face of
domineering husbands, though women who sought advise about their household affairs
were expected to replace one source of scrutiny for another. In "Mrs. Thompson
Advises," a wife and mother complained about her service husband who nagged her
about money problems and embarrassed her in hont of fiends over her inability to Save
rnoney. Thompson advised her to remain good natured, to give her husband credit for al1
his good points, and to chalk up his nagging to ignorance of how a dependence allowance
should be used. The colurnn then suggested she submit her income and expense records
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to the dependants' advisory committee, because the husband "likely would accept as
reasonable a budget approved by this co~lzmittee."~'
The advice columnists had opinions that considered the merits and drawbacks of
mothers seeking employment outside the home. The coluwis did not express jingoistic
reasons to seek paid labour, but instead focused on more practical aspects of women's
dilemmas. Interestingly, Antheil, who had sanctioned spousal abuse in order to have
wives stand by their men, also supported women who were restless and were "beginning

to resent the old regirne where hubby doled out the shekels as he pleased." With
reference to mothers of older children, he was heartened by the sight of "these veterans
of the dishpan sallying forth to punch time-clocks," which would allow them to buy the

things they always ~ a n t e d . ~ ~

Mis. Thompson, too, was supportive of women working, though oniy if their
circumstances made employment logical. Thompson acknowiedged that many mothers
were anxious about working, whether for patriotisrn or for extra income, and still being
able to give fair care to young children. She shared a letter from a mother of a seven and
one half year-old son, who wanted to work to stave off boredom. Her husband was
overseas, and she had no one to care for the boy. She knew she could not afford to hire
someone and wondered about the availability of nurseries, since she wanted war work
that likely had night shifis. Thompson vaiidated the mother's needs, for she felt it
'tvasn't fair to either yourself or the boy to let yourself get lonely and b~red."~'She
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suggested inquiring with Selective Service about work and perhaps fïnding a boarding
place where she would not have to worry when her son came home fiom school.
Other situations, according to Mrs. Thompson's columns, did not lend themselves
to mothers seeking work, even when their husbands were strongly encouraging them to
do so, A mother of a two-year-old son and a "delicate" one-year-old daughter w-rote that
marital strïfe existed because the f d l y was hancially strapped. House repairs and
payments had left them with insufficient clothes for the winter and little furniture.
Despite the wife's care with the money ber husband gave her, he blamed her for being
wasteful. The husband had suggested she get a job, but without skills and suitable,
affordable child care, she saw this as impossible. Thompson forcefülly noted that until it
was law that the mothers of small babies needed to work, there was no excuse to listen to
her husband. She was instructed to tell her husband, "If he can f i d you a job good
enough to pay for someone to look after the children and leave a profit, also find a
housekeeper, you wilI go to work." Thompson suggested she was safe in making this
offer, since no such caregiver would be found, and no nurseries were yet available.
When the husband did the arithrnetic, he would see that his scheme would not be
practical. Thompson also warned that the mother would get sick "under the nursery plan,
when he isn't around to hetp with the housework and baby-tending." Finally, the mother
was instnicted to tell the husband that when the children were older and stronger she
would be glad to work, but that she would never forgive herself or him if she "went out
now and the baby died.""

The possibility of the woman living with such guilt should

"Job Nof Wise For This Mother," in "Mrs Thompson Advises,"

9.

20 October 1942,

certainly have been an effective deterrent, and despite Thompson's heavy-handed
response, most readers at that time w o d d have agreed with her advice.
Improprîety was also perceived as a likely by-product when women found
themselves on shop floors with men, While it was probable that affairs could begin in the
workplace, imaginations raised questions about the suitability of having wives rningling
with men when their husbands were not present. During the summer of 1943 the silver
screen depicted the factory as a convenient venue for "boy meets girl." Hers to Hold
featured Deanna ~urban'' as a debutante who met an aircraft supervisor, and decided
"he's her man."72 The object of her desire, awaiting his commission, tried to fend her off,
but in the end could not resist.
The advice columns in Winnipeg's dailies also reflected the fear of Mdelity.
' B o y Tells Girl" observed that it was not the women her husband would meet in their

own social circle, but the women who worked beside him in defence plants that were
"giving wives the jitters these days."73 The column writer sympathised with the husband

who could not ignore his feIlow worker just because she was a woman, and it would have
been "silly, indeed, were he to announce he was married and hands off." At issue was a
letter by a wife who had been married for 32 years and had four children. When a
neighbour told her that her husband was talkïng to a woman at his plant, she wrote, "It
nearly knocked the props from under me. 1was stunned. He is aIways calling her by her
first name." The columnist had no sympathy. He called her "a very foolish,
- -
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mcasonable wornan," who could be cured of her troubles if she herself got a job in a war
plant. This would help, he wrote, "because your imagination works overtime and your
cornrnon-sense doesn't have a chance."''
Antheil's dismissal of possible workplace transgressions was not universally
accepted. In an era where it was new to have both male and female colleagues on factory
shop floors, it was assurned that instability and moral degeneration could o d y be the
result if wornen were left to their own devices while their husbands were called away for
du@. Again, Mis. Thompson's advice coliimn served as a mirror that refiected social
concems. A wife wrote about a woman, whose spouse was overseas, who was chasing
after her husband. At flrst, the husband and wife helped the woman pick up groceries and

took her and ber children on picnics. Eventually, the husband was meeting the temptress
in a car parked in a bush. The devoted wife knew "for a fact she is really bad and has
men there al1 the time, even al1 night, and her children see and hear al1 that goes on.7775
Mrs. Thompson's solution placed the largest measure of responsibility and
consequence on the adulteress. Her conduct as an inadequate mother could result in her
allowance being stopped and her children being taken away. She and the men she
entertained could also be charged with contributing to the delinquency of the children.
Arrned with proof, the wife couId report the troublemaker to the Dependants' Nlowance
Board in Ottawa and to Child Welfare authonties in Winnipeg. The wife couId also
consider confkonting the wornan with the evidence, and merely threatening her with
reporting her if she did not leave her husband alone. Thompson suggested the latter was
-

- -

-
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the best course of action to follow, because "if she just suddenly gave hirn the air, and
you were not implicated, he would probably turn to you z ~ ~ a i n .It" ~
was
~ significant that
no onus of responsibility or moral restraint was expected from the husband.

Mrs. Thompson aIso counselled women who had been reported to authorhies. A
soldier's wife, and mother of a little girl, enjoyed good support Eom her in-Iaws during
the first year of her husband's absence. However, when she began to work, she chose to
leave the daughter with her own mother. Jealousy motivated the in-laws to report her to
the Children's Aid Society and the Family Bureau because her employment had caused
her to neglect her child. When this went nowhere, threats foIIowed to have her
dependants' allowance cut because it was rumoured she had lived with another man
whose wife was away. When these charges could not be substantiated, the in-laws began
writing their son overseas.
Thompson regretted the woman's circurnstances, but could only advise the
wornan "to rnake sure that everything about your conduct is blarneless." Thompson
adrnitted that jealousy was probably the root of this problem, but gave credence to the inlaws' actions because "possibly they thought they were right." Wartime wornen were
ultimately responsible even for other folks' unfounded suspicions about them. Thompson
warned, "It isn't enough for a soldier's wife to behave well, she has to avoid even the
slightest appearance of wrong-doing, for a lot of evil-minded people are ready to pounce
on the flhsiest evidence against her."77
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Some evidence suggests that Winnipeg wives of s e ~ c e r n e were
n
considered of
dubious character. Lack of housing was a constant issue that surfaced in civic
govemmerit reports and media, and wives and children of men fighting overseas found
themselves without adequate accommodations because they were seen as potentially
problematic tenants. One mother w o t e a letter to the Winnipeg Free Press stating that
she expected deprivation, hardship, loneliness and worry, but not the 'treatment meted
out to us by people who have places to rent that our boys are fighting to preserve. If one
applies for a suite in a block or a house the answer is: sorry no soldiers' wives; if there
are kids it is: sorry no children.'"* The letter referred to a recent case where a mother had
been squatting in a condemned house on Corydon Street with her four children. Her
children had since been placed in a home and the mother now lived in one dingy room by
herself. The writer concluded her letter by pronouncing, "We don? ask to be babied, but
we do ask the public to be fair."79

If the character, devotion and fidelity of Canada's working women and wives
were in doubt, suspicions about their ability to mother Canada's future children were sure
to follow. Since the tum of the centwy, mothers had been the targets of authorities'
desire for a modem society. Science had to supersede parental intuition, and the war only
intensified the urgency to enlighten mothers who aiready had many calls on their tirne.
The underlying assumption remained that Canadian mothers were not doing their primary
jobs well, and mothers' decision to work outside the home was likely a superfluous if not
short-sighted activity that made matters worse.
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The social welfare community strongly advocated modem methods to protect the
family, for in doing so, the nation was protected as well. The Canadian social work
journal, Canadian Welfare, determined that the healîh of rnother and child formed the
background of wholesome family Life. Family life was considered the ideal pattern for
national life, and was referred to as the "threshold of democracy." It was feared that this
cradle of society was in jeopardy "in a nation at war, and in days when the disrupting

forces of emotional upheaval are at work to undermine family loyalties and c u s t o r n ~ . " ~ ~
The mother was seen as the central figure in every family group, caring for her children
and overseeing their health. The mother and child, therefore, rnust receive the benefits of
modem public health,
These benefits, according to officiais, often seemed to be ignored, M e r one year
of war, the Director of Health Services for the Department of Pensions and National
Health stated that infânt deaths had increased by 1,500. The factors responsible for this
tvere thought to lay in an increase in illegitirnacy, hasty war mariages, poor housing, the
health of the parents, and "their ignorance of home making and child tare."'*
The issue did not go unnoticed by the media- Liberty pointed to Canada's
"shameful" infant death rate, which was the highest "of any of the white races of the
Empire," because "Canadian wives have never learned to be r n o t h e r ~ . " The
~ ~ article
touted the virtues of "Mothercraft," a movement that began in New Zealand, which was
developed by "an accumulation of scientific knowledge and tested rules of child tare.""
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For three dollars a day, a nurse would stay for a week, the result being a baby who would
have a %oroughly competent, trained and skilfül mother, a father who would never have
to walk the floor at night, and a home organised o c an efficient s c h e d ~ l e . "A
~ key
component to the ccMothercraft'y
regime was the clear refutation of the mother's natural
aptitude for child rearing. In regards to nutrition, for instance, it was considered "another
fallacy that mothers h o w by instinct just when they should begk to gïve their babies the
food which adults eat- They don7t. Neither do the mothers' mothers, nor the mothers-inlaw, nor the grandmothers.'"5
Commercial interests exploited, and therefore promoted, the pre-erninence social
science and the medical c01ll~UIilty'sadvice over a woman's common sense and
knowledge. In many disinfectant advertisements, doctors' advice on cIeanliness
explicitly tied the rnother's sense of duty to the war effort. The text beneath a ginning
cherub offered, "That's right, Baby. Your Motber's first duty to her country is to see that
you- and your whole family- keep well this

inter."'^

One baby food advertisement

printed a message Crom Meredith Moulton Redhead, who held the position of '23aby
Counsellor of Heinz Home Institute." She advised mothers to cal1 the doctor at the first
sign of their baby's illness. She assurned that he would instnict mothers to put baby to
bed and follow routine precautions. The advertisement then added, "Of course every
mother knows that a well-balanced diet, rich in vitamins and rninerals, is an important
factor in keeping baby well." Happily, these mothers could rely on Heinz's "highly

fiid.
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keep in Fighting T a " Libem, January 1944,33.

nutritive" products.87 Children's constipation also seemed to be a wartime worry. One
advertisernent depicted a young mother who overheard two fiends criticising her special
treatment of "her little queen," even in the choice of laxative. The three squared off in
the grocery store aisle, where the charge of "hssing and spoiling" was met with the
mo ther' s knockout blow. T m acting on o u doctor's advice. Why, he was the one who
suggested Castoria. It's made especially for children, with no harsh dmgs in it to upset
the baby's stomach or digestion." Now the wiser, the two gossips loaded up on the
laxative to dole out to their own ~hildren.*~
Proper nuûition became a wartime preoccupation, since the home &ont effort
reLied on suitable fuel to maintain healthy families. Winnipeg listeners had the issue put
into perspective when they tuned into "As A Matter Of Fact." The broadcast prornised to
open another battlefiont, and wage "an al1 out roar against Canadians who are neglecting
themselves and the home fi~ont."~~
In a clumsy analogy, food was likened to ammunition,
and the govemment's Nutrition Service was the ,W. The logic continued, "This gun
with our food ammunition needs but Our intelligence to act as the trigger. THE GUN

WORKS! ! Are we going to let our ammunition h m out to be a dud? If so we are
saboteurs-and

of the worst kind! We are not blasting a bridge or an inanimate object-

but our own families-for

whom the armed forces are willing to die."g0 The announcer

noted that forty-three per cent of young men examined for military service were found to

"7
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be physically unfit, with the major cause being stomach and intestinal trouble. The radio

host bluntly blamed the housewives of Canada for this situation,
Scientific knowledge again was hailed as a possible saviour. The man behind the
Nutritional Services' gun was Dr. L. B- Pett, whose mandate was to improve national

health and efficiency through good eating habits.91 Pett himself recognised that being
well fed was more than just appeasing hunger. Food choice must also promote health and
vitality. He attnbuted these modem nutritional concepts to social and scientific
development in the last thuty years.g2
The onus was now clearly on Canadian women to use the Services' nutritional
information to buy and cook food wisely. Some believed it was necessary for the state to
become proactive to ensure rnothers did so. A month into the war, Dr. AIan Brown,
Professor of Paediatrics at the University of Toronto and Physician-in-Chief for the
Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto, argued that since physically defective and undernourished children often become wards of the state, govenunent should assume the
responsibility for child care. He recommended that comrnunity centres be established to
teach mothers how to adjust family income to the food needs of growing chitdren, and
how to cook simple balanced
JXorrnation on proper rneal preparation becarne readily available. The National

Film Board produced a battery of films that targeted housewives with nutrition messages.
The bulk of these films were released in 1943-1944, and were distributed for viewing

during community events in schools, churches and meeting halls. Manitoba's annual
51'
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wartime attendance for NFB distribution circuits reached close to 30,000 v i e ~ e r s . ~ '

"Nutrition" and 'Thought for Food" was joined by "Get Your Vitamins" which featured
an animated troupe of barn-dancing Ietters that revealed vitamin food sources and
benefits. Rationing was to be Iess of a concern after following the advice of a h g a l
housewife in "The Main Dish." The importance of milk was the primary message of
"Children First," and "School Lunch" illuçtrated the need for hot, nourishing lun~hes.~'
Prairie listeners faced with the problem of providkg nutritious school Iunches also
received helpful hints fiorn the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's "Better Canadians"
series that aired Wednesday evenings. Three consecutive prograrns were devoted to the
lunch topic during Iate winter I 944.96
Despite efforts to educate them, Manitoba rnothers appeared rerniss in their duty.
The International Order of the Daughters of the Empire reported early on in the war that
thirty percent of Manitoba children were underweight, and that in some cornrnunities, the
rate was as high as fi@

percent.97 Children's nutrition remained an issue as the war wore

on. By spnng 1944, listeners heard a radio broadcast, "Your City's Health," sponsored
by Winnipeg's City Health Department. One edition featured Miss Isabel Robson,
Supervisor of Home Economics for the Winnipe,o Public Schools, who chose "Scltool
Lunches tu Corne" as her topic that day. She felt that the "school Iunch of the past, has in
93
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most cases, been a rather deplorable affair.'"'

A rather condescending interview

followed- After Robson inforrned the audience that nutritionists recommended that a
lunch should total one-third of a child's daily nutritional requirements, Miss Maher, the
interviewer, responded, "'Nutritional requirements' sounds so very scientific-could you
tell me in simple language just what should be included in those lunch boxes?" Robson

then Listed a Litany of drink and foodsWs that would provide enough protein and
vitamius to "be sufficient lunch to keep any boy or girl going until supper time." The
interviewer wondered why Robson fe1t that not au school children carried such
nutritional lunches. Robson admitted not having stopped a child on the street to look
inside his lunch box, although she "was tempted to do so." However, when she had seen
lunches opened up to be eaten, she found them lacking in the fresh food and rnilk. When
asked if rnothers did not care what went into the lunch box, Robson refuted that
suggestion, though she suspected that lunch preparation was mereIy "looked on as just
another chore to be done as quickly, and with as little effort as possible."99 She noted few
men or women would not think of starting off in an automobile without providing gas and
oil for the engine, "but they sometimes do start a child off for the day without providing
the necessary fuel for his n e e d ~ . " ' ~ ~
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Few children needed to take their lunch to school, and Robson referred to a recent
~ u r v e ~that
' ~ 'identified very few "doorkey chîldren." However, she was highly
concemed about the health of these few chrIdren. Robson acknowledged that rationing
and other difficulties faced by the wartime homernaker made it harder to reach nutritional
standards. However, she lectured mothers to plan lunches with the same consideration
they used when they prepared other meals for that day, and that if their children had to
cany their lunch to school, they should be sent off with a heavier breakfast than those
who could corne home for lunch.
Robson's concern had its limits, though. Little expense and trouble had been
incurred for these "latchkey children." A small nurnber of empty classrooms were
converted to lunchrooms, replete with colourful posters of health habits and food rules.
Some schools offered milk and hot drink service, but Robson did not see a need to
establish cafeterias in Winnipeg schools. She noted that rnost pupils were able to make
the trip back home for lunch, "and very few mothers of young children are ernployed in

industry and therefore absent &om their homes at n~on."'~'For the comparatively few
children who remained at school for lunch, Robson made it clear that their welfare was
solely their mothers' responsibility, and that "more care should be taken in the
preparation of lunches. ,5103
Most Winnipeg listeners likely shared Miss Robson's blunt supposition that
mothers needed to attend to their duty. However, national and civic social welfare
-

--
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The survey was conducted in Winnipeg schooIs on behalf of the Winnipeg Council of Social Agencies.
The survey will be discussed in greater detail in the third chapter of d i s thesis.
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agencies pIaced meagre school lunches, and other shordalls in caring for farnily, into a
wider context. Enlightened social workers recognised that those economic constraints,
dong with spousal straïn and misfortune, created complex pressure on modem families
that often led to substandard conditions for each family memberSocial scientists came to accept that the modem world would beget a host of new
social problems, and adopted new philosophies to deal with them, By the Second World
War, social welfare practitioners looked back at earlier days of their craft where social
and community conditions may have been improved so people could "pull themselves up

by their own boot-straps," but with strings attached, that irnplied, "Do as 1Say or I won't
help you!" Now, the profession proclaimed ideas to "stimulate the desire and develop
the capacity of the individual to help hirnself rather than to make him the passive
recipient of o u alms.9,104 Acceptance of science and the role social workers and agencies
now played in society became more evident. Kennethe M. Haig, a regular contributor to
the Winni~egFree Press editonal page, recognised social work as a profession, and

offered that social science was the most difficult science of dl. Haig noted that the social
scientist "is dways up against the hurnan equation," which denied him or her "the infinite
satisfaction of the conclusion absolute. She always must add the rider that room must be
reserved for X the unknown quantity."'05

The profession admitted that attending to the inconsistencies of the hurnan
condition was exacerbated by the demands of total war. The

Mary McPhedran, "Social Work with Families-Thsn and Now," Canadian Welfare 16, no. 6 Wovember
1940): 11- 12.
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Kennethe M. Haig, "A lounialist on Social Work," Canadian Welfare 16, no. 8 (Febmary 1941): 11.

defence of the realm of Canada, as of the Empire is urgent,
but that that defence does not lie in armed codlict done,
but in this combat, al1 long the line, and in defence, within
the homes and lives of the people, of the minimum
standards of decent living whkh c m be taken fiom them, as
surely by lack of wisdom and foresight at home as through
the ruthless action of a heartless i n ~ a d e r . ' ~ ~
Under the strain of war, the farnily unit was believed to be the strongest element
in the welfare of children. The Canadian Welfare Council pointed to the increased
community resources offered to parents to provide a good level of care for their children.
The family and the community were no longer separate or distinct. Educational, health
and welfare services combined with state legislation that ranged £rom labour laws to the
Mothers' Allowance Act to ensure the child's needs were adequately met. State
patriarchy becarne absolute with basic child protection legislation and enabled Children's
Aid Societies to assume responsibility of children whose parents could be proven as unfit
guardians. However, in keeping with the new philosophy of social welfare, social
agencies pronounced that their primary concem was to strengthen "farnily life in order
TT

that parents rnay themselves carry out their responsibilities adequately.

1O7

The social agencies and caseworkers rnay well have been able to congratulate
themselves on their more progressive approach. However, the new philosophy of social
welfare did not include a progressive attitude towards changes that women may have
contemplated kom their traditional roles. An editorial in Canadian Welfare womed that
"the ernployment of women and young persons is cloyed with al1 the dangers which have
led to the slow and patient erection of safeguards it has taken years to throw about them."
-

-

-

-

-
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Separation of mothers from young children and the disruption of night work cast the
"blacker cloud of the threat to all the fundamental bulwarks of our life."'Og
Social agencies, called upon to deal with the needs of families in financial straits,
were faced with an increase in the number of service requests- Agencies attributed the
bulk of these requests to character flaws and inadequacies of wives and mothers that
cropped up under the strain of the war. Some wives, bored and lonely, proved
irresponsible, and sought escape in "unwholesome amusements." Others, "the clinging

vine type of wife," were unable to cope with the task of disciplining their chifdren and did
not know where to tum, Even the stoic wives had problems, for they were "so tied by
family duties that they never have an opportunity to forget the haunting fears of an
insecure fiiture.79109 Men created caseloads for social workers, too, but they did so for
admirable reasons. An enlisted father or son would write, "'Will you or one of your
associates occasionally drop around and see Mrs. K? 1know she is alright but 1would
feel more comfortable if you were doing that as 1have every faith in your
organisation,,TI I O
Concern was also directed to wives who succurnbed to moral lapses. An article in
Canadian Welfare comrnended women who faced loneliness and household tasks while
their husbmds were overseas, and it was acknowledged that most wives of service men
"are of this stamp." Unfortunately, the article noted, there had been much talk of the
d a i t h f u l wives who did not have "the strength to carry on home and family in strange
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and ofien disinterested surroundings with husband and father far away."'

''

These fallen

wives would add a sense of guilt to the already conflicting emotions which would "cause
a hard and unapproachable exterior." The social worker needed to understand these

particular wives' emotions in order to help them build a firm home and family, as the
retuming sailor would need a stable home, and Eorn his wife, "understanding and
wholesome activity.

931

12

Home stability was certainly compromised if the soldier retuned to find an
additional child in his famiiy. Elsie J. Lawson, Assistant Director of Child Welfare for
Manitoba, wrote in Canadian Welfare that it was policy, dating back to the Great War, to
remove such children fkom the home, either before or after the father retuned. Lawson
lamented the lack of research work in the social treatment of such problems, and womed
over the undoubtedly weakened morale of the soldier-husband. Women, again, were
detennined to be the root of the problem, and Lawson was Iefi to hope that "education
and character building seem to be necessary if we are to combat such problems as
these."'

l3

Winnipeg had its share of families in cnsis, and the strains of war only
exacerbated theu situations. Ttiese circumstances become readily apparent in the records
of the Council of Social Agencies in Winnipeg. The Council was formed in 1919 as an
umbrella for thirty-eight affiliated agencies, ranging from the steering of the Community
Chest and Christmas Cheer Board to the developrnent of a school of social work. This
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administrative structure aimed at improving CO-operationby advancing new activities and
providing for united action to carry out programs for social development. The Council
oversaw the Central Volunteer Board during the Second World War, and combined war
work with comrnunity social services,
The Family Bureau o f Winnipeg was a Council agency that had direct
involvement with citizens in unfortunate circumstances. Much of its work invoIved
short-tem intervention when families bro ke down and needed immediate physical
assistance, or where for other reasons, the family was intact but could not cope. A
significant portion of the Bureau's budget was directed at placing housekeepers in homes
under stress. Direct h a n c i a l aid was also provided to carry out a "treatment plan for a
given family situation.

931
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The Family Bureau expressed conservative sentiments. While benevolent, if not
interventionist, it laced condescension dong with its concem, and could not be
considered a vanguard of progressive attitudes towards women. For example, its position
on rnarried women in the workplace did not vary from the one held by the Winnipeg
School Board. A good portion of the Family Bureau's meeting in April 1940 was
consumed with deciding the fate of a female staff member who had rnarrïed. She was
retained, albeit under exceptional circumstances, but it was carried that in future, "any
member of the staff who decides to marry, wilI be advised that there is no possibility of
employment afterwards.

931
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Once married, women were considered prone to

irresponsible money management, for 'Zoo many housewives, who have been
II4

Fifth Annual Report of the Family Bureau of IVùinipeg, September 1940-August 1941, PAM, P 4650,
file 3 , 3 .

unaccustomed to handling money, the weekly or monthly wage has rneant reckless
spending.

391
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The Family Bureau ofien took it upon itself to help these households set

budgets- When they became mothers, women were not given credit for their own
abilities and aptitudes. Advice and intervention offered by the F d y Bureau and the
Council of Social Agencies would be consistent with the modem child-rearing
philosophies of the likes of Dr. ~latz."'
As with social asencies across Canada, the war geatly increased the Bureau's

caseload, A discharged soldier needed financial help for two weeks until tus employer
issued his first cheque. A wife became in need because her overseas husband received
word of her suspected infidelity, and cancelled his assiped

''

The rnost cornmon

cause for the Bureau's involvement came korn families who, according to their minutes,
are so close to marginal existence that sudden catastrophes throw them over the
brink.. ..The breadwinner who in the past year received the same weekly or
monthly wage as in 1939, found it very difficult, nay impossible, to rneet the
increase in cost of living and was forced to ask for help. During the past year we
have had over thirty farnilies where there were six children and the incorne was
Iess than $90 a month.. ..the minimum food budget for health for this size family
is $66 per month which leaves Little of the man's earnings for sheIter and
operating expenses and nothhg for clothing 'I 9
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The Bureau recognised that higher rents were a concern, particularly when many homes
were no better than hovels. At one of its monthiy meetings, the Bureau cited an example
of a soldier's wife and her five-year-old daughter who had taken two rooms on the third
£loor of a house. In Septemberl940 her rent was $19 a month and her incorne was $67 a
month. Later she took another small room and paid a total of $35 monthly. On the first
of March her rent was raised to $30 and on the first of April to $35.120
The Family Bureau understood that housing conditions created more than
hancial stress.

Mrs. M., a soldier's wife who had been looking for roorns for herself and six
children, felt she was extremely fortunate when she secured three upstairs
rooms in Mrs. B's home. Mrs. B., another soldier's wife, and her three
children, lived downstairs. The cooking facilities of one kitchen was shared by
both women. One can readily guess the outcorne-quarrelling, bitter accusations,
gossip in the neighbourhood.'21
Such a conflict seemed beyond mediation, however, as the Bureau evidently held the
view that trouble was inevitable when two women occupied the same kitchen.
Regardless of extenuating circumstances, the Family Bureau was able to exert
considerable influence in family affairs. It not only attended to short term physical needs
of client families, but could also scrutinise family relationships and intervene if it saw fit.
While Annual Reports may have lamented the conditions in which Mrs. M. and Mrs. B.

were living, they expressed greater concern about the welfare of the children in such
cases. The living conditions were partly blamed for the apparent behaviour problems of
three of the teenage boys in this household. But the Bureau also attributed their
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unacceptable behaviour to their fathers' absence; 'tirhen large numbers of men have left
their homes to serve their country, there are some new problems, and old ones,
2
aggravated to a marked degree. ~ ~ 1 2Clearly,
the Bureau had doubts about some mothers'

abilities to discipline older children, especially boys. A Director's meeting recorded that

"many mothers, who had relied on the threat, 'Your M e r will make you do it when he
cornes home' found the increased responsibility a heavy one. , 9 1 2 3
Perhaps echoing the public opinion of the day, the Family Bureau placed much of
the responsibility for the children' s wayward actions on the parents. Many parents "do

not take the trouble to understand their child or his needs until his behaviour constitutes a
problem in the school or c o r n m ~ n i t y . " ' ~The
~ Bureau reasoned that the unhappy,
tnistrated parents of the probiem chiId "must be given help so that they may become
adjusted, and in turn satisQ their child's need~."'~' In his annual report, the Executive
Director used the case of young Dick as an exampie. The boy's father worked late hours
in war industry and was too tired to be bothered with the boy. His mother wanted a "nice

home of their own so she went to work," and lefl Dick under the care of teenaged girls
and rnaids, while she "worked to buy funziture." As a result, Dick becarne a "lone wolf'

who craved attention and stole rnoney to "buy fiîends." A solution was reached whereby
Dick was moved to a new school where he could make new fiends and have disciplined
and regular hours. His parents were counselled to help them understand their own

Ibid., 7.
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problems, thereby building up their "family relationships so when Dick cornes home, it
will be a norrnal family.
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The Children's Aid Society did have the authority under the

Chrld Welfare Act to take into care children who were neglected, but "fiequently al1 the
parent needs is the opportunity to 'think through' the situation with the help of an
understanding skilled person such as the social worker."'"
While it was not new to hold parents accountable for their children's upbringing,
the manner with which social agencies atternpted to foster parental responsibility was.
Modern times could not accept old fashioned parenting, and Winnipeg agencies iike the
Family Bureau hoped to be in the foref?ont with its delivery of family welfare services.
By i d e n t i m g pûrental rehabilitation as a key ingredient in Dick's well being, the Farnily
Bureau and other affiliates of the Council of Social Agencies were not operating solely
on a good dollop of comrnon sense, but were likely using the diagnostic route social
scientists were now expected to follow.
Nonetheless, the practitioners of this fashion of social welfare could not escape
the prevailing notions of the times. The rational scientific approach intended to create an
ordered society met the same contradiction that characterised state, media and public
attitudes to working women. A rational approach had to accept that it was an essential
reality that women and mothers needed to support the war effort with their labour.
However, the discornfort society and state had with so rnany wornen and mothers
working suggest that rationalisrn had been lefi out. Patriarchal tension created by the fear
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that society was not following a proper order ensured that wholehearîed support needed
to make fernale ernployment widely available was never completely evident.
Even in the face of widespread ernployment of mothers, and the uievitable strain
and chaos that families needed to adjust to, Little tangible help was offered- Whether it
was believed that families would make do, or whether the state feared that it would create
even greater disruption to the family, Winnipeg mothers found themselves on their own
in their workday and traditional home responsibilities. Patriarchal sentunents were most
evident when mothers sought help to care for their children when they attempted to work
out of the home. Wornen and mothers who could not completely be committed to their
homes created general apprehension. With this fear in mind, the next chapter will reveal
that when called upon to render a decision whether to offer state subsidised child care to
wartime mothers who wished to work, the professional social welfare community's
judgernent was quite predictable.

C H E D CARE NEEDS AND TEE
D O M O N WARTIME DAY NURSERY AGRIEEMENT
Working mothers during the Second World War challenged the mode1 of the

home that was widely accepted b y guardians of social policy. In her study of British
emergency wartime nursery experience, Denise Riley has identified the interests of "the
family" as the always hamoniously unified needs of women, men and children. When
mothers worked, these assumptions of unity were strained, and the subsequent social
cracks exposed conaicting philosophies. Government set out to %ee" mothers fTom the
drudgery of unrelieved childcare by means of nurseries. At the same time, pronatalists
wanted to V e e " mothers to a "more relaxed" and wholehearted support of the family
through having more children. Wbereas the war effort needed mothers in the work force,
an underlying sentiment still defended the mother at home as the "reai" worker, equal to

if not greater in value than the waged woman worker.'
Riley' s assertion that working mothers strained family unity and generated
conflict between the public and governrnent is partially sustained in wartime Winnipeg.
However, Riley's suggestion that g o v e m e n t was in direct conflict with a rnaternalist
public does not completely fit Winnipeg's wartime experience. Here, the federal
govemment's National Selective Service and the Winnipeg Council of Social Agencies
did not oppose traditional social assumptions, but were ultimately inclined to comply
with them.

Denise Riley, "'The Free Mothers': Pronatilism and Working Wornen in ïndustry at the End of the Last
War in Britaïn," Historv Worksho~,( S p ~ g
1981): 60-61.

At fist, federai government proposed changes and invited provinces to enter the
Dominion-Provincial Wartirne Day Nursery Agreement. This shared-cost program was
designed to offer superior care for the children of mothers who worked in war industries,
and later was expanded to accommodate the children of ail working rnothers. This
program, though, cannot be coostrued as an intentionai attempt to give women equitable
status. Applicants to the programme faced patriarchal scmtiny when they tried to have
their children placed in govemment subsidised child care. As weI1, it was clear fiom the
outset that these day nurseries would be temporary As Pierson points out, "while
government policy toward women had been modified to meet the emergency of war,
patriarchal ideology had not charged."'

In Winnipeg, the conflicting public views of mothers' status were evident when
the provincial government, and in particular the Council of Social Agencies, addressed
the widespread disruption by the war of family life. The dilemma of how to stabilise
family stress and dislocation in a time of crisis worsened as wartirne labour needs drew
mothers £iom the home and into paid Iabour. The Council assumed the responsibility of
weighing the benefits of government sponsored day nurseries against potential
consequences if parents, and especially mothers, no longer accepted comp lete
responsibility for the care of their children.
The Council's caution was ultirnateIy responsible for the decision not to develop
such nurseries in Winnipeg. The professional social workers shared the sarne
contradictory view of female status as government and society at large. Despite surveys
that pointed to a need for quality day care, social workers and Council directors were
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unable to integrate modern p ~ c i p l e of
s social planniug with the traditional concept of
family that included a rnother fidully committed to household and child rearing
responsibilities.
Local variations across the country, inevitable perhaps in a federal constitution
that placed family policy within provincial jurisdiction, demonstrated the extent to which
a national consensus on social patriarchy was still in formation. Thus, a comparative
approach, examining Toronto, Calgary and Edmonton, will demonswate the range of
opinion on this issue and will show that Winnipeg was among the least cornmitted to
changes in state policy on the fmily. This failure conûibuted to uneven access to
govemment day nurseries, and left mothers in Winnipeg in want of quality day care.
Scepticism among administrators was evident about the social ments of the
program even where the establishment of day nurseries was successful. The staff of the
National Selective Service in Toronto and other Ontario cities that sponsored the
program, and the staff of the Canadian Welfare Council that offered input for the
program's structure, both exhibited patriarchal attitudes as they facilitated fernale
ernployrnent and child care. Similar misgivings about day nurseries also existed among
decision-making authorities in Winnipeg. Unlike central Canadian centres that
implemented the Agreement regardless, Winnipeg and other western Canadian d i e s did
not. What other factors may have exacerbated concerns to the extent that these cities
refUsed to partiripate in the federal day nursery scheme?
For the purposes of comparative study, sources are available for cities other than
Winnipeg in the NSS records. Perhaps because Manitoba never came close to entering
the day care scheme, these records are non-existent for Winnipeg. However, other

materials are available, in particular a school survey commissioned by the Council of
Social Agencies. In particular, a survey of Winnipeg schools commissioned by the

Council is valuable in discerning the obvious need for child care in Winnipeg during the
war.
Wartime employment data fiom prairie cities also offer clues to the regional
variation in acceptance of federd initiatives in day nurseries- Compared to central
Canadian cities, Winnipeg, Calgary and Edmonton experienced a greater proportional
increase in the number of women that left their homes to find paid labour. The denial of
day care in Winnipeg seems particularly glaring since Winnipeg had more women, and
presurnably more mothers, conducting paid labour than sorne Ontario cities that took
advantage of the Day Nursery Agreement.
National recruitment rneasures to support war industries aimed at single women
were largely successfül. Shortages surfaced by 1943, though, in parts of the country and

in sectors of the economy that did not include war industries. The service and health care
sectors incurred acute labour shortages as single women previously employed in
restaurants, dry cleaners and hospitals flocked to central Canada in search of higher
wages, adventure and independence.
Allan M. Mitchell, Director of Employment Service and unemp 10 yment
Insurance in Ottawa, expressed concern in a circular that "the health of the Community,
its faciIities to feed and house people, its cure of the sick are of vital importance and the
attention of the Employrnent and Selective Service ~ f f i c e s . "The
~ circular recomrnended
that a new type of recruit be mustered, "narnely the housewife or others who will do a
Department of Labour, Employrnent Service and Unemployment insurance Branch, No. 270-1, NAC, RG
27, Vol. 605, file 6-24-1, 1.

Part-time Paid Job for six days per week, perhaps only four hours per day, or perhaps

three full days each week.'*

Mitchell assumed that it would be "possible for rnany

women tu streamline their housekeeping at home to do the housekeeping in the
co~ll~UIUlty
for standard wages?
The NSS felt that the campaign would be more successful if sponsored by an
organisation such as a chapter of the Local Council of Women rather than employers.
The enthusiastic applicants would receive a badge of honour when they were referred to a
part-time job and the employer might arrange "after two months of continuous service to
present a silver pin which (would) be more treasured.'" Mitchell knew that the promise

of a bauble was not enough to entice women fkom their homes. He also acknowledged
that in some cases even these part-time candidates would need some assistance in
securing day care for their children.'
The willingness to provide day care, especially in more industrialised parts of
Canada, was evident a year before women would be solicited for this part-time work. In

June 1942, Mrs. Eaton offered suggestions to the Minister of Labour regarding day care
for working mothers' children. She noted, "Without any urging on behalf of the
Governrnent, married women, usually on the basis of need of W e r income, have
" ~ children of these women were cared for by the
already gone into i n d ~ s t r ~ .The

ibid., 1.
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MIS. Eaton to ML George Greene, Private Secretary to the Minister of Labour, June 13, 1943, NAC, RG
27, VOL609, 6-52-1,pt. 1, 1-

mothers' own arrangements, but that these unorganised arrangements were prone to
breaking down for days or weeks at a time. Haphazard child care plans led to neglected
children who were "becoming unhappy, undemourished and d e l i ~ ~ ~ u e n t . " ~
George F. Davidson, Executive Director of the Canadian Welfare Council, made
Eaton well aware of Great Britain's preference for wartime nurseries over "minder"
homes for pay to care for working mothers' children. Some British babies had known
three homes in six months, and rnany finally entering a govemment-administered nursery
were considered in poor physical health. In one instance, a British home earlier
condemned for use as a foster home was allowed to take in children for daily minding.
Under these u n s u p e ~ s e dprivate circurnstances, authorities argued that Public Health
Services would not be aware of a child's condition until difficulty arose.1°
Inconsistencies in pnvate arrangements ultimateiy led to worker absenteeism and poor
productivity, and in the case of Britain, critics felt that if authorities "thought that women
who do war work were going to be fobbed off with a rninder system then they were just
wasting their time."'

'

The Canadian Welfare Council was not completely cornfortable with the idea of
mothers working outside the home, but realised that planning for the inevitable was
needed. Canadian Welfare featured an article by the supervisor of the family protection
division of Toronto's Children's Aid Society. She stressed ihat if marrïed wornen were
required to do industrial work, "the Public and the State must also organise in such a way
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that the child iife of the community does not s&er s e r i o u ~ l ~ .The
" ~ ~supervisor was
rnost concemed with children whose working parents lefi them with "kt and miss
supervision," or no supervision at aU during the late hours of the evening. The country

was on the verge of cultivating a "population of little nomads who run around after
school getting themselves into varying degrees of d i f f i ~ u l t ~ . " ' ~

In time S~O+S of children in unsuitable care situations did surface in Canada. The
Director of Public Zrrformation7ssponsored radio broadcast "As a Matter of Fact"
acknowledged that even in peacetke there were children in Canada who did not receive
proper care. However, the radio announcer, herself a recent war widow with two small
children, assured the listeners that the neglect was not f?om a lack of love, but was purely

an economic matter because there was no one to care for them. This situation was
exacerbated by the wartime labour shortage as more marrïed women entered industry.

The program featured two stories, which illustrated how great the need was. The
first described a theatre manager who allowed a neatly but shabbily dressed middle aged
woman to go down to the fiont of the theatre ro make sure her children were al1 right.
After several nights of this request the manager followed her and found her squatting on
the floor in fiont ofher children, feeding them soup fkom a thermos bottle. When asked
to explain herself, she told the manager that she was a war worker on her supper hour.
She could not find anyone she could trust with her children so she gave them money to
go to the show right after school. She felt they were safer there than m i n g loose on the
street. The announcer declared that while the manager allowed her to continue this

' Nom Lea, "TheProtection of Our Children," Canadian Welfare 17, No. 7 ( Ianuary 1912): 49.
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practice, "fiom the standpoint of health-and well being-a picture show was no place for
the children to spend every h o u of their fiee fi~ne."'~
The second story highlighted the penls of the minding system. It descnbed a
woman who, despite her lack of money, trïed "her utrnost to teach her children manners,
moralç and to give them the training necessary to make them h e young

anad di ans."'^

She made a financial anrangernent with her neighbour who tried her best, but was hard
pressed with ninning her own family. The mother came home to her children who were

"'mnning wild, not eating their meds and behaving badiy, to Say nothing of having picked
up a few not so choice words."16 The announcer lamented that the mother quit her war

industry job, which wiped out al1 her years of training and held up production when she
lei? her machine. Stones like these prompted Eaton to declare that the govemment m u t
accept responsibility for such situations "in these days, when it has become a burden too
heavy for private agencies.""
The government was prepared to Fumish day cares in areas which showed need.
The fkst step was to ensure that the standards of the facilities and staff exceeded the
quality of care most parents were able to secure within their family or neighbourhood.
The NSS asked George F. Davidson for suggestions regarding what the govemment role
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in day care supervision should be. Davidson noted that for children under five, the
nursery pattern could serve as a M e w o r k for the emergency day care system.'*
Any discussion about following a Canadian nursery school mode1 had to include
Dr. W. E. Blatz. Blatz had been invited by Canada to help Britain set up nurseries
overseas, and his expertise was sure to be followed in Canada. The development of
wartime day nurseries, as Blatz saw it, involved four key considerations: education,
health, feeding and recreation. While he was primarily concerned with the first, he saw
the day cares O ffering an opportunity for the other considerations to be improved and

o ~ ~ a n i s e dBlatz
. ' ~ emphasised the need to train workers to administer and staff the
facilities, as well meaning volunteers could only confùse and upset the children in their
care. A bad nursery or day care was ''worse for children than a bad

Training

under the direction of Dr. BIatz was possible at the Institute of Child Study of the
University of Toronto, and there was hope that other institutions, notably the University
of Manitoba, could establish training schools if gants could be secured.
Blatz and Davidson also expressed concem about the welfare of the school age
children of working mothers. Davidson noted that while the day nursery program could
attend to the needs of pre-school children, children at school lacked supervision between

the time they left school and their mothers returned home. He looked to Britain, where
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school supervision was extended until six 07clock,as a solution? Blatz advised that a
single board of education could work out a scherne in some detail for a particular school,
complete with changes in playroom facilities and the introduction of a school cdeteria.
His British experience pennitted him to predict a steady improvement in the health of
children handled in day care, but he also warned that desertion could i n c r e a ~ e . ~ ~
Afier consultations with Davidson and Blatz, the federal government entered into
preliminary talks with Ontario and Quebec to determine if Dominion assistance would be
acceptable. Once an agreement was obtained, the Dominion government received
authonty through Order-in-Council P. C. 6242, July 20, 1942, to establish child care
facilities for mothers working in war industry in any province that requested it. The
Order authonsed the Minister of Labour to enter into agreement with participating
provinces on a cost share basis? The agreement made provision for Day Nursery care
for children 2-6 years old, school s u p e ~ s i o noutside school hours for children over six
years old, and foster care for children under two. Parents were expected to pay a nomina1
fee."
Authorities were not prepared to give al1 mothers who worked out of the home
carte blanche. Initially, only twenty-5ve percent of the total admission to each project
could corne fiom familivs whose mother did not work in what was categonsed as a "war
industry." Early in 1943, criticism developed over this limit, especially fiom clients of
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school care centres, where "it was claimed that al1 work had become essential in
character and that no distinction should be made between war work and non-essentid
employment-"25 After a June conference, it was decided that the ratio would remain in
favour of mothers who worked in A(very hi&) and B@gh) categories. Criticism,
especially in the press, continued about the employment distinction. Mrs. Eaton received

a Toronto Globe and Mail clipping fiom the Unemployment Insurance Commission's
Legal Division, which chastised the Dominion-Provincial Cornmittee on Day Care for its
division between "essential" and "non-essential" work. A mother that performed the
latter would not be able to secure hot noonday meals for her children, whereas the child
whose mother worked in an "essential" industry would. The cornmittee was urged to
"get behind the establishment of the plan" since there was no excuse for the continuation

of the present inequitable, silly plan that "ought to be remedied at once."26 Finally, in
eariy 1944 an amendment to the agreement c ~ v e r e din P. C - 2 5 0 3 admitted children to the
program whose mothers were working in other than war industries. However, children of
mothers who worked in war industries were to be given prïonty over the children of other
applicants.z7 W M e more flexibility was now afforded working rnothers regardless of
their occupation, public pressure was required to affect change. It was quite apparent that
state support would corne in stages, with no desire to open the floodgates for families
whose mothers' paid labour was deemed not "essential."
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Governent reluctance to expand eligibility may have resulted fkom lobbying by
the Canadian Welfare Council. The Council had sent a memorandurn to local committees
who considered acting upon the Dominion-Provincial Agreement. The information it
provided was not solely intended to serve as a detailed guide to create and operate day
nurseries, but to also to "relate, for these committees, the function of the day nursery in
which they will be directly interested, to the child welfare field as a wh01e."~~The
Council did not relish large-scale mobilisation of mothers to the workplace, and noted
that "employment of marrîed women uith mal1 children has never been considered
socially de~irabie."~~
While it was acknowledged that the war created unusual
circumstances, the Council stressed that every action needed to be taken to first absorb
single and married women without children. Those with children under two years of age
should be empIoyed only if the need for workers could not be othenvise met. The
Council was particularly critical of the personnel policies of industry that showed no
active acceptance of the Council's principles of fernale employment.30
When the employment of mothers became inevitable, the Council offered advice
on how employment could be least intrusive to the family. Half-tirne work was most
desirable for mothers, and if not possible, day shifts with little shift change offered the
least disruption for children, since long hours would harm rnothers' health over a period
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The Council suggested that mothers' fatigue and worry over their families wodd
lead to inefficient work and accidents. In light of this possibility, some wondered
whether shorter work hours for mothers actually rnight lead to greater industria1
efficiency. The British expenence also raised the question about shortened hours for
mothers. M e r a mother prepared her children in the morning to go to the nursery,
delivered them, picked them up later, prepared supper and did a l l the household work, it
becarne "plain that the married woman with children has at least 4 or 5 hours work to do,
apart fiom her work in the f a ~ t o r ~ . " ~ '
In light of the unusual pressure families would experience in this extraordinary
time, the Council reluctantly concurred that day nurseries were essential. However, this
understanding did not corne f?om a rational recognition that citizens called upon to do
their duty deserved some consideration to accomrnodate their full participation. Rather,
the acceptance of the need for day care largely came from fears that parents would simply
abrogate their responsibilities to their children. When mothers were working and away
from home, a weakened guardianship and the possibility of neglect would ensue.
Therefore, for the CounciI it was the "improbability of mothers to make sound plans on
their own in every instance (that) remains the driving force behind the developrnent of
day n~rseries.'"'~Nurseries had to become a substitute guardian or an extension of the
home for these children during working hours, and in this time of crisis, authorities
clairned the state could do a better job with children than their own parents could.
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Once established, the day care concept confronted potential pitfalls. The Council
again cited the English experience, where difficulties in maintaining the rnother-child
relationship became apparent when fiiI1-time care was provided for the working mother's
children. It was acknowledged that "circumstances of unusuaily heavy strain will
sometimes necessitate removal of the full burden of care fÎom the mother's shoulders, if
she is to rernain at her job."34 However, easing strain f?om rnothers' shoulders had its
risks. British authonties observed that for parents who used care arrangements,
"responsibilities are more easily shelved and family ties are harder to maintain and ree~tablish.'"~Authonties womed that parental ties would be severed and this in turn
would lead to abandonment of responsibility.
The Canadian Welfare Council's dim view of the character and quality of
potential day nurseries stemrned largely from a 1933 study of the day nursery in child
care- That study concluded that mothers who made an application to a specific nursery
did so because of "social problems apart &om the mothers' need to have a place for their
children when they were away f?om home."36 Their persona1 stories offered a litany of
circumstances: deserted wives, widows and unmarried mothers, or wives with husbands
who rnay have been in jail, unemployed, ill, drunk or prone to gamble. Poverty was the
thread that linked these women together, and they were doomed to rive in conditions that
were poor and overcrowded. The rnothers and children were frequently in poor health.
While social agencies recognised that the mothers al1 wanted to "maintain their sense of
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family responsibility under difficult circum~tances,'"~they still blamed them for being
inefficient household managers,
With the increased demand for wornen workers, "a much greater proportion of
'normal' families' 73s joined the beleaguered mo thers from less forninate circumstances.
The "normal" workers were married women who were taking employrnent by choice, and
were "iduenced by obligations due to war

condition^."^^

The Council warned these

mothers were more Likely "to iosist on good standards for nursery care.'"
The Council's predictions proved correct, as Toronto mothers from a variety of
backgrounds visited local Employment and Selective Service Offices. Their app licants
for child care were interviewed for their need and eligibility. If their applications were
accepted, referrals were made to operating child care facilities." l e Day Nursery
Section of the NSS at the Bay Street office recorded the decisions made afier mothers
were i n t e ~ e w e d .Documents from three days of interviews conducted in early
November 1943, however, reveal that some mothers were in dire staits and were
desperate for work. The desperate rnothers were treated in the same fashion as mothers

in simitar circumstances were ten years earlier. The staffassumed that their plight was in
some way of their own design, and help for them was not readily offered.

One mother, for example, had a fotx-month-oid son, and a husband who had just
enlisted in the Merchant marine. He had a srnail allowance of $50 a month, of which $10
37 Ibid.
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a week was sent to his wife. M e r his six-week course, he was slated to take a boat and
would not be paid until he retunied to port perhaps two months later. There would be no
allowance for his family, so the mother needed work. To prepare for a job, the mother
planned to wean the baby but had to ask for formula fkom the Child Health Centre- She
was unable to make arrangements for the baby's care because her two sisters living with
her were working to send money to their widowed mother in Regina. The young mother
also clairned to be in poor health and able to do only part-time work. She was referred to
a Neighbourhood Workers ~ssociation." However, the NSS did not suggest job

placement or offer her an application for day nursery care.
Others received no consideration at all. One mother with a three-year-old son and
an 18-month daughter hoped for work at a small arms factory and planned to rent a room

with a nursery nearby. She was separated fiom her husband and was on relief. Her relief
officer arranged to have her admitted to a trainee course at the factory if she could
arrange care for her two ~ h i l d r e n .She
~ ~ was not referred to a day nursery. The criteria
that staffused to deny applications for day care nursery could not be found, but the
examination of this small sarnpleMof evidence suggests that mothers with extenuating
circumstances were not offered an opportunity to apply for chiId care.
Some mothers were willing to work, but preferred to make their own
arrangements. Contrary to suspicions that parents would be eagerly dumping their
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The records available fiom the Bay Street office of NSS in Toronto spanned November 5-7, 1942. This
represented only a smaii portion of the interviews that were coaducted after the cal1 for registration was
issued.

children, the i n t e ~ e w
records suggested that many families preferred pnvate
arrangements- One mother wished to keep her seven-month daughter at home and
promised to retum for work referrai when plans were complete. She was advised about
an Infants' Home, but she preferred not to go to their office.45 Grandmothers, husbands
and live-in relatives were common sources of child-care. One mother hoped her landlady
would care for her three-year-old daughter and 19 month-oId son, and if this did not work
out, she "could then consider Nursery

are.'*'^

Many women who reported to the NSS office announced that they were unable to
work- Most cited home responsibilities, il1 health, or the young age of their children as
their reasons. Some also expressed reservations about institutional child care. One
mother with a three-year-old child was 'hot interested in nursery school care for (her)
child and thus unable to work.'*'

A few interviewees had the decision made for thern by

their husbands. One applicant Uzitially stated that the aunt with whom her family lived
would care for her three-year-old daughter. She later called at 5 p.m. "to say that her
husband was not anxious for her to work unless absolutely essential and he did not
approve of the aunt caring for the ~ h i l d . ' ~Another
'
husband worked in a munition
factory on shifts and did not want his wife to work because of their baby and a disruption
in preparation of meals. One husband telephoned the office to make it loiown that he
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-
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"does not approve of his wife working and does not wish anything M e r done about the
~natter,'*~
The interview records fkom the early weeks of the nursery program indicate only
a rnoderate dernand for the day care service. The Bay Street office gathered information

fiom eighty-two mothers on November 6, 1942. Those not able to work totalled twentynine, while thirty-four made their own private arrangements to care for their children.

Applications for day nursery care were issued to nineteen m ~ t h e r s ? ~
This moderate demand for day care persisted into the summer of 1943, though
there was some speculation that the statistics were misleading. A report by the NSS on
the day care of children noted that only a sarnple survey was conducted, and it found that

eighty per cent of working mothers made their own arrangements for the care of their
children. The report urged that each mother be approached before the real need was
precisely h o w n . The fear was that '%vhere a need would seern to be apparent, the survey
will show no actual ~ ~ e e d , since
" ~ ' while child care had been secured, the circurnstances
may not have been ideal.
The prograrn was also undermined by mothers who respected the quality of the
government nurseries, perhaps even placing their children in one, but then made use of
less expensive services provided by a neighbour. This practice renewed concerns over
abuses that might occur with a lack of governent control of children. A NSS official
&om Montreal scorned the many women who "may find it more profitable to care
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'arnateurishly' for the children of working mothers rather than working themselves and
what sort of care, physical and moral, will these youngsters get?'"'
The concern of the NSS Women's Division for the well being of children was
inconsistent and did not extend to single mothers, who according to the interview notes,
were in desperate need of nursery care for their chiIdren. These mothers were then left to

their own devices for child

are.'^

NSS stadecided to withhold assistance to some

mothers largely on their perception of the applicants' mords rather than on their needs.
Personal patriarchal attitudes of civil servants and social workers conflicted and
interfered with social p r o g m s that Wilis suggests should have comeyed a "new
morality in a modernism that worshipped science and t e ~ h n o l o g y . ~
Nonetheless, more than enough Ontario women were judsed to be appropriate
candidates, and nurseries were set up to accept their children. Nuseries in Ontario were
open Monday to Friday, usually fiom 7 0 0 a.m. to 7:00 p-m., and Saturday moming until
noon. Lunch and supper along with a snack was provided, and the facilities were usually
churches or community halls. Foster home care for children under two and school day
care for children between six and sixteen were also available."

Fee scales per day for the

day nurseries charged under the Day Care Agreement were thirty-five cents for the fïrst

child and fifteen cents for additional children. If both parents worked, the fee was fifty
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cents a day. Day care for school children cost parents twenty-five cents a day for the first
chiid and ten cents for additional ~ h i l d r e n .By
~ ~the end of the war, Ontario had twentyeight day nurseries, which cared for 9,000 children, and the Wartime Day Care Program
for School Children accornrnodated 2,500 students. Quebec, on the other hand, had only
five day nurseries, attended by about 120 ~ h i l d r e n . ~ ~
The success that the NSS had setting up day nurseries in central Canada,
particularly in Ontario, was not replicated elsewhere in Canada. While the need was
made plainiy clear in some parts of western Canada, Qovemment funded facilities were
not established because of a lack of initiative by the govemments or social agencies.
Initially there was interest in the nursery program in the west. The NSS office in
Ottawa had received inquiries from Vancouver, Calgary, Edmonton and Winnipeg that
expressed interest and the provincial governments of Saskatchewan, Alberta and
Manitoba had written for clarification of some of the provisions of the agreement. Miss
Margaret Grier, Assistant Associate Director of NSS under Mrs. Eaton, was dispatched to
the prairies and British Columbia to address any concems, as it looked as if "there might
be developments in some of the western centres fairly s 0 0 n . " ~ ~
Alberta appeared most receptive to the federal initiative and signed the agreement
in September 1943.59The Alberta NSS staffs shared the concerns of its national office
about child care, and Mrs. Eaton arrived in Ianuary 1944 to clarifi her deparûnent's
intentions. The NSS concern was to keep industry supplied with necessary workers; it
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was not interested in a mother's reason for working, or whether or not her husband was
emp1 0 ~ e d . ~ ~
The Child Welfare Division of the Edmonton Council of Social Agencies set up a
"Committee on Day Care for the Children of Working Mothers" in April 1943. Just
before Christmas 1943, the Day Care Cornmittee asked the Edmonton Public School

Board to distribute survey forrns to elementary school children to Eind out how many
mothers were actually working, and whether mothers were finding it difficult to care for

'

their children6

The s w e y results revealed a great need for child care services- A total of 3,6 14
forms were retumed, with 674 working mothers and 1,014 children of working mothers
accounted for. Care before school hours for 123 children was requested by 78, noon care
for 330 children was called for by 205 mothers, and 145 mothers hoped for after school
care for 250 ~ h i l d r e n .The
~ ~ Day Care Cornmittee considered these to be minimum
figures because several children known to have working mothers did not return their
forms. One f o m sent in by a working mother was retumed with a footnote that claimed
that despite having a daytime job, no husband, two children in school and two children at
home, she could Iook after them herself well enough. The Cornmittee was not as
convinced, and asked within its report, "1s not such care likely to be unsatisfactory from
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the standpoint both of the child and of the c o r n m ~ n i ~ ? ' The
" ~ elementary school s w e y
statistics were enough to satisQ the Day Care Committee to recomrnend that services for
school children "beprovided without delay.''a
The fairly convincing data was passed on to the Alberta Provincial Advisory
Comrnittee on Day Nurseries to whom the provincial government gave ultimate
responsibirity for deciding on the need for nurseries. However, the Advisory Committee
wanted more information, which led to a second, smailer ~ u r v e y . As
~ ~well, a small
sarnple of statistics was gathered by a newspaper advertisement, Mothers who were
employed in war industries and were considering placing their children in day nurseries
were invited to clip, fill in and mail the blank form. Response was light; twenty-six
replied from Calgary and eight came in fiom ~ d m o n t o n . ~ ~
The Day Care Committee recognised that the Dominion government had agreed
to establish Wartime Day Nurseries in any area where rnothers of 20 children needed
such a service. The Cornmittee felt that it had indeed established that there were
sufficient nurnbers. The nurseries would relieve the senous overcrowding of the only
existing creche in the area and alleviate the misery that the surrounding area appeared to
be suffering. Hesitation would be "a tragedy if we are so preoccupied with winning the
war that we neglect the children upon whom the Future of the nation depends."67
Ibid.
Ibid.
A ten block canvass found more mothers working than suggested earlier. LWle many children seemed
weii cared for, others had no adult supervision or were living in appalling, crowded conditions. Ibid., 3.
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Unfortunately, the Provincial Advisory Committee on Day Nurseries was not
favourably swayed by the survey results. The Advisory Committee gave greater weight
to the information gathered by an advertisement placed in Calgary and Edmonton
newspapers,

The Alberta Provincial Advisory Committee on Day Nurseries met on April26,
1944, to determine whether there was sufEcient need to implement the DorninionProvincial Agreement. Briefs in favour of implementation were heard kom the likes of
the Calgary Locd Council of Women and the Edmonton Catholic Women's League. A
representative of the Calgary Day Nursery Committee warned that in light of the national
emergency, "whether you think a woman's place is in the home, that mothers of small
children should not work, these principles do not enter this agreement at a11.'"~ The
presenter of the bnef aIso cited the support of Calgary's Major of the Salvation Army,
who, despite his fimi belief that mothers of small children should not work away fiorn the
home, agreed that there was a need for a day nursery for adequate care of ~hildren.~'A
Calgary alderman appeared representing the Calgary Catholic women's League. She
"waxed eloquent about the sanctity of the

and therefore was clearly

unfavourable to the project. Votes were taken separately for each city, with sirnilar
results in both. Three members of the Cornmittee were in favour, three were against, and
the chairman cast the deciding vote against."
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Mrs. Pardee, one member of the Cornmittee in favour of the nurseries, wrote Mrs.
Eaton that despite the large volume of evidence that pointed to day care need, the evening
carried the result she had anti~i~ated.'~
Pardee must have read the mood of the majority
of the Committee, who had to have held fairly strong traditional views on the issue of
working rnothers. Since the majority of the Coaunittee chose to value the rneagre
response to its own ambiguous advertisement over fairly compelling statistical evidence
provided by Edmonton and Calgary, Pardee probabiy knew that there was no way to
convince the Committee members. Ironically, the Advisory Cornmittee's patriarchal
attitude about what was best for the family effectively denied Alberta rnothers and their
children suitable care at a time when the need for it seemed most glaring.
Families in Winnipeg shared similar economic pressures and social circumstances
with those in Alberta, and the debate over the feasibility of taking advantage of the Day
Nursery Agreement was similar in Winnipeg to that in Calgary and Edmonton. Though
Wimipeg may have explored the possibility O f establishing day care sooner than the
Albertan cities, striking similarihes were present in the patriarchal infiuences that led to
similar outcornes.
Interested Winnipegers who followed the campaign to draw wornen into the paid
labour force also would have been Familiar with the Day Nursery Agreement. Radio
listeners in the city rnight have caught the Director of Public Mormation's broadcast of

"As a Matter of Fact" which featured a series of stones that illustrated the need for
nursery day care. The city's daily newspapers reported government appeals for female
workers, which often also included details of nurseries developed in Ontario and Quebec

" ibid.

that offered an "approach to one of the problems of working ~ o r n e n . "On
~ ~an editonal
page, Mrs Eaton bluntly stated that more women were gohg to have to go into industry
or"there~vil1bernenwithoutgunsfacingmenwithguns."

Sincelargeproportionsof

single women were aiready employed, more ma.rried women would be needed. Eaton
called for equal pay for equai work and for nurseries for the children of m d e d women
who accepted e ~ n ~ l o ~ r n e n t . ~ '
Mis. Eaton came to Winnipeg in early November 1942 to speak before the third
annual meeting of the Central Volunteer Bureau to offer a "correct and complete picture
of working

anad da."'^

Despite being faced with the reality of a labour shortage, Eaton's

address indicated that the NSS hoped to tread cautiously around the controversial issue of
working mothers. While she planned to answer pressing questions such as why Winnipeg
women should leave their homes to work in areas of labour scarcity, her main airn was to
direct single women into essential war industries rather than to "have employers build up
huge staffs of rnarried women with small ~hildren."'~ However, while NSS would not
urge women to leave their farnilies, "those who want to go will have no handicap placed
in their way.""

Eaton went on to inform the audience that women with young children

who had already gone into war work had "done so on their own fkee will" and industry

''"25,000

Women a Month Needed," W i n n i ~ e eFree Press, 6 October 1942, 1.
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had been "glad to take them because they are among the most cornpetent worker~."'~
There were other jobs besides work in mimitions plants and stressed in particdar the
importance of the "jobs of carrying on the important work of homemaking, of raising
children steeped in the principles of d e r n o c r a ~ ~ . "By
~ ~placing a premium on the ideal of
family and home, Eaton hoped that single wornen who were involved with volunteer
activity would leave these responsibilities to enter war work, and where perhaps the
volunteer positions then could be taken by women with greater home responsibilities.
That said, mothers would still, in all likelihood, need to be mobilised, as she clearly
stated that the day nursery scheme operating in Ontario and Quebec could be extended to
odier provinces to care for children of women workers.**
Authorities in Winnipeg had conternplated the ments and feasibility of nurseries
before Eaton's visit. Winnipeg's Council of Social Agencies had considered conducting
a survey to ascertain the need for the day care facilities, but decided to postpone it when
the registration of women for selective service was initiated. When an unidentified
"group" approached Dr. Jackson, one of the directors, asking that a day nursery be
started, the survey was reconsidered. The Council decided to focus on women who were
already working and needed day nurseries for their children, rather than potential needs
of women not yet employed.8' Questionnaires were sent to Winnipeg school principals
and public health nurses.
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While the Council awaited the cornpletion of the s w e y , the Council Secretary,

Mrs- McQueen, contacted severd f h n s that employed married women, Several of their
reports indicated that some sort of care should be established. The Council was aware
that varieties of private care had been organised, and "if standards were to be set and
adequate care given, action must be taken very s ~ o n . " ~The
'
Chairman, A. V. Pigott,
formed a Day Nursery Care Committee "to snidy the problem of Day ~ u r s e r ï e s . " ~A~
month later, the newly formed Cornmittee met with Mrs. Eaton, with hopes that the
Committee could tie in with the work of the NSS- Initial indications led Mrs. Eaton to
believe that there would be a need for day nursery care." However, the Committee
required more conclusive evidence and sought additional information about the actual
assistance being given to working mothers. The s w e y s were returned to the schools for
additional details about how children were being cared for when the mother was at work.
Numbers of children were being minded in the neighbourhood, which raised concerns
about the quality of tbis care. Dr. Jackson, both a cornmittee member and the Deputy
Minister of the provincial Department of Health and Welfare, offered to send sorne of his
workers to investigate the homes the survey identified in order to licence them under the
Child Welfare

AC^.^'

Rather than act imrnediately on the Day Nursery Agreement

initiative, the Comrnittee felt that for the time being, the province's Foster Home Day
Care programme was the best solution, since "they did not want to encourage parents to
Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Council of Social Agencies, p. 3, Minute of Council, October
2 1, 1942, PAM, P 642, H e 2.
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Ieave thek children in order to go to work until al1 the available single gids were
employed."86

The Council of Social Agencies provided standard s w e y sheets to Winnipeg
School Board elernentary schools and to a few schools with elementary classes and
higher grades in the same building. The questionnaire asked specific information: the
narne and address of the working mother, the number and ages of children attending
schooI, the number and ages of pre-school children, whether the work was full or part
t h e , and general "Remarks." Nursing districts used similar sheets, but also asked if the
father was at home, and what arrangements were made for the care of pre-school and
school-age children. In several instances, the sarne families were recorded both by the
school and by the district nurse. WhiIe the records did not state whether this replication
was intentional, the nursing districts were probably asked to participate since their

visiting nurses were abIe to do house checks on students whose home situations had
raised concems.
Despite the survey sheets' standard f o m , the teachers were not uniforrn in their
completion of the questionnaires. Some provided the name of the firm and the
occupation of the mother. A few evaluated the home life, with a Greenway teacher
notùig in the remark column: "Mother working in garment factory, father

la^^.''^'

About

the reliability of the information, one teacher from Victoria Albert School cautioned,

"This information was given to me by 6 and 7 year olds so 1do not guarantee the

Survey of Working Mothers for Couocil of Social Agencies, Greenway School, PAM, P 659, file 7.
It is not clear on what evidence the teacher was able to base this remark, though anecdotal infiormation
transmitted through the cornrnunity and shared amongst teachers in the staffroom, was quite likely the
source.

accuracy of it."88 It is &O possible that sorne students were instructed by their parents
not to discuss their home situation at school. As it turned out, this caution vras
warranted, as the Deputy Minister, Dr. Jackson, dispatched his nurses to investigate
homes where the survey revealed what was considered unsatisfactory care given to
children whose mothers were w ~ r k i n ~Fears
. ~ ~of investigation, especially if word got
out that visitations by district nurses had occurred, wodd have resulted in an incomplete
survey.
The surveys indicate that many working mothers were simply taking hl1
advantage of available work. Surveys that recorded place of work rarely Listed war
industry fïrms and jobs. Employrnent usually occurred in the service sector, often in
retail stores like Eaton's and the Hudson Bay Company, and in restaurants and dry
cleaners. Other common jobs included food processing, seamstress work and house
cleaning. When the Council tallied the responses, 1,35 1 mothers worked full-tirne,
almost double the 732 women who were part-time.90 Comrnents suggest that for many
mothers, periods of employment were not reliable, with sorne of it seasonal, or a "month
here and there." While some surveys noted the absence of the husband, commonly
overseas, most indicated that the fathers were still at home. Some s w e y recorders chose
to remark whether both parents were working. Faraday School, far example, noted eight
of nine respondents had both parents ~ o r k i n ~ . ~ '
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Mothers apparently chose to work only if they were at a certain stage in their
family life cycle. It was rare for a mother to be employed if she had a pre-schooler. The
s w e y tally sheet recorded 3,963 children of working mothers who were school age and
under, but only 374 of them were of pre-school agegZ These families appeared small, as
it was rare to h d mothers who worked with more than ttvo children in school. It could
not be detennined by the documents if these families had children already out of school.
However, it was evident that m u y mothers worked while the children were attending
classes, and therefore schools were, in a sense, used as child care.
The survey offered extensive evidence of how child care was provided in the
mother's absence. Dissatisfaction with the initial information received caused many
surveys to be returned by the Social Council to determine the "exact statu of the children
whose mothers were working and the addresses of the homes in which they were being
cared for."93 The grandparents cared for pre-schoolers, with few exceptions. Many
mothers felt that this was the only type of arrangement that was possible for their
children, and the only one with which they were cornfortable. One mother, Mrs.
Colborne, recollected that most of her working mother Eends benefited fiom similar
arrangements, since in her Winnipeg North End neighbourhood families seemed to live
close by or in some cases shared the same

accommodation^.^^

For another mother,

'' Tally Sheet, S w e y of Working Mothen for Council of Social Agencies, PAM, P 659, file 8.

The
percentage of mothers choosing to work if they had pre-school children may have been different if the
survey was done by door to door canvassers as was the case in Calgary, rather than through the school. A
farnily's need would not be recorded when no child yet attended school.
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havÏng the child's grndmother provide care as part of the live-in arrangement was the
only way she could make ends r n e e ~ ' ~
The survey revealed that fourteen per cent of schoolchildren had working
r n ~ t h e r sCare
. ~ ~ for the school age children was more varÏed, both in its manner and its

quality. Since the schools surveyed were in urban areas with concentrated catchment
areas, children customarily went home for lunch. With mothers no longer certain to be
home, who prepared and supervised lunch became an issue, as much as who looked after
the children when the school day ended. Mothers relied upon resources within their own
families or neighbourhood. Grandparents were called upon, but not to the same extent as
they were for pre-school child care. Some parents arranged for one or the other to get
home to prepare lunch or for the after-school hours. A few called upon boarders,
neighbours or the "lady down the hall." A few working mothers, interestingly, relied on
maids. Cornmonly though, the oIdest sibling assurned responsibility. As recorded by
Aberdeen School, "5 year old boy goes to day nursery, 436 Stella. Brought by 13 year
old and called for at 4. 13 year old serves meal at noon. Meal prepared in ad~ance."~'A

high proportion of students, usually those older than twelve, was left alone. A parent
generally prepared dinner, as it was rare that children would be left alone after 6:00 P.M.
NormaIly teachers evaluated the quality of students' care as positive. Perhaps
with the desire not to create trouble for parents, comrnents such as %el1 Iooked after"
were noted on some students' entries. While it was rare, some teachers did point out
some problems. One six year old Isbister School student's situation was described as
95
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foilows: "Both working nights. Mother gets up and gets Gerald's lunch. Both go out at
night and leave Gerald sleeping alone in suite. Child appears d i ~ t y . " ~ ~
Some had access to formal day care, like Mrs. Skibinski who dropped children off
. ~ ~ the sunrey, this was not common, even
at a nursery run by the United ~ h u r c h From
though rnothers like Mrs. Colborne would have benefited f?om such an option. She
recognised that if her parents had been older, she would have had to rely on Iliformal
neighbourhood home care. She h e w that such care was less stable, and problems
occurred when illness smick the child or caregiver.'O0
Publicly, the Council of Social Agencies supported the concept of institutional
early child care. The Council's Director, A. V. Pigott, predicted in his address to the
board and executive at the 34thannaal meeting of the MotherysAssociation and Day
Nursery that while "nothing c m replace a good home and intelligent mother with a
knowledge of psycho logy," nursery schools would have an ever-increasing responsibility
in the fiiture. Pigott cited economic changes and women occupying equal status with men

in the industrial world for the increased role nurseries would have to play.'0' increased
demand for the Association's nurseries confirmed this prediction, as 7,484 children were
registered in 1942 compared to 5,276 the previous year.'02
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However, Pigott did not act on his own prediction. The Council's Day Nursery
Cornmittee decided a few months later that nurseries would not be established under the
Dominion-Provincial Agreement. Winnipeg's employment situation, where o d y four per
cent of the war work in the Dominion was allocated, was cited as the key reason for the
decision. The surveys were interpreted to suggest that since most working mothers only
had school age children, present needs lay with group worklo3after school hours rather
than investing in day nurseries for pre-school children. 'O4 The survey indeed refiected the
reality that when faced with no institutional alternative for child care, parents had simply
found ways to "make do." Even though the various minding arrangements parents
secured were contrary to Eaton's vision of appropriate care, the Council was content with
this uiformal rnanner of child supervision,
The day care issue, however, had to be visited again in the summer of 1943.
Parental neglect became the focus at a Winnipeg School Board management meeting.
The chief attendance officer described gim conditions that many students endured in
their homes. Truancy was often attributed to a lack of proper clothes sorne students had

in which to go to school. In other cases, the excuse often given was that the father was
away fiom home and the mother and child could not get up in b e . Or, both parents left
early for work in war plants, and left young children to get to school on their own. This
latter situation, it was reported, was on the increase.lo5

1O3

These after-school "clubs"or drop-in centres focused on athletic and cnft activities, led by a teacher or a
recreation volunteer.
1O4
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In light of what appeared to be an obvious need for day care, Winnipeg School
Trustee Joe Zuken was amazed that so little had been done to enter the same agreement
that Ontario and Quebec had with the federal governrnent.106 The Day Nursery
Cornmittee was Uiforrned that a motion was brought before the School Board by Mr.
Zuken to ask the provincial government to look ùito the need for the establishment of day
nurseries again. Zuken had no more information regarding need in Winnipeg, but the

NSS had stated that the situation had changed in the last six months and more rnarried
women with children were being called upon to fil1 positions. The Cornmittee now felt
that both foster home day care and a downtown day nursery would be needed in
Winnipeg where industries were scattered over the ~ i t ~ . ' ~ '
However, the Day Nursery Committee required statistical evidence of need. It
acknowledped that the school questionnaires had not been inclusive enough to reflect the
actuai need for child care, but believed that a more detailed s w e y was too complicated
for the volunteer Block System to handle. The Cornmittee reflected on the rnents of a
simple questionnaire that could be distributed to help direct those who were interested in
planning for the care of their children while they were ernployed, or who were willing to
offer their homes for foster home care. These parents would then be directed to a
downtown office to be i n t e ~ e w e dby a trained worker.lo8 In the end, the provincial
government wrote the NSS for their opinion about Winnipeg's present employment
conditions and whether labour needs warranted increased day care for children of
1O6
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working mothers. Lf the answer were afknative, only then would the Central Volunteer
Bureau be asked to send out a "simple questionnaire" through the Block

stem.'^^

The NSS saw a need for nursery care and presented the number of mothers
working, noting that 112 children were inv~lved."~Miss Grier of the WomenysDivision
of the NSS in Ottawa visited Winnipeg and stated that the need for nurseries might be
great as there soon would be an intensified drive for married women to replace single
girls in industry in Winnipeg. The single women would then be able to move to war
industry most needing workers. Dr. Jackson had an agreement drawn up and presented to
the Provincial Cabinet so those day nurseries could be quickly set up if the need arose.

The Cabinet was in favour of this precaution, and the agreement was sent to the
Department of Education for consideration. If approved, it would be "signed and ready
for emergencies.""

'

In anticipation, the provincial Minister of Health and Public Welfare sent the
Council of Social Agencies a letter that requested the Council to set up another
cornmittee. This one was to be responsible for nursery care for children of workin,o
mothers in Winnipeg. The Council agreed and a tentative budget for a Day Nursery was
set up with Miss Grier under the Federal Government agreement, at a cost to the province
of $5,000. The unit, though, could care for only thirty children and wouid release
twenty-five mothers for empl~yrnent.''~
Dr. Jackson thought that the cost was too great,
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and he expected yet another survey would have to be done to get correct figures. As it
happened, on the Council's instruction, the Volunteer Bureau had surveys already pnnted
and was prepared to undertake the s w e y through their block system. The Council's
Secretary, Mrs. McQueen, was not optimistic about the Nursery's chances, as "it seemed
that the Provincial Govemment would not make the necessary g a n t of money at this

tirne."
I l3
The records do not revear if the additional survey was conducted or not. Despite
the apparent need for nursery care, and the warnings of increased demand as unmanied
women flocked east to work in war industries, Iittle mention of the Day Nurseries was
made d e r September 1943. Mrs. Rex Eaton later visited the office of the Council of
Social Agencies, where Mrs. McQueen infonned her of the unsatisfactory nature of the
survey conducted in Wimipeg. However, according to Mrs. McQueen, "it was sufficient
to show, she beiieved, that there was no urgent need for day nurseries in ~ i n n i ~ e ~ . " " "
The Winnipeg School Board raised the issue once again- Members of the SchooI
Management Committee "expressed the opinion that the need is now apparent in various
areas of the City, and that the establishment of such day nurseries appears to be a
permanent need and not merely a wartime emergency.
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A delegation was struck to

interview Deputy Minister Dr. Jackson about the issue, but the records do not indicate if
such a meeting occurred.
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It is not clear why there was such an abrupt change in the Council of Social
Agencies' and provincial govemment's position on the feasibility of the Day Nurseries.

The Council's initial analysis of the school focused survey suggested that group work
after school was needed more than Day ~ursery,'I6 but since the issue of nursery care
continually surfaced, demand for day care was apparent. What constituted sufficient
need for nursery child care was, however, solely for the authorities to determine. The
negative decision held fast even as pressure for child care spaces intensified in
subsequent rnonths. The 44thannual meeting of the Mothers' Association Day Nursery
heard that double the fees were coIlected over the previous year, with a total of 11,324
child days recorded.'17 The nursery only accepted children of working mothers, whose
principal places of employment were factories, stores, restaurants and laundries. Though
the nursery's hours of operation were 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p-m., many children arrived
earlier.

"'
If the national trend had been followed, Winnipeg mothers should have been

accorded nurseries. As shown in Table 2.1, Winnipeg surpassed Hamilton in the nurnber
of women working and in the percentage of women in the labour force by 1943. Also,
Winnipeg had three times as many women working as Windsor. Hamilton opened three
nurseries and Windsor one under the Dominion-Provincial Wartime Day Nurseries
~ ~ r e e r n e n t . While
"~
the steel and automobile industries Iocated in these two eastem
-
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cities would have been involved in producing machines of war, the NSS had designated

al1 work that wornen contributed to be of vital importance to secure victory, and therefore
to be considered "war work." The decision to deny day nurseries based on Winnipeg's
contribution of four per cent of the nation's war work does not bear scrutiny.
Table 3.1: Women's Empioyment, 1942 and 1944, Selected Cities
Women Employed
in 1942

Women Employed
in 1944

Winnipeg
Toronto
Windsor
Ottawa
Hamilton
Cah2-w
Edmonton
N/A
6,474
Source: Labour Gazette, January 1944,90; January 1945,86.

% Increase

N/A

Nonetheless, the CounciI of Social Agencies and the provincial g o v e r n e n t were
able to point to Winnipeg's limited extent of war work as a rational reason for their
decision. It is likely, though, that other factors contributed to the refusal to participate in
the Day Nursery Agreement, and the rnodest contribution of war work offered a
convenient excuse. Perhaps the Provincial Government baked at the cost: $5,000 was
budgeted for 30 nursery spaces. The British found that objections to their nursery
scherne were raised when public money was to be spent, and it was very obvious that it

was "more economical to have a minder system than a day nursery system."120 The
Province felt that while the problern of the care of children had not reached proportions to
warrant day nurseries, an expansion of some existïng facilities for foster care and
additional play schools would be sufficient. The Manitoba govemrnent assumed that

"O

Tare of the Under-Fives," 2.

private agencies would bance t h e ~ e . ' ~Ifthe
'
province could withhold day care services
until the labour crisis passed, it was assumed mothers would continue to make their own
anangements for their children's care. In Ontario, as the Wartime Day Nursery Program
expanded, it created its own demand for W e r increased service, as mothers became
confident that adequate care for their children was a ~ a i l a b l e . 'Manitoba
~~
was not
interested in generating any increased demand on the public purse.
Financial conservatisrn may serve as one explmation. h o t h e r possible reason
for the rejection of the Agreement may lie in the uneven acceptance of social patriarchy.
The federal state had intervened with traditional familial patriarchy by supporting the
Farnily AUowance Act in 1944. The Act served as a wage subsidy that augmented the
cost of reproduction at a time when families often did not secure a living wage. It also
partiaIly supplanted the control the male breadwimer had of the family. Now wives were
less dependent on husbands to dole out money to nui the household.
Family allowance did not require contributions, which ensured universal
ùnplementation as "McKenzie King used federal spending power to circumvent the
provincial responsibility for ~ e i f a r e . " ' However,
~~
regional variation in social patriarchy
resulted from uneven acceptance of federal social spending and progams. Ontario and
Quebec opted into the Day Nursery Agreement by sharing the cost, while Manitoba and
Alberta did not. It is possible that the two western provinces felt there was already too
much disruption to traditional family structure, and were not eager to accept a federal
initiative that would loosen mothers' ties to the home.

'"
'"

"Day Care of Childreq" 3.
Ibid., 12.

Table 3.2: Women's Employment, 1942 and 1944, Selected Provinces
Pro vince

Wumen Employed
in 1942

Women Empluyed
in 1944

% IItcrease

Alberta
Manitoba
Ontario
8.2
Quebec
147,213
159,413
Cornpiled with data from Labour Gazette, January 1944,90, January 1945, 86.
While all regions and cities in Canada had to deal with social change during the
war, the west was afXected more than others by the rate at which women joined the work

force. When the percent increase in the number of women employed in 1943 and 1944 is
cornpared, Winnipeg experienced a much greater rate of change than eastern cities (Table
3.1). Though data for Calgary and Edmonton are incomplete, the provincial data for
Alberta compared to Ontario and Quebec suggests that the two cities experienced
substantial incease. " 4 These statiçtics do not include women who had since travelled east

for war work.
The increase in women and mothers leaving home for paid labour must have
concerned western social agencies that had never dealt with so many "motherless"
fkmilies. It is beyond the scope of this study to determine if social workers in Toronto
were better equipped than Winnipeg social workers to deaI with challenges expected
during the wartime emergency. Yet, eastern agencies would certainly have had more
experience in dealing with issues that confronted an established industrial urban
population. It is likely that social work professionals in Winnipeg and other prairie cities
were alarmed and overwhelmed by the rapid transformation many homes faced when the

Jean, 403.

'"

Figures for employment of married women are not available, but it can be assumed that they
experienced a corresponding increase in employment.

mother divided her time between home and the workpiace. Ifso, it is not surprising that
they would have adopted a conservative posture to a plan that threatened to disrupt what
family stability remained.

Finally, patriarchal concern about parents and families had a sigdicant impact on
the decision. When Dr. Blatz visited Winnipeg in the spring of 1944 to address Normal
School students, he reminded the audience that 'hursery schools should not be operated
for the purpose of keeping children off the streets or so that mothers may work ~ 1 2 5
There was much suspicion about parents7motives for favouring govemment-sponsored
nurseries and day care. While the state and professionals may have agreed that
institutionalised care of children was superior to care in private homes, authonties
believed that any benefit to the family would be Iost if the day care facilities were used
simply as a dumping ground for children.
One other factor came into play that compromised any support for the Day
Nursery Agreement. Blatz7sreference to unattended children came at a time when
Winnipeg was gripped by fears of u m l y , and in one extreme case, murderous
delinquents. The rising spectre of juvenile delinquency rnay have given the Manitoba
govemment and the Winnipeg Council of Social Agencies reason to pause in their
consideration of the establishment a day care program. Tt would have seemed
unreasonable to spend govenunent fûnds on facilities that would entice even more
mothers to leave the home and let their unsupervised children become delinquents.

125 .

"Objective of Nursery Schools Explained by Dr. W. E. Blatz," Winniuee: Free Press, 6 April 1944,7-

CHAPTER 4
WORKING MOTHERS AND DELINQENCY
During the war anxieties about the future focused on the vulnerability of children
and adolescents. In particular, womes about youth's susceptibility to delinquency grew
dong side fear that parental absence and neglect during the war would have a detrimental
effect on the future of the country. in the 1940s, then, a "moral panic" described by Mary
Louise Adams as an officia1 reaction that is out of proportion to the actual threat beset
canada.' Many Winnipeg citizens shared this "moral panic" over adolescent delinquency
during the Second World War.
The perception that youth were out of control elicited a varïety of responses from
city oEcials, pnvate agencies, and the media. These responses were not entirely
conservative and retrïbutive responses to delinquency. Keshen maintaius, in the face of
what was perceived to be a growing national cnsis, there was a proclivity to seek out
reasons for the increase and to develop modem responses informed by the growing body
of social science research.' Civic authorities in Winnipeg also sought modem responses
when they considered the range of factors that could set off a surge in youth crime.

Arnong these factors, but not alone, were concerns that mothers away Som work would
be unable to exert adequate supervision over their children. Like many Canadians, they
were eager to have women retuni to dornestic Iife and assume their traditional roles and

1

Adams, 56.

'Keshen, 365.

thus re-establish control over adolescent behaviour? The panic over juvenile
delinquency, like the debates surrounding day nurseries, not only acknowledged the
changes to family life occasioned by the war, but also expressed fears about their longer
lasting effects, perhaps extending into the post-war era. Unlike the day nursery issue,
however, a response to juvenile delinquency did figure into concems for post-war
reconstruction.

Primary evidence suggests that the Council of Social Agencies of Greater
Winnipeg employed contemporary techniques of modern social science to quel1juvenile
delinquency before it becarne a large problem. Ln a survey conducted by the Council on
child labour practices in Winnipeg, a perceived link was made between working youth
and delinquent behaviour, resulting in a change in child labour laws. The City also made
an attempt to prevent venereal disease arnong teenagers as conventional thinking
identified the contraction of sexual disease by youth as a forrn of delinquency. If the
opportunities to contract the scourge were eliminated, other delinquent activity could be
prevented as well.
These preventive measures seemed of little consequence, though, when the public
became alarmed by the tragic death of a Winnipeg juvenile hall guard at the hands of
three youth in late 1943- The cases can be traced with articles fkom the Free Press and
Tribune to show that the murder crystallized latent concern about juvenile problems in

Winnipeg, and sparked an outcry for action against Iawless youth.4

Ibid.

'The author has been denied access to court documents that pertain to the Pearse murder.

A cornmittee of Winnipeg Council of Social Agencies investigated delinquent
activity in early 1944 in response to the apparent crisis. The City of W ' i p e g gave the
Council a mandate to determine the cause, prevention and cure of juvenile delinquency in
the city, A variety of professionals filled sub-committees to examine different aspects of
the issue, many of which borrowed heavily f?om the articles of an Amencan social work
journal, Srwev Mid-Monthly.
The Council's report proved to be consistent with the traditional and patrïarchal
attitudes that were prevalent in al1 aspects of Winnipeg sociew. The study argued that a
variety of conditions led to juvenile delinquency, but the family life of youth was
considered paramount. The increased nurnbers of mothers working away fiom home in
wartime received particular scrutiny, and despite the Council's attempt to approach the
delinquency issue with modern, objective methodology, consemative and traditional
interpretation persisted. While a rise in delinquency was not proven in the earIy 1940s,
perception was reality in the maelstrom of war. State and society placed a large mesure
of responsibility for the perceived rise in delinquency on parents and a large rneasure of
blame on harried wartime mothers. As Keshen concludes, "it appears that social attitudes
about the proper role for mothers shaped conclusions as to the causes of and the best
solutions for wartime delinquency."* While these working mothers were not cornpletely
used as scapegoats the traditional assumption that home-rearing could best offer children
stability gave authorities in Winnipeg one more compelling reason to deny Winnipeg
mothers access to government fünded day care- The cornmitment to modem rnethods of

5

Ibid., 372.

social work as it pertained to juvenile delinquency fell short when the Council of Social
Agencies c o d d not fiilly relinquish ide& of family.

The issue of wartime delinquency did indeed attract attention in Canada JefEey
Keshen found that Canadians were aware of the utter destruction of farnily life that 1ed to
bands of British youth roaming the streets and looting bombed out shops in London.
Canadians read Amencan journaiistic reports of aberrant behaviour of youths Ieft
unsupenlised by working parents. By 1943 Canadians concluded that the war was having
the same consequences on their own youth. Juvenile arrests rose nationwide, with the
highest rates concentrated in cities with war industry. Keshen suggests that the sense of
crisis was heightened by sensationalistic headlines that referred to the likes of "child
burglars." Press accounts of delinquency in Canada increased by approximately 125 per
cent.6

A spike in recorded juvenile convictions did occur nationally, and also in
Manitoba, when wartime offence levels were compared to the late Depressioo years.
Owen Carrigan noted that in 1936 Manitoba recorded 324 juvenile offences and 602 in
1942. However, he qualifies the statistics by suggesting that police were more apt to
settle problems informally rather than lay charges during the hard tirnes of the 1930s.

Police were less conciliatory during the war years, hoping to keep order when family life
was greatly disrupted with mothers taking wartime industry jobs, and when "the

influences of fathers and older brothers were removed by rnilitary service."' Augustine
Brannigan agrees that policing patterns changed during the war. Since conscription had

eliminated many potential male offenders, it forced police "to expand to a market
prevîously underserviced when the preferred 'clientele' becomes unavailable."* With so
much social dislocation, it seemed inevitable that offence levels would continue to climb
upwards. Youth activities received more attention, and for a time police blotters reflected

this increase in scrutiny. Nonetheless, most provinces experienced a downward trend in
offence rates after l94î-.' Manitoba recorded 324 offences in 1945, the identical number
reached in 1936.
The popular media in Canada, however, did not let facts get in the way of a good
story. Newspapers and magazines convincingly perpetuated the belief that juvenile
delinquency was on the rise during the war. Professional workers in the social seMce
field, such as those at the Canadian Welfare Council, were more cautious. Canadian
Welfare cited a 1940 survey in Toronto that indicated %at contrary to public belief,
increased employment had not caused a marked increase in juvenile d e l i n c p e n ~ ~ . " ~ ~
Even so, the article wamed that both professional and lay social workers expected a rise
similar to what had surfaced in England. Since Canada was "only on the backwash of
war disruptions compared with ~ n ~ l a n d , "Canada's
"
total juvenile offence rate had to be

less.
s
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Brannigan presents an intriguing anaIysis of Canada's juvenile deIinquency statistics, After 1942 "there
seems little support for the rheroric over juvenile crime." Brannigan refers to the increased police scrutiny
that focused on youth, along with a disruption in the usual distribution in fertiIity that the end of the Great
War and immigration created in the 1920s. The crest in offspring, he suggesrs, "contribute coincidentally
to the later patterns of recorded crime and delinquency experienced cîrca World War II." Sirnply, there
were more youth around to get into trouble. Ibid., 121-126.
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" Ibid.

Dark clouds were on the horizon, though. In 1941, the Big Brother Movement in
Toronto reported that a slight increase in referrds of boys with absent fathers who needed
more supervision. This was interpreted as a precursor to grave trouble, The Big Brother
findings prompted the writer to suggest that 'Yhere are indications that the war's
repercussions are causing tremors that will reach us. There are intimations of an increase

in incomgibility, always a warning sign of danger," and that "any marked relaxation of
adult authority may weil provide the impetus for a future avalanche of behavior
problems.7"2 By 1943 Canadian Welfare continued to wam its professional readership
that war could only encourage youth to get into trouble. The Canadian journal cited its
Amencan counterpart, Survev Midmonthlv, which rnused that in the g-rip of war, the
culture of a nation changed from prohibition to permissiveness of violence. With the
adult world directed to destruction, adolescents would follow, albeit inappropriately. The
writer feared long tenn consequences. "There is no guarantee that democracy will be
preserved and fostered if we do not assure ourselves of a mentally sound and emotionally
healthy adult of tomorrow who is the adolescent of t ~ d a ~ . " ' ~
Authorities in Winnipeg gave solicitous attention to this simmering national
problem that only promised to grow. Initial discussion, though, focused on whether
Winnipeg even had a juvenile deiinquency problem. Since the fa11 of 1942 the rnembers
of the Winnipeg Council of Social Agencies disagreed on whether the city's delinquency
leveIs had increased. The Director, Mr. A. V. Pigott, informed a meeting of the
Council's Group Work Division that if j u v e d e delinquency \vas on the rise, they should

'' bid-, 1S.
l3
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John Slawson, cited in "AdolescentDelinquency," Canadian Welfare 19, no. 2 (lune 1943): 34.

alter their program to meet the urgent needs of youth- He personally believed that with
more rnothers working the city would see an upswing in delinquency rates- Other
members were not as sure. The Couacil's secretary, Mrs. McQueen, related a
conversation she had with Judge F. A. E. Hamilton of the Juvenile Court, who had
suggested that juvenile dehquency was not on the rise. Mr. Pigott countered that the
older boys who were most often in trouble were now in the forces, and any drop may
have been the result of their absence. The issue became clouded when the Group Work
Division meeting heard two mernbers of the Division relate information that contradicted
what Mrs. McQueen had received fiom the sarne judge. Judge Hamilton informed both
these members that incidents that involved youth were on the nse, and one member noted

that the judge had "intimated to him that juvenile delinquency was up seven percent and
that girls especially were giving t~ouble."~"

In the absence of consensus, city officiais preferred to err on the side of caution.
It seemed logical that with so many of mothers working and fathers away, supervision
and guidance of youth would be neglected. In light of the NSS cal1 for women and
mothers to help ease the national wartime labour crisis, this situation seemed unlikely to
change in the near fiiture. K. O. Mackenzie, Director of Public Welfare for the City of
Winnipeg, expressed concem that while rnost citizens had enjoyed a general
improvement in income level in 2943, new social problems were tied to these new
employment practices. Ln reference to the causes of juvenile delinquency, he first pointed
to weakened fiunily ties as a result of mothers in industry. He cautioned that high wages
had lured youth into jobs that demanded long hours and late nights and led to truancy and
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meeting of the Group Work Division, October 28, 1942,PAM, P 642, file 13.

other forms of delinquency.'s Attention shified to the marked increase of working
children in Winnipeg.
As early as 1942, the Canadian Welfare Council womed about the impact of

youth working. While a statistical reIationship could not be drawn, both juvenile
delinquency and child labour had increased during the war. The Council was certain that
"the lack of judgement in spending and living habits of employed juveniles is frequently
a factor in the growth of delinquent behavior."16 In urban settings, most boys and girls
who worked came fkom low-income groups. Their parents were thought to be prone to
work for low wages because of limited skills, or because they suffered il1 health and
perhaps "sofbess d e r long periods of relief.""

Some understanding was afforded to

families in need, but the Council heaped disdain on "parents who are quite ready to push
their children into employment in order to increase the family budget, even when such a
course is not really o e ~ e s s a r ~ . " ~ *
Winnipeg civic officiais deterrnined the extent of out-of-school employment in a
January 1943 survey. The Chitd Health Services Board requested the Superintendent of

Winnipeg Public Schools to direct principals to issue questionnaires to teachers, who
would then gather information fiom their students. Names and ages of pupils employed,

IS

Department of Health and Public Welfare Annual Report, 1943, City of Winnipeg Archives, Report No.
21,201.
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"Child Labour and the War," Canadian Welfare 17, No. 8 (Febmary 1942): 20.

the place and nature of employment, and hours per week were collected and analyzed by
the School Board Offices. Separate studies were made for boys and girls.'g
Table 4.1: Occupations of Boys Working 10 Hours or More per Week, 1943
Occupation

Number

Percent

2532

100%

Boys with paper routes
Delivery boys
CIerks in stores and offices
Freight handlers
Pin-boys in bowling alleys
Street sale of papers and magazines
Factory help
Theatre ushers
Garage helpers
In orchestras or bands
Miscellaneous

Total
Source: "Report of Out-of-School Employment," 2.

The survey of school boys reported 2,532 who worked at Ieast ten hours a week
out of school hours in a variety of occupations (Table 4.1). Approximately eighty per
cent worked outdoors." A special study focused on the 494 boys who were ernployed for
more than fifteen hours a week (Table 4.2). Note was made that these lads attended
school for 5.5 hours a day, or 27.5 hours per week, and when these hours were added to
the time worked, the 494 boys were engaged korn 43.5 to 70 hours a week. This total,
the report offered, did not take into account any time for hornew~rk.~'
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"Report of Out-of-School Employment of Pupils of Winnipeg Public SchooIs as at January 1943," Child
Health Semices Board, City of Winnipeg, March 3, 1943, City of Winnipeg Archives, Cornmittee on
Health, 1860, 1.

"' ibid, 2.

Table 4.2: Hours of Work by Age - Boys Employed More than 15 Hours per Week
&e

16-20

21-25

Under 12
12 years
13 y e m
14 years
15 years
16 years
17 & over

16
15
43
48
54
35

4
9
18

Total
- -

23

19
32
27
19

234

128

Hours of Work
26-30
31-35
36-40

Over40

-

1

-

-

2
5
6
I
1

9
14
14

19
10
10

76

1
2
3
8
10

2
3

2
3

2
2
1

29

Il

1

Total
22
37
85
98
118
77
57

16

494

-

Source: "Report of out-of-~choolEmployment," 2.
Some extraordinary cases were highlighted after the survey results were
compiled. One ten-year-old boy who clerked in a corner gocery 38 hours per week was
paid in soft drinks and chocolâte bars, and another sùnilarly aged boy wrapped candy in a
factory and sold Libertv Magazine on the street for a total of 19 hours a week. One boy
of thirteen worked 52 hows a week as a handyman in a restaurant. On Fndays and
Saturdays, his shifi lasted until3 a.m. Since his mother and father had separated, it was
believed that the boy had to eam his own living at $12.50 a ~ e e k . ~ ~

The report made several recomrnendations. It accepted that employment had
some educational value, and if conducted outdoors, some benefit to health. However,
long and late hours, coupled with heavy indoor work were seen as detrimental to health,
especially if this led to "list~essnessand sieepiness in school and retardation of
educational progress."23 With regard to age and hours of labour, it was thought that boys
under fifieen should not work more than fifieen hours a week, Some types of work, such

" fiid, 3 .
-3

Ibid., 4.

as Eeight-shed porters and pin-boys in bowling alleys, was considered too heavy for
growing boysS2"The report also suggested that a permit system be devised to regulate
employment of boys out of school ho=,

and that certain conditions be met. These

included assurance from the school principal that the educational progress of the boy
would not be impaired by the work, and that a certificate be provided by the school
physician to CO*

the boy's good health.

The report also included information on the employment of girls. The survey
recorded 621 @s working over ten hours per week in a varîety of jobs (Table 4.3) and
64 girls who worked more than fifieen hours a week. The majority of these girls were
emp10yed in domestic and child-rninding activities. One seventeen-year-old minded a
baby 3 1 hours a week, which Uicluded 5 hours each school day. She was paid $2.00 a
week. She was considered very nervous and excitable, and had three failures on ber last
school report.'5

" The

City of Winnipeg's Medical Health OEcer sent a letter to the Committee on Health that the Health
Officer had submitted a report to the Child Health Service recommending the closing of bowling alleys to
conform with closing hours of billiard parlouxs, The Chief of Police had brought the matter of child
employment to the Department of Health's attention, and the report revealed that boys were working
excessive hours in bowling alleys. One seventeen-year-old worked 45 hours a week. The letter noted that
the Child Welfare Act, Sect 120, perrnitted a municipality to pass bylaws regulating and controlling and
Licensing children engaged as pin-boys in bowling alieys. M. S. Lougheed, Medical Health Offker, to the
Chairman and Members, Cornmittee on Health, March 15, 1943, City of Winnipeg Archives, Cornmittee on
Health, 1870.
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The report writer did not comment on the emotional state of boys, though it is likely that the nerves of
most boys wouId be equally h y e d with similar responsibilities- Report of Out-of-School Employment of
Pupils, 7.

TabIe 4.3: Occupations of Girls Employed after School
Occzrpation

Minding children
Clerks
Domestic help
Theatre ushers
Delivery girls
Waitresses
Paper routes
Other

Number of Girls

Percent of Total

325
260
55
12
11
8
4
46

52.3
25.8
8.9
i -9
1.8
1.3
0.6
7.4

Source: "EmpIoyment of Out-of-School Employment," 6 .
The report concluded that ftom the standpoint of nurnbers, the employment of
&ls out of school hours was not as senous as with boys. Still, the same considerations
and recomrnendations were assumed to apply to the girIs. The report also identified
problems of special ~i~gnificance
to the young fernale workers. Concern was raised over
young &ls of ten or eleven expected to muid children, especially at night- It was
considered unsafe for ,jrls to go home unescorted as late as twelve or one o'clock at
ni@- Also, girls involved in domestic s e ~ c were
e
in need of more supervision. It was
believed that some of these girls were being exploited, and were in need of some fi-ee
rime for study and recreation.16
Significantly, the use of y o u g girls for domestic work and minding children did
not figure into the wider discussion about the need for day care. Concern did not extend
beyond the impact on the schoolgirls, even though one half of the girls were employed in
babysitting. Such employment would not have been necessary to that extent if

professional day care was readily available, but the report instead suggested guidelines
for the nunrber of hours and circumstances under which a child could workCity Council passed a bylaw to regulate the employment of school children.
Juveniles were now required to hold a permit, signed by a principal who had seen the
youth's recent rnedical certificate that guaranteed gomd health. Adolescents who attended
school could not work more than two hours on a sch,ool day or a total of fifieen hours a
week during the school term.27

The bylaw, as a cornponent of social patriarchy, undoubtedly improved the h e s
of many youth that were lured into, or expected to work long and late hours. However,
the survey docurnented only a few cases where visible problems resulted fiom adolescent
labour. Some students' health and school performance issues were noted, but no
comment was recorded that tied delinquency to the I ength or nature of work. This is
understandable because few students would volunteer information to their teacher about
trouble that they rnay have had with the law. The nraniber of hours some youths worked,

though, implies that they may have had little time a d energy to get into trouble.
The problem of working youth seemingly dealt with, authorities and particularly
the Council of Social Agencies, turned their attention to another vexing social concern.
Cases of venereal disease were evident among Maniitobans, with startling frequency

among young girls. The Council included the transmission of sexual diseases among
youth as a form of delinquency, and treated it as such.
Wayward girls were the main focus of a C o u c i l of Social Agencies meeting of

the Social Protection Cornmittee, Welfare Sub-Sectimn. The committee's Chairman,

" Draft

of a Bylaw of the City of Winnipeg to regulate the employment of juveniles, PAM, P 642, file 38.

Miss M. L- Moore, referred to some venereal disease case histories received fiom the
Family Bureau, Children's Aid Society, Juvenile C o u . and the Child Welfare
Department. Contraction of the disease carne after liaisons that began in dance halls,
theakes, and city cafes such as the Modem, the New Main, the Exchange, and the
Shanghai. Miss Moore wondered how often the police visited these haunts if they were

so well known to the Health ~ e ~ a r t m e n t . "The Cornmittee clearly considered the girls'
association with dance halls and clubs, let alone their sexual transgressions, as acts of
delinquency, and believed that these "crimes" were not being dealt with early enough.

Many girls had admitted, the cornmittee heard, to having sexual intercourse as early as
the age of thirteen. Apathy of parents was the main root of the problem, since it was
"apparent that the parents knew of the dehquency and did nothing about it in rnany

The Committee recornrnended that Social Agencies be diligent in questioning
young women suffering fiom venereal diseases, in the hope that this information would
uncover key factors that would help stem the spread of the disease. It was important to
know the source of the infection to determine whether treatrnent was being received, and
also in which café, hotel or rooming house the contact was made. Persona1
characteristics were also scrutinized, and the line of questioning made it evident that the
Committee was looking for some common denorninator that could be rooted out to rid the
city of venereal disease. They wanted to know the living conditions, recreational outlets,

'' Meeting of Social Protection Cornmittee, Welfare Sub-Section, August 17, 1943, p. 1, PAM,P 642, file
38.

and p s t employment of the infected. Were they previously delinquent or known to
social agencies? What was the farniIy background or nationality?

The Social Protection Cornmittee's h d i n g s suggested that venereal disease
among adolescents was rising rapidly, especially among girls, and concluded only forma1
rneasures could reduce infection, The Committee passed a Venereal Disease Report,
which later included an amendment by the Board of Directors that the Committee, in

tum,supported. The amendment equated the increase of the disease to "actual and
potential sex delinquency," and that to limit this source of spread, "the hands of the
Juvenile Court authorities be strengthened to enable them to deal more adequately with
the situation."30
The amendment offers some insight to the mood of the Councii. Surely the
prevention of a harmfül disease was an important activity that deserved attention.
However, parental influence or input was not included in any solution to the problem. If
children were delinquent, only court intervention would make an impact, which signified
that the state would have to supplant the control or authority of the weakened family.
Finally, the moral and sexual attitudes of authorities and social welfare staff were
reveaied. By labeling infected girls delinquent, the practitioners of social services
assumed that the female teens "were not just violating the expectations that were attached
to their gender, they were also threatening notions of the adolescent as not yet sexually
rnat~re."~'
Most of the youth workers shared society's view that these sexually active
teenaged girls were not normal.

Special Meeting of the Board of Directors of the Council of Social Agencies, October 25, 1943, PAM, P
642, file 23, 1.
31
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Increased fkequency of "deviant" activity signaied advancing decay of society.
Anxiety over venereal disease, categorized as a form of juvenile delinquency, confïrmed
suspicion that these sexual transgressions were yet another symptom of general upheaval
caused by war. Adams notes that "there is a striking continuity to public discourse about
delinquency and to the way they connect to social fears about cultural change."

'' By late

1943 in Winnipeg, preoccupation with and action on issues such as child labour and
venereal disease among adolescent girls attempted to defuse a potentially volatile
situation. The juvenile delinquency issue, however, exploded in the fall of that year.

On November 12 1943 Wimipee Free Press readers were shocked by headhes
that blared "Guard Slain in Juvenile Jailbreak." At 8 p.m. the previous evening, a 58
year-old guard, Edwin Pearse, died from an apparent head kacture, afler being involved

in a melee with three youths being held for various charges at the Vaughan Street
detention home. The newspaper article described how the boys pounded the guard's head
against the floor and, "after silencing the guard, the tno,attired in nightshirts, grabbed up
their clothes and let thernselves out of the jail with the keys they took from Mr. ~ e a r s e . " ~ ~
They made their way out the north exit, fled south behind the Legislative Buildings, and
then east along the north shore of the Assiniboine River. Three hours Iater, the oldest,
Leslie Young, seventeen, turned himself in to police. Lewis McNeil, fourteen, and
George Janssens, fifieen, were arrested in St. Boniface by 10 a-m. next ~ n o r n i n ~ . ~ ~
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Young and McNeil at the tirne were waiting hearings on seven criminal charges each, stemrning fiom
separate crimes committed by gangs of juveniles and youths. Janssens had onIy a bicycle thefi charge
against him, and was awaiting trial. "Juvenile Muder Suspects are Named," Winni~egFree Press,
November 15, 1943, 1.

Coincidentally, the mgïc news story shared that day's edition with a report on a
Winnipeg Optimist Club lunch held at the Malborough Hotel a mere two hours after the
last two youths' arrest. The guest speaker, fi-om Los Angeles, T. F. Pierce, and president

of Optimist International, offered what he believed were causes of delinquency. He cited
lack of training and good example fkom busy parents to be main causes of juvenile
delinquency. Although the Optimists were usually interested in the welfare of the underprivileged boy, Pierce offered that, "Today, the under-privileged boy is extinct; instead
boys are over-privileged and have far too much money to

pend."'^

These boys were

neglected by tired, busy fathers involved in war industry and by mothers who were also
in industry or "irnmersed in social work." He referred to an increase of 175,000 incidents
of delinquency a rnonth in the United States, and lamented that no agency or club was
able to stem the wave of juvenile crime. He impIored fellow Optirnists to salvage any
boy they could, since in his mind there was no such thing as a bad boy. Instead, he
"charged that environment and background had everything to do with bringing boys to

Mr. Pierce probably was noc aware of the murder cornmitted at the hands of three
adolescent only blocks fiom where he gave his address. However, his cornrnents were
certainly considered by readers who would be trying to make sense of the same edition's

stunning headlines. Pierce's supposition about the root of delinquency would provide
plausible answers to what was becorning, for many Winnipeg residents, a senous and
violent problem.
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The Pearse murder generated a vigorous debate and inquj. into the nature of
youth offences in Winnipeg. In particular, the relationship between quality parenting and
delinquency became a primary focus of public discourse as the trial and circumstances of
the murder unfolded.
Formal inquiry began early in the New Year. Alderman Jacob Penner presented a
motion that urged Mayor Ganiet Coulter to cal1 a conference of d l interested parties to
deal with "the wide spread of juvenile delinquency now sweeping the country."37 Penner
felt it was Mperative that school boards, health centres, councils and other civic bodies
gain awareness of the crisis. The Director of the Council of Social Agencies, Pigott,

anticipated that the City Council and the Young Men's Section of the Board of Trade
would request a study of juvenile delinquency in Winnipeg. The Council of Social
Agencies passed a motion to "set up a committee to Iook into the whole problem of the
scope of Juvenile Delinquency, and report back to the ~ o u n c i l . " ~ *
The motion was not wasted. In lieu of a conference to explore juvenile
delinquency, the City Council opted for the Council of Social Agencies to strike a
committee to examine the issue- Several aldermen offered their opinion about
delinquency at the council meeting. Jacob Penner attacked the influence of pulp
magazines that often portrayed the criminal as the hero. Alderman Brotman suggested
that the juvenile court was understaffed. Brotman was quickly chastised by Alderman H.
B. Scott who declared that spending a bit of money to organize cornmunity clubs and
recreation centres for children was the best way to cope with the situation. Aldeman
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Lloyd C. Stinson cautioned that his recent interview with officials of the juvenile court
revealed no increase in juvenile dehquency in Winnipeg since the war. Statistics did not
impress Alderman M. J. Forkin, who feared that there was too much complacency about
the situation. To make his point, Forkin played on the sensational when he reminded
colleagues about the rnurder that had only very recently came at the hands of juveni~es.'~
The W i n n i ~ e eTribune was in favour of the delinquency cornmittee initiative and
a few weeks earlier, with the Capital Theatre, had sponsored a showing of the filrn M a c h
in Time.The film dealt with the question of juvenile delinquency, and had been the

subject of an article in Life magazine. Ln an editorial, the Tribune recornrnended the filrn
to its readership because of its timeliness. The editor observed, "Looking back over '43,
Manitobans will note with some disquiet that the problems of Juvenile Delinquency are
becoming acute again under wartime

condition^."^^

Two weeks later, the editorial staff

congratuIated the City Council for its "excellent step forward by deciding to have a
citywide study made of the cause and the cure, locally, of juvenile delinquency."

In

particular, the Tribune agreed with Aiderman Forkin's declaration that, "when children of
twelve have venereal disease, the problem is serious." The editorial admitted that while
Winnipeg had fared better than other cities in wartime, there was no room for
complacency about the factsm4'Satisfaction was expressed about the implementation of
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the Council of Social Agencies' Protection Cornmittee's recommendations on venereal

disease by a blend of provincial government, hedth authonties, church, the armed forces
and cornmunity action. The Tribune hoped that "the broader problem of juvenile
delinquency will be handled with the same purposefid 'follow through' methods that are
now being ernployed against venereal d i s e a ~ e . " ~ ~
The Council of Social Agencies acted quickly on this ringing endorsement. By
late January, a cornmittee was called to discuss the juvenile delinquency study. The
comrnittee was comprised of a blend of interested parties. Delegates fkom churches,
citizen groups and service organizationsjoined court, health, social agency and school
representatives. The chairman, A. V. Pigott, asked whether a study should be
undertaken, and if so, what should its scope be. Two alternatives seemed possible: tc
conduct an extensive and thorough survey with irnplementations to follow, or to prepare a
short report and take inmediate action where needed, enlarging the study later."
Upon discussion of the options, the nagging question of whether juvenile
delinquency was on the increase or decrease was raised. Judge B. J. McKitrïck of
Juvenile Court indicated that the first step was to establish the facts and make them
known to the public. Mr. P. Lowe of the Winnipeg Foundation concurred, but hoped the
report would emphasize what should be done in the way of preventative work arnong
young people generally.45 Dr. Jackson of the Deparûnent of Health and Public Welfare
noted that the Attorney General wanted the juvenile delinquency issue included in a
general Welfare Study conducted by the provincial government. It was hoped that that
Ibid.
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study would identiS facilities within the province that could diagnose and cure juvenile
delinquency.
Discussion concluded with agreement that a smd-scale study would be initiated,
and expanded if necessary. The study would examine existing recreation facilities for
youth in Winnipeg and would indicate what expansion was needed to prevent problems

in the future. It was hoped that the report would result in interest and support for more
recreation for youth.46
To establish common ground on which to mediate the study, Pigott sent a
rnemorandurn reviewing fundamental principles upon which those who worked with
children agreed. The underlying belief was that delinque~tswere made, not bom.
Causes were traced by psychiatrists and child care workers to insecurity in îhe child's
environment and a lackm of confidence. The child's family or society, and too much or too
liale parental control, rooted these feelings of rejechon."

Mr. Pigott later reported to the Council's Board of Directors that the study would
be called a study of "youth needs," rather than one on juvenile delinquency. The study
would be pattemed after the recently completed venereal disease study, with subcornmittees responsible for specific portions of the inquiry. The sub-cornmittees
pertained to psychiatric clinic needs, curent and potential recreation, church

Ibid.
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No reactions to Pigott's principles have been found. However, the suggestion that dotulg parents could
push a child to delinquency was Iïkely harder for cornmittee members to believe than the more readily held
perception that parental neglect was a more common source of youth problems. ifstudy mernbers accepted
that delinquents were the products of their environment, it was reasonable to assume that working mothers
would attract more attention of cornmittee delegates than overly involved parents would. "Memorandum
Re IuveniIe Delinquency Study," ad., PAM, P 642, file 26, 1.

participation, the training of teachers and vocational guidance. It was assumed that
cornmittees could be added as needede4'
Within a week, a new sub-committee was deemed necessary to determine the

existing fiames of delinquency and the level of recreation offered by the Parks Board,
School Board and boys' clubs. The sub-committee heard fiom Judge Hamilton, who
referred to cases of parental neglect. In his opinion, intervention did not occur soon
enough. He suggested that the law should have more "teeth" so that potential delinquent

in neglectful cases could be apprehended, or if necessary, be taken out of their homes.
The judge also pointed to the possibility of tracing and apprehending parents for noncontribution to their children's upbringhs by following up on the parents' Selective
SeMce work permits.49
The other sub-committees got to work by late February. The Sub-cornmittee on
Recreation was mandated to determine what existed and what was lacking in youth
recreation in Winnipeg. It was also charged with recornrnending an adequate and
effective program to curb juvenile delinquency in the city and evaluating existing
facilities' ability to deliver such a program. The Sub-cornmittee also wanted a clear
picture of what teenagers could do in their spare time, and decided to gather information
kom the Guides, Scouts, Cadets, Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C-A., athletic associations and
cornmunity clubs. Questionnaires and rnaps with census tract zones were to be used to
allow correlation of the teenaged population with recreation facilities.
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Curiously, the Sub-cornmittee anticipated that, as in previous surveys, the results
of this inquiry would indicate a high rate of delinquency in areas where most recreation
was avaîlable. Ifthis indeed were found, the sub-cornmittee w o d d then examine the type
of recreation available in that area" The Sub-committee's attitudes towards youth are
evident. First, they assumed that youth trouble would occur where youth congregated, no
rnatter what opportunities were provided for them. Also, the Sub-committee believed
some activities were more wholesome than others were and would be more effective in
chanueling youthful exuberance into constructive activity. The Sub-committee wished to
convey to the public that recreation was valuable as one means of preventing juvenile
delinquency, but it also wanted the statement to reflect what the cornmittee felt was the
best type of recreation oeeded."

There was no sense inviting youth to facilities if it led

to more instances of rowdy behaviour. Since much of the Sub-cornmittee's information
was solicited kom traditional youth goups and organizations which they may have been
involved in themselves as youths, the mernbers Iikely regarded these conventional,
structured activities as most suitable for idIe youth. Their mode1 of appropriate recreation
rnay have captured little interest with youth that did not share the social and economic
background of the cornmittee. NonetheIess, the Sub-committee was not inclined to
conclude pool halls and cornmunity dances would offer suitable recreation for idle

juveniles.
Other sub-cornmittees shared concerns about inadequate methods to cultivate
proper young citizens, and offered what they considered to be suitable remedies. The
50
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Sub-cornmittee on Training of Teachers and Vocational Guidance discussed the role of
school in preventing dehquency. Dr. J. C.Pincock, Chairman of the Winnipeg School
Board, felt that the community should concern itself with a positive program for the
physicd, moral and mental development of young people, and the comrnittee had to £kt
decide what function the school played in such a program, The committee shared the
average person's conception of the schoof s function: to teach the three R's. Problems, it
was believed, resulted fiom parents who were merely "prepared to feed, lodge, and clothe

their children and unload al1 the other responsibilities onto the scho01."~~
This Sub-cornmittee acknowledged that were many factors contributed to the
development of a young person so that he or she could assume a role in sociev. Home,
church, school, community groups, press, radio and movies affected socialization.
However, school occupied only one sixth of the child's time, and the committee heard
that psychiatrists claimed th& life patterns were set by the age of six. The corunittee
understood that "if the church and home fail in their part, the school has to take care of
things which would othenvise be m i s ~ e d . " ~ ~
The home was still considered vital in childhood development, and nothing could
really take its place. Care had to be taken so that the education system did not weaken
the home by taking away its responsibilities. At the same tirne, the school system felt it
was their duty to "assist the home in assurning its r e ~ ~ o n s i b i l i t i e s .One
" ~ ~suggestion was

to open the schooIs after hours to serve as a cornrnunity centre. Adults and young people
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would be encouaged to come as families to take part in manual training programs,
recreation and fonims.
The committee also hoped to foster the home's cornmitment to its responsibilities
through Home and School Clubs or Parent Teacher Organizations. In making these
suggestions, it was feared that those in greatest need of this edifj6ng guidance would not
come to these meetings. This prompted a proposal that offered a more interventionist
approach, where the school would go into the home by way of a Visiting Teacher
Service. htended to serve as a liaison between the home and school, the teacher would
assume the job of a trained social worker, only in this case she would be able to
understand the problems of the school as well as the home.55
The belief that the home was wholly to blame for youth problems was not
universal arnong the committee members. Mr. G. E. Parker wondered if the committee
needed to reach hrther than the home, and examine the school curriculum for the root of
youth dissent. In his opinion, "children did not like school, and there must be something
basically wrong with the way we run our schoois, -children are not fiee enough --there is
too much regimentation."56 The committee did not share Parker's opinion, and pointed to
the school c h i c conclusion that those children found more frustration with the home
than with the scho01.~'

The Sub-comrnittee on Church Participation directed the greatest amount of
emphasis and attention to the virtue of a strong home Life. The pejorative language used
-- --
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in its report clearly held parents responsible for their children's delinquency. Like other
sub-cornmittees, they agreed that societal institutions such as school, Scouts and church
groups could plant principles of good behaviour. However, the report noted that only the
home could offer an opportunity for the "actual practice, the concrete behavior, which
will influence his character more than abstract principles."58 The Sub-cornmittee saw the

family as the secure and main place where a youth's character developed, and the church
viewed the well-developed family as society's normal and fundamental unit.59
The Sub-committee expressed concern that the valued family unit had weakened
over the years. It identified the tendency of institutions, including the church's own youth
groups, to replace the farnily in the influence of children. Broken homes through
separation and divorce had become, in the minds of Sub-committee members, too
c o r n o n - The "craze for constant amusement" on the part of children and parents bad
taken children Eom their homes during leisure hours, and turned "houses largely into a
dormitory for many children and youths."60 Even parents who were involved with their
children did not escape criticism, because they were suspected of being unable to bridge
the gap between themselves and their teenagers, leaving "children who are spoiled or
harshly repressed," and therefore more likely to be delinquent.6' The war rnay have
fiayed family ties, but it could not be held completely responsible if they snapped.

'* l'What Can the Church Do to Promote Stability in Family Life," Report by Church Sub-Cornmittee, n-d.,
PAM, P 642, file 26, 1.
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The broken or weak home was the Sub-cornmittee's main target and it cited
numerous sunreys that Linked dysfunctional family situations to delinquency. In
Winnipeg, its evidence showed that if one were to d e out homes with "unfortunate
features," only 7.6% came Eom suitable
The Sub-cornmittee used wide-sweeping criteria to classi@ a home with
"unfortunate features". Poverty, crowding, unsanitary abodes, lack of parental control or
neglect, excessive quarreling, alcoholism, obsceni~,immorality, criminality and poor
mental health of parents were obvious considerations. The List d s o included "mothers
away working" as a feature of an davourable home6) No attempt was made to qualiQ
under what circumstances the absence of these working mothers would be most
detrimental, so it seems that the Church Sub-cornmittee saw mothers working for pay as

an entirely negative development in family life.
The Sub-cornmittee believed that strengthening the f m i l y was the key to
reducing delinquency. In its recommendations to the church, it suggested using the
pulpit, and even radio to promote the sacredness of the farnily. Also, the church couId
consider urging the Provincial Department of Public Health to establish family clinics,

n "strategic locations" with higher incidents of delinquency.
partially staffed by cIergy, i
The church could also offer its cooperation to the social workers, tniant officers and
health nurses in the cornmunity. Finally, the Sub-cornmittee determined that trained
church workers shouId visit and intervene in homes. Like the Sub-Cornmittee on

Training of Teachers, the Church Sub-cornmittee felt that only decisive, external action
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codd put degenerative households in order. Rerniniscent of moral reformers at the tum
of the twentieth century, trained clencal and Iay church workers could only be of help

"with wise guidance when they visit homes which may be possible breeding grounds of
d e ~ i n c p e n c ~ .Interestingly,
"~
the othenvise high-handed and judgmental nature of this
Sub-committeefsreport humbly concluded that their proposals might be recognized and
judged to be inadequate by the larger committee that was dedicated to discerning juvenile
needs. However, it hoped that by establishing a real connection between dehquency and
the home, its recommendations would at Ieast offer first steps dong the road to solving
such an extraordinarïly hard problem.65
Al1 the sub-committees did their work while proceedings against the three youths
beIieved responsible for the death of the detention guard, Mr. Pearse, moved through the
courts. No doubt committee rnembers were interested in the case's developments, and in

the public reaction that ensued. Public information about the case surFaced for the fïrst
tirne since the arrests in early February 1944. Defense counsel appealed the transfer of
the oldest youth ,Leslie W. Young, ftom Juvenile Court to the City Police Court for the
preliminary hearing on the charge of murder. Counsel argued that the juvenile court had
no proper evidence to justie the transfer, and transfer could only be made if it was

conclusively shown that it was good for the juvenile and that comrnunity opinion
demanded the t r a r ~ s f e r .The
~ ~ appeal was rejected. Juvenile court sentences had a fiveyear maximum and there was some consideration in this case for the death penalty.
Crown counsel hinted at comrnunity opinion by stating that "the good of the juvenile was

capable of two meanings," and noted that although "many people thought ail punishment
should be avoided, others believed 'spoil the child if spared the r~d'."~'Denying Young
considerations normally af5orded juveniles sated public opinion and mood.
The preliminary hearhg on March 13, 1944 attracted much public interest- The
courtroorn was packed as evidence was presented on the health of the detention guard.
The court was told that Mr. Pearse, who suffered fkom high blood pressure and artenosclerosis, died from cerebral hemorrhage, quite possibly aggravated by the excitement
fiom his attack by the three youths. Other inmates testified that ail three boys had a role

in the scuffle with the guard.68 Two weeks later, the Police Court deterniined that there
was sufficient evidence to charge al1 three boys with murder,
Juvenile delinquency continued to be an issue in Winnipeg through the sprîng and
early sumrner of 1944. Along with the officia1 work of the sub-committees devoted to
this concern, citizens could read the graphic descriptions of forensic photos in the Pearse
murder trial. The Free Press aptly chose the week of the preliminary trial to devote three
consecutive editorials to the definition, potential causes and treatrnent of juvenile
delinquency. The articles proved to be, for the rnost part, insightful and progressive. At
times, though, contradictions could be found arnong thern. While this discourse would
have responsibfy informed its readership, the inability to prescribe a definitive treatrnent
to a murky problern did little to reassure Winnipegers that the problem of juvenile

delinquency wouid soon go away.
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The ikst editonal article acknowledged the attention that had been drawn to the
delinquency problem, and it was important for citizens to appraise and support the
immediate and long-texm plans that the experts were likely to offer after the juvenile
delinquency cornmittee concluded its investigations. Though no clear trend had yet been
established, the Free Press suggested th& delinquency be on the rise, as was always the
case in times of stress and strain, both social and individual, On the rise or not,
delinquency was a comrnuniw problem, First, it endangered life and property of others,
and second, 'lit is the comrnunity's business to care for the health and weLfare o f its
citizens, and delinquency is a sign of the ~ ~ ~ o s i tJuvenile
e . " ~ ~delinquency was reduced
to an individual's maladjustment to authority, and this maladjustment resulted f?om an
underlying motive of revenge or rebellion against authority. While delinquency would
never disappear, sixty percent could be prevented or cwed. The editor ended this fust
installment with a warning, "We shall defeat our own ends if we approach this problem in
a spirit of moral indignation, or with fixed ideas as to causes."70
The following day's edition offered a sweeping range of potential causes of
delinquency. The author refüted the popular belief that children kom poor backgrounds
with negligent parents, and who perhaps attended movies instead of church, made up the

ranks of the city's juvenile delinquents. As if to absolve government and society for
economic disparity that may cause delinquency, the author pointed instead to personality
factors as a more likely cornrnon denominator of young offenders. Delinquency was
Iikened to a "physical allergy which is the result of a combination of circumstances
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coming together at the same time against an individual antipathy."7' In some cases, the
removal of one or severai "circurnstances" might cure the child, and in more complex
cases, "a special immunization against that especial antipathy may be the only method
possible."72 In either scenario, exhaustive investigation was necessary to determine the
approach that was most suitable.
The family was again considered integral to the positive development of youth.
However, unlike the opinions of some, notably the Chuch Sub-cornmittee, parents were
not considered absohtely responsible for the behaviour of their children. The editorial
did assert that delinquency was rooted in enotional difficulties arose Erom familial
dissatisfactions, and failure of the relations between parent and child set the pattern for
other future relationships, Still, parents were not wholly or directly responsible for
delinquency. Under circumstances of gross neglect, cruelty, or absence of affection for
the child, parents could be held accountable. Yet, where reasonable parental affection
and materiai care was present, and difficulties with the youth still occurred, assistance
was required. Even with the provision of a heaIthy environment, the parents in
delinquency cases rnay not be equipped to deal with the youth's apparent "intra-psychic"
issues.73 Such an individual was at risk of comrnitting "primary delinquency" offences,
so-called because the crime occurred without the absence of a good environment. Early
diagnosis and treatment by a psychiatrist were considered the only hope in these cases.
Attention then turned to the "miIder cases" of delinquency, those that could b e
considered the product of a faulty environment- The author contradicted the earlier
71
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caution to the public of not over-simpli%g

the causes of delinquency by citing parts of

the city where there were "distinct delinquent areas, characterized by poverty,
alcoholism, imrnorality and adult c r i ~ n i n a l i t ~ .Social
" ~ ~ dislocation resulting £kom mass
unemployment during depression, and the rigors of war, contributed to the breakdown of
famiIy ties, which naturally "provide[d] similar breeding grounds for juvenile
delinquency."75 Dysfunctional families did not offer an opportunity for the expression of
aggressive and growing impulses of children that were buffered by tendemess and
understanding in suitable homes. This ultimately left the child with a "searching for
devious methods of aggrandizement or even the barest emotional gratifi~ation."~~
A defense of working mothers ternpered this traditional indictment of parental
f a i l ~ r e Many
. ~ ~ readers would have concluded that with mothers absent fkom the home,
there would be no Mmediate solution to the "milder cases" of delinquency that were
believed to result f?om familial dislocation, The editorial clearly stated that there was no
proven relationship behveen working mothers and the incidence of delinquency. The
author found it curious that little public attention was given to the "legions" of mothers
who worked as chanvomen or in other menial tasks, but open alarm occured when there
was widespread employment of women. The public was chastised for misguided
concern, as "we will allow mothers to stay in their home and do as they please with their
73
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77 The editorial did not openly explain that it was coming to the defense of ~0therS
because they were
doing their patnotic duty by working. Perhaps it was universally believed that mothers were working
because their labour was needed, or perhaps the editor was aware that mothers were often working for
economic reasons. Regardless, why mothers were working seemed not to be an issue for the Free Press.

children-perhaps they beat thern unmerciflllly for a l l we know-but the minute they step
out to work we say they should be back home looking after their ~ h i l d r e n . "While
~ ~ not
explicitly stated, some support for institutionalized day care is evident here, especially
when the author suggested that "delinquency is accompanied more often by overattachment to parents than by its ~ ~ ~ o s i t e . " ~ ~
The final contribution to the editorial series dealt with prevention and treatment.
The hrst step included the recognition that defects in the social system precipitated much
of the delinquency, and this called for an improvement and extension of the relevant
social welfare agencies, education system and recreational facilities. Training of workers
in these fields was paramount, Second, the author identified groups of children rnost
vulnerable to delinquency: children with mental handicaps, children living in congested
areas, children of aliens and minority groups, and contrary to support given working
mothers in the proceeding editorial, children of those who were employed, For these, and
those prone to "intra-psychic" tendencies, the use of psychiatrie principles was
encouraged to diagnose and treat the înflicted. Finally, the Juvenile Court was to act as a
clearinghouse for youth that were apprehended. Detention, with highly trained personnei,
showed focus on treatrnent and re-education of its clientele. A prolonged system of
follow-up was aiso suggested to diminish the possibility of r e c i d i ~ i s m . ~ ~
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Ultimately, the Free Press stressed that existing resources needed immediate
coordination "to deal with what may rightly be called an emergency situation."81 The
editorials provided a fairly balanced analysis of the delinquency topic, and avoided
identiS.ing any one factor as a cause or offering a panacea for the problem. Citizens
interested in the issue may have wondered if any of the suggestions outlined in the three
day series would be included in the investigation and report of the CounciI of Social
Agencies. Clear and objective public views on delulquency were difficult to achieve, as
Winnipeg was again irnmersed in emotional and lurid details of murder as the trial of the
three youths charged with the death of Mr. Pearse garnered the city's attention once more.
The trial gained increased notoriety when the unique circurnstances of the case
were pubiished in a pulp detective magazine. Writers in this genre were widely known
for their sensationalistic presentation of an active or past crime story. The AprUMay
1944 Canadian edition of Special Detective Cases p ~ t e adstory by Phillip H. Godsell,

entitled "Death Stalks at Night: An Amazing Saga of Juvenile Crime in ~ u u i i ~ e g . " ~ ~
Now, the very type of mazazine that had been criticized for inciting aberrant behavior
arnong youths also stood to jeopardize the trial of three yo~ths.83John L. Ross, who
defended George Janssens, promised to raise vigorous objection to the pulp when his
client's trial came up at the assizes. Ross believed, "Citizens who may be called on the

SZ No copy of this article has been located. The National Library in Ottawa has some issues of the serial,
but not the edition in question. inquiries with private dealers who specialize in pulps have not been met
with success.
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jury will likely read that story, and form an opinion before the case comes up for trial.""
A few weeks later, L. D. Morosnick, counsel for Leslie Young, tried to have his client's
trial quashed when he asked for a motion to cite Godsell and the Toronto-based magazine

for contempt. Morosnick declared that 1,900 copies of the magazine had been distributed

in Winnipeg and that the Free Press had covered the story on April25. Ross's and
Morosnick's objections made no impact on the trial that followed a few weeks Iater, but
the pulp story most likely sharpened interest. Under these circumstances, it would be
difficult for the public to dismiss the notion that there was rampant juvenile dehquency

in Winnipeg.

In the end, only one youth, Leslie Young, received a twenty-three month sentence
for a lesser charge of manslaughter. It was detemined that the fatal scuffle may have
started with some agitation by the guard, Pearse, who entered the boy's d o m to quiet a
minor disturbance. Blows were exchanged, though it appeared that a cerebral
hemorrhage rnost Iikely contributed to Pearse's death. The trial's climax did not match
the sensationalism that preceded the cases being heard. Yet, the conclusion of the trial of
a tragic death, precipitated by the actions of Winnipeg youths, still did not diminish civic
concern about juvenile delinquency.
The impression that parental neglect was largely responsible for dehquency
remained. The suspicion persisted even when no concrete evidence linked indifferent
parenting to juvenile crime. For instance, the parental situation and home conditions of
the boys were not given rnuch, if any, consideration in the very public ûials of the three
youths. Janssens' mother was the only parent called to the stand, where she informed the
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court that the accused was the youngest of her seven children, and had never given thern
troubIe. Janssens worked to support the family after his father had been injured in an
accident, He had lefi home after a disagreement with the father, who had concerns about
his son going out on e v e r ~ i n ~ s . ~ ~
Wartime parenting, as it pertained to juvenile delinquency in Winnipeg, continued
to receive attention and even direct cnticism in the Free Press. A letter to the editor in
early May 1944 referred to the paper's three part senes. The correspondent commended
the author of the articles, but felt the message fell short when delinquency continued to be
looked upon as a "harmless indication of the natural physical changes common to those
passing corn youth to adult life." A solution the editorial overlooked, the letter writer
continued, was the possibility of penalizing the parent when the child was brought before
the juvenile court. Then, the parents "could be bound over to protect the culprit, where it

can be shown plain duty has been neglected."86

In a later issue, whether by d e s i s or by coincidence, an article covering a
Canadian conference on social work, entitled "Mothers Who Work in Factories Rapped,"
appeared next to a story that reported Leslie Young's version of events at the Vaughan
Street detention home.87 Robert E. Mills, director of the Toronto Children's Aid society,
and vice-president of the Canadian Welfare Council, charged that mothers of young
children who spent their time working in war factories consequently neglected their home
responsibilities. He stated, "War or no war, homemaking should have a high priority
rating among essential occupations. It is difficult to visualize a satisfactory future if
ss f'JanssensllWinnipeg Free Press, May 10, 1944, 586

"Correspondent Airs Views on Juvenile Delinquency," Winni~eeFree Press, May, 6, 1944, 10.

children are to grow up without having had an adequate home life during their formative
years."88 Two other delegates at the conference tied working parents to the apparent
increase in juvenile delinquency. G. Howard Young, superintendent of the Union
Mission in Ottawa, and Eric Wood of ChildrenfsAïd society in Annapolis, concurred
with Mr. Mills that proper parental conditions are essential, and both Young and Wood

clairned that if parental conditions were proper, juvenile delinquency would decrease.
Wood added, "One of the most destructive elements contributing to j u v e ~ l edelinquency
today was the fact that in so many homes both parents were w ~ r k i n ~ . " ~ ~
Later in the same week, a newspaper account of a Winnipeg School Board
meeting recorded Mr- Beck's contention that mothers with children under sixteen were
neglecting their homes when they took jobs. He suggested that al1 bris in Winnipeg be
requested to fire al1 women in their ernploy with children under sixteen. His suggestion
was opposed by other members who argued that mothers worked for either patriotic
reasons or for economic reasons where the wife had to go out and earn enough to feed
and clothe her ~ h i l d r e n .Evidently,
~~
the rnajority of the school board did not view
working mothers as the root of the delinquency problem, since no motion resulted fiom
Beck's arguments. However, as newspaper articles of the spring of 1944 indicate, the
link between mothers working outside the home and delinquency had become a part of
public discourse. Beck's comrnents must certainiy have given voice to citizens with
similar concerns.
" "Juvenile Gives

Story o f Hours in Prison," Winnipeg Free Press, M a y 15, 1944, 1.

*'LMothersW h o Work in Factories Rapped," W i n n i ~ e eFree Press, May 15, 1944, 1.
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What comection between workuig mothers and youth crime did the committees
examining delinquency on behalfof the Council of Social Agencies believe existed? It
was quite Likely that the mernbers of the various committees had beea influenced to some

degree by Amencan experiences and approaches to juvenile delinquency. During a
meeting of the CounciYs Board of Directors, the secretary, Mrs- McQueen informed the
meeting that the Council Office had received a notice that the March 1944 issue of a
New York journal of social work, Survey Midmonthlv, would be devoted entirely to
juvenile delinquency. McQueen was instmcted to purchase one hundred copies of that
journal to be sold in the Council Office at twenty-five cents a copy.g'
While it cannot be concluded wïth any certainty the degree to which the journal
articles influenced the cornmittee members who read thern, the scope of topics and the
conclusions found in the various artides of that issue are strikingly similar to the ideas
evident in the various committee discussions of delinquency in Winnipeg. The three
editonal

article^,^' and the h a l report that would eventually be tabled by the Council,

echoed many findings contained in Survev Midmonthlv. However, it is most significant
that the Council of Social Agencies did not follow some suggestions and
recommendations the journal made, particularly in regards to provisions needed by
working mothers and their families.
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The author of the editorials on juvenile delinquency that appeared in March 1944 in the Free Press was
known as "B. T." It is most likely that "B. T." was Beth Tornalin, tvho represented the Free Press on the
cornmittee called together by the Council of Social Agencies to study juvenile delinquency in Winnipeg.
She, like other cornmittee members, would have had access to the issue of S w e v Midrnonthly that the
Council had recommended. Meeting of the Cornmittee to Study Juvenile Delinquency, Janurary 26, 1944,
PAM, P 642, file 26, 1.

The Amencan expenence with delinquency patterned the Canadian situation in
many ways- S w e v Midmonthlv acknowledged controversy over whether the war had
increased youth offences, but the journal concluded, "Tt will help clear the ground for a
vigorous, sustained and effective attack on the problem of delinquency if we stop arguing
about how much it has i n ~ r e a s e d . " ~
Caution
~
was also expressed that confusion over
what to do about juvenile delinquency "stems fiom a too ready acceptance of superficial
'causes. if94
i

Plans of action, often sirnilar to those entertained in Winnipeg, were suggested.
The journal encouraged those in charge of a community plan to prepare "delinquency
spot maps" to show how much and what types of delinquency the area had, and what
types of home delinquents came £Yom. Once the facts had been gathered, the delinquents,
or those with "pre-delinquent tendencies," would receive the diagnostic and treatrnent
services they needed- Efficient law enforcement would then be relied upon to visit the

dark corners of the commuriity: the rooming houses, cheap dance halls, bars and grills,
and unregulated rnovie hou se^.^^ Another article in the issue, pemed by the farnous Eliot
Ness, suggested that instead of merely apprehending young delinquents as offenders,
police should be trained to refer individual cases to the proper social agencies for
guidance and care."
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The journal also offered a profile of adults that should be prominent in the lives of
children during wartime. The journal coined the term "adult delinquency" to descnbe
grown-ups who had let down the children to whom they should bave g-iven guidance. To
avoid being "delinquent," parents were encouraged to arm themselves with subscnptions
of parenting magazines and attend parent discussion groups, since not al1 parents were
blessed with a "sixth sense" for their children's needs."

This advice, reminiscent to the

"scientific motherhood" campaigns that were prolific in Canada since World War One,

was an attempt to popularize "scientific" Eaiowledge of child behaviour in order to
prevent juvenile delinquency just as the earlier education programs had attempted to
lower infant mortality rates.

The special edition issue of Survev Midmonthly also commented directly on the
inadequate or rnisguided parental supervision of children. It was determined that many of
the youths involved in offences came fiom homes where both parents worked. In one
case, a boy caught stealing had been away fkom home for three days. His mother worked
the day shift, and his father worked the night shift, and each thought the other knew the
child's whereabouts. One article offered that anyone who had watched a tired, nodding
wornan on a packed bus traveling fiom work at the end of the day could sense her fatigue,
and could then easily believe that sorne mothers would be unable to care for and direct
their ~ h i l d r e n . ~ ~
Survev Midrnonthlv offered a tangible solution to the inadequate care expenenced

by the children of these working mothers. It recomrnended that Arnerican federal
- -
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participation in h a n c i n g care for children of employed mothers should be put on a grantin-aid basis to help support a broad range of services, These services would include
information and advice for rnothers, nursery schools and extended school programs, day
care centres, and foster home care. The journal asserted that inadequate provision of
these services for the children of working mothers was directly related to the increase in
juvenile delinquency.99
The chairman of the Council of Social Agencies, A. V. Pigott, offered a hint of

the juvenile delinquency committeers fïndïngs during the Council's annual meeting. As
previously noted, Pigott's understanding of the delinquency issue concurred in many

areas with the contents of Survev Midrnonthly. He, too, for instance, preferred not to
waste time arguing whether delinquency was on the rise or not. Rather, he accepted that
' ~ ~ also stressed the
delinquents gave society concern, and needed s t ~ d y . Pigon
importance of parents and home, but in contrast to Survev Midrnonthlv, he placed more
emphasis on parental responsibility. The meeting was presented with statistics gathered
by the Winnipeg School Board that revealed that twenty-seven percent of children Eom
n h e to nineteen years of age had fathers away fkom home. Six percent had fathers away,

and at the sarne time had their mothers working. Over forty percent had both parents
employed outside the home.'0' Pigott assumed that this rneant less supervision and
guidance in homes, and that households had more money to spend. Pigott described a
general feeling of unsettled excitement, especially arnong transient families. Adults were
99
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reported to be showing more anxiety, apprehension and tension, and youth in turn
responded by being restless and, defiant and by exhibiting more negative behavior.
Under these conditions, Pigott marveled that there had not been a larger increase in
juvenile delinquency.lo2 To stem this tide, Pigott, like Survey Midmonthlv, targeted
"adult delinquency." The central assumphon was that prevention was better than a cure.
This prevention was considered best looked after by the home, but the s-chool, church and
senrice groups and agencies must be prepared to support the home.lo3 This focus on
prevention, though, did not include any consideration for both parents that worked
outside the home and were raising families, the annual meeting heard. Unlike Survev
Midrnonthlb rio mention was made of the provision of services and chiLd care intended
for the children of working mothers.
Pigott's omission of extended child care at the annual meeting was not an
oversight. The Council of Social Agencies of Greater Winnipeg released their report,
Youth Needs in Winni~ee:An Investigation into the Causes of Juvenile Delinquencv,
which offered greater details to the chaiman's earlier comments. The report stated that
there was no evidence that delinquency had reached alarming proportioms in the city
during the war years. Yet, it warned, "There is ample evidence to show that famiIy life
has been seriously disrupted by the war, a condition which in itself is likely to give rise to

delinquent behaviour on the part of children of al1 ages."'04 The report outlined general
principles of juvenile delinquency that did not deviate fi-om the accepted understanding of

'"
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defkitions, behaviours, cures, societd duties, treatments and prevention of delinquency
for that time.lo5 It did emphasize the importance of the influence of the home on the
child, and the stress the home was experiencing in wartime. The report suggested that
"[tlhis state of &airs

has its counterpart in the heavy case loads of social agencies, such

as the Family Bureau and Children's Aid ~ o c i e t i e s . " ' ~ ~

The council borrowed the tenn "Adult Delinquency" to illustrate the need to
bolster support for the family. The various sub-committees' findings and
recommendations showed strong similarities to the special issue of Survey Midrnonthlv,
where it was believed that the comrnunity and school could do much more to assist
parents in fidfilling their obligations and responsibilities. Parents could be trained by a
chifd guidance clinic or the Children's Aid Society to recognize symptoms of early
deiinquency behaviour. The school was charged with encouraging the developrnent of
Home and Schoo1 and Parent Education Groups. As well, teachers were to be &en
specific training and the curriculum had to be tailored to the varied mental abilities,
interests and aptitudes of youth.Io7
The Church's portion of the report began with the statement that of al1 the
voIunteer groups interested in youth welfare, churches had been involved the longest.
Figures were presented to substantiate the claim that the church was the most capable
agency to prevcnt delinquency. Jh an area of the city where the total delinquency rate per

1,000 children, ages 6 to 16, was 23.7, two churches serving 562 of these children had a
- . .- .
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delinquency rate of o d y 1-78per 1,000.'~~
A tangible church extension into the
communities included opening church buildings as communiw centres to provide
recreation, to be staffed with vofunteers that had been given group work training by the
likes of the School of Social ~ o r k . ' ~ ~
The cornmittee's report finished with a proposal for two new bodies. First, a
Child Guidance Centre, where psychiatry, social work and pediatrics could work together
to prevent delinquency and attack the pre-delinquent stase of the child's development,

and where it could deal with the emotional problems of infancy, pre-school and school
children.

'

'O

The second recommendation cailed for the establishment of a Central

Recreation Commission, which the Council felt was "essential if delinquency is to be
prevented and a constructive program for young people carried on in our city.""'
As comprehensive as the study was, the document omitted programs that would
have benefited families where both parents worked outside the home. The report
followed conventional understanding of youth crime concluding that it was quite likely
that diminished parental s u p e ~ s i o would
n
lead to an increase in youth trouble.
However, theorists elsewhere made it clear that improved and extended help, specifically

the provision of nursery care, day care and afier-school programming, would prevent
many of the problems created by idle children wl-io ofien found themselves alone. In
light of the Councik and sub-cornmittees' scrutiny and apparent indictment of neglect on
1O 8
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behalf of working parents, it was curious that the commïttee at large did not recommend
solutions to the problem that had been suggested as suitable policy elsewhere. The report
on youth needs in Winnipeg borrowed greatIy from the American pattern of how to deal
with juveniles with consistency, but the Council's recommendations deviated £kom the
Amencan approach when funding for programs such as nursery and child care was
prescribed. The Council's report made no mention whatsoever of what was presented,
particularly in the social work journal Survev Midmonthlv, as a logical response to
provide for the children of working rnothers.

The Council of Social Agencies, like other authonties and decision-rnakers in
Winnipeg, were not prepared to alter traditional attitudes and policies in dealing with
family &airs.

Patriarchal assumptions of the role of mothers precluded the idea that the

state should provide alternative care for children, especially in a year when the public
sought stability. High profile youth crimes and the moral panic promoted in public media
created a reaction by the citizens of Winnipeg that was out of proportion with the actual
threat it posed. As a result, Council was prepared to recommend public expenditure to
refurbish existing and construct new facilities and organizations to battle juvenile crime.

The Council was not prepared to fund facilities that would weaken the cradle of
nationhood, the family. Ironically, in the Council's bid to examine the causes of
delinquency and suggest modem methods to prevent and treat it, the Council's traditional
patriarchal response to the issue chose to ignore the modem reality of working mothers.

In the absence of state-subsidized care, many children would continue to find themselves
left to their own devices as their fathers and rnothers left the house to work.

Il1
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CONCLUSION
The Second World War appeared to liberate women whzn they left households to
enter factories and take up occupations that were usually considered impossible for
women. Ruth Roach Pierson qualifies this assumption, though, by focusing on the
patterns of gender ideology*andgovernment policy that set the h t s of women's social
existence- The tension between women's identities as wives, mothers and homemakers
and as paid workers did not disappear during the wartirne labour C ~ S ~ SFor
.
instance, the

reorganisation of household labour was nor seriously dealt with, but often only brosched

in Winnipeg with whimsical newspaper photos of oil can wielding women attempting to
replace men in a garage. Later in the war, a backlash against the expanded boundaries
women enjoyed was evident, as fears over lost femininity crept into media depictions of
women in non-traditional fields or occupations.

'

Winnipeg dailies and radio

programming becarne a f o m n for discourse where readers" letters and journalists' articles
and broadcasts either subtly or blatantly weighed the cost of having women and mothers
absent fiom the home. It was rare to have an opinion other than one rooted in traditional
and patriarchal ideal of farnily and home to surface.
The state made one tangible concession to working mothers when the federal
government initiated the Dominion-Provincial Wartime Day Nursery Agreement- Jane
Ursel questions the motives for such programs, citing it as an example of "social
patriarchy" where the stzte replaces the male head of the household by gaining power and

I
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authority over womenW2The Day Nursery Agreement, though, was designed to be an
emergency measure. The w e k e state was not yet prepared to champion the right of
women workers and gender equality. Winnipeg social leaders, such as officiais from the
Council of Social Agencies, were even less inclined to lessen the burden on working
mothers, as it was decided that the Day Nursery Agreement was not feasible even though
it was implemented in other cities with fewer working womenWhile reasons were given for the decision to pass on the Agreement, they did not
seem very compelling in the face of the great need for child care. This situation changed
when a murder at the han& of three youth in Winnipez contributed to the decision to
deny mothers suitable care for th& children, as the city experienced jitters over what was
believed to be a nse in juvenile delinquency. Mary Louise Adams offers that a moral
panic resulted in societies experiencing an anxiety over youth care or behaviour where
reaction to a problem exceeded the actual danger the problem actually presentcd.3 If this
moral panic had an effect on the Day Nursery Agreement decision, the decision-makers
had to place blame on mothers for what appeared to be a collapse of a fiagile war-wom
society. While this blame rnay not have been clearly stated, Council of Social Agencies'
documents and media reports suggests the validity of this assumption.
Women and mothers were in a situation where they could not win. They were
expected to shov: their patriotism by working, but were to do so without flagging in their
support for their fighting or working husband, and without negiecting their children and
household. In Winnipeg, there would be no suitable help in caring for their children

'Ursel, 2.
' Adams, 56.

when they worked, ironicalIy because it was believed that childrm of working mothers
would hrrn out rotten if not properly cared for.
The media recorded no real obvious voice in Winnipeg that supported women's
concems as they entered the workforce, plied for government sponsored day care, or
were held up to scrutiny when delinquent chikiren appeared to threaten civic stability. In
central Canada, the public and press did not consider female labourers a novelty. The
governrnent viewed day nurseries for working mothers as a necessity, not a source of
controversy. However, regional differences in acceptance to social patriarchy existed.
Winnipeg's Council of Social Agencies was given the task of gathering information for
the decision and would in time rule out its implementation. This same Council of Social

Agencies also submitted a report on wartime juvenile delinquency that in part implicated
working mothers for the rise in dehquency rates.
Women did not distinguish thernselves in support of womenfs issues, eitherS4
While it was possible that newspapers chose not to print them, there were very few letters
in Winnipeg newspapers that O ffered anything but patronizing sentiments about working
wornen and mothers. Working women were silent as well, perhaps because the
patriarchal traditions themselves were naturalized. Women accepted and perpetuated
ideal notions of fernininity and the importance of the male breadwimer that locked them
into low wage gendered positions on the shop floor. Apart fiom the likes of school board
member Dr. Sheps, female school trustees and members of the Council of Social
Agencies did not waiver fiom the patnarchal assurnptions held by most male members of

'n e r e was political response to women's working issue by the f i lefi.

Comrnunist women emphasized
women's unionization, equal pay, and women's right to a job after the war ended. Joan Sangster, Dreams of
Equality: Wornen on the Canadian Left. 1920-1950, (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart), 1989, 191.

their respective elected or appointed bodies. All women would have had little reason to

doubt that juvenile delinquency was linked to absent mothers- This reification meant that
change in the status of women would corne slowly, and any great advances that were
hoped for when greater numbers of women entered the workplace was not quickly
realised.
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